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In~ian Central Cotton , CommiU~\ 
Report of Specl~i S.1b;,-Comrtiitfe~· appointed by the 
Indian Central Cotton Committee to consider'the 

results' of investigations into, the Finance and 
l\tarketing of Cultivators? ·Cotton. 

REPORT~ ON ,I.NVESTIOATIONS CARRIED OUT 
1l'J SIND. 

The. methods of marketing cotton in Sind have beel). more or less 
a sealed book to most meIJ)bers of the Committee and the present enquiry 
which is here reported on has supplied much light on the subject. \lnd has 
also afforded an illuminating insight into the financial position' of the 
growers. 

Fifteen villages were· investigated arid 72I cultivators interrogated, 
;)nly three replies being incomplete. A general summary of the information 
for the villages is attached. 

Only five markets were visited. These served the villages under 
investigation. A summary of market information is attached. 

The following are the outstanding points brought to light:-
(I) As in Berar, Khandesh and Gujerat borrowing is mainly confined 

to the growing period of the crop. although the percentage of 
. borrowers is much higher here than in the other places. being 
94% against 60% in Berar and 71% in North Gujerat. In the 
second period only 28% and in the third perkld I' 5 % of the 
cultivators had recourse to the money-lender. 

(2) The borrowings of the cultivator per capita and per acre are 
heavy and app~ar to be excessive. 

(3) The 80wcar is the chief financing agent. 77% being lent by him, 
while IO% is advanced by zamindar8 and 7% by Co-operative 
Socjeties. The most common rates of interest . were I81% 
(23% of loans) ; 37l% (20' 5%). 24% (15%) although a rate 
as high as 75 % has been recorded. 

(4)' The condition attached to the granting of loans compelling the 
borrower to sell his kapas to or through the 8owcar. is 
responsible for the high percentage of early sales and the 
total lack of holding back of cotton by the growers. 

(5) Advance sales of the whole or part of the crop are comparatively 
c0IIl:mon-20% of the cultivators adopting this system although 
only 9% of the crop was sold thus. 
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Practically all the cotton is sold in the villages. assoon~s it is 
, mainly to the sowcar to liquidatetbe debtsofthe, gro.' 

(6) The rates obtained in the villages c~mpare favourably witlt~ 
in the IIlarket although there was a general c()mplaintby'~ 
that the rates were concealed from them. '. 

(7) The. chief cl?mplain~s fr~JIl praGtically all the vill~ge~ ~ere,., 
(1) of the exceSSIve number and amount of leVles made "'l:IIl 

the sale' of their·kapas; 
(ii) .of the deceitful practices in weighment. 

(8) Markets, as l,mderstood in the Qther centres investigated, «Jo 
not exist. The markets in Sind are the ginneries bu.t the num
ber of growers who sell there direct is negligible. The bulk 
of the cotton is sold in the villages. 

From the results obtained we think we are justified in making the 
following recommendations in the interests of the growers :-

(I) That Co-operative Sale Societies should be formed to.pr()vide the 
growers with a better outlet. for their produce. 

'".,' ' . ' . .' . 
(2) That the attention of the Govetnmept of Bombay should be drawn 

to the general use of false weights. and' scales in the vi1lag~s 
and district authorities .should be reqnested to take action under 
the Indian Penal Code and under the Bombay Act In (District 
Municipal Act) of 190I. 

... 
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COTTON FINANCE ENQUIRY-SIND. 
REPORT ON THE VILLAGE INVESTHiATIONS. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

This inquiry into the financing and marketing of cotton in Sind 
is the fifth of a series of inquiries undertaken by the Indian Central Cotton 

The mode of 
Committee at typical centres in the variouscotton~ 
growing tracts of India. The essentialspade-wQrk in 

Investlgatlo.n. connection with all these inquiries, viz., the collection of 
information from individual cultivators in selected villages by direct question
ing. and the collection of the necessary data of sales from individual sellers 
in selected markets, has been done by·a special staff of investigators, super
vised by the officers of the Department of Agriculture on the lines laid 
down by a. Special Sub-Committee of the Indian Central Cotton Committee 
which drew up a carefully prepared questionnaire which also gave precise 
instructions to the investigators. 

The inquiry under review in Sind has likewise been carried out by 
special investigators working under the supervision of a Chief Investigating 
Officer, Mr. A. M. Ulvi, B.Ag., a Senior Officer of the Subordinate Agricultural 
Service, with his headquarters at Mirpurkhas. Advantage was taken of the 
experience gained in the previous inquiries .in preparing a revised question
naire which filled in certain 'lacunae' perceived when. the results. of the 
earlier inquiries were reviewed. The chief among these new points on which 
investigators were asked to obtain information were:- ' 

(a) the source of the cultivator's seed supply., which would bring to 
light loans for seed which might otherwise escape record; 

(b) the nature of the tenancy, e. g:, whether'the tenant pays a 
money rent or gives a share of the crops; . 

(c) the rates obtained for the different sales of cotwn in the third 
period of investigation in villages. 

Certain other questions were' also recast so as to make them free from 
any possible ambiguity. and other amendments were made so as to clearly 
emphasise the point for which any particular answer was sought. 

As in the previous inquiries the first essential was the fixing of a number 
of places (villages and market towns) where the investigations were to be 
Sit carried out. This- is very important because it is 

e ~~ Ion o~ in the selection of typical villages that the value of the 
v ages, inquiry depends; and the' importance is even greater 

in an inquiry conducted on a limited scale like the one under review. The 
selection of the sites for the Sind inquiry was left .to the Department of" 
Agriculture (Bombay). Dr. H, H, Mann, the then Director, made the selection 
of the fifteen places ("dehs")* in consultation with the Chief Investigating 

*A'Deh' is the smallest revenue collection unit in Sind. It is some
what smaller than an ordinary village. From five to ten dehs' consti
tute what is called a "Tapa" (group of villages) and several- tapas 
make a taluka. 
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Officer. The principal cotton growing area in Sind is what is, called the 
"Middle-Sind Cotton tract" in economic maps of India, and comprises the 
districts of Hyderabad (Sind), Nawabshah and Thar and Parkar. The 
principal variety grown here is Gossypium neglect·um. The places actually 
selected are tabulated below~-

District Taluka (Centre). Village or Deh. 

Hyderabad(Sind) Hala Khandoo-Salaro Khandoot . Salaro 
. Hyderabad Tando Kaiser .. Tando Kaiser. 

Bhindo. 
Nawabshah .. ·Nawabshah Jam Saheb Deh No. 26 

Nasrat.@ .. 106 .. .. 107 .. .. 26A .. 
Shahdadpur Bhiswal Sohi Kandhar. 

Thar and Parkar .. Mirpurkhas Ka:thri Deh No. 127 
Jamrao.+ 

128 
" Digri Kachhelo 167 " Jamesabad Do. 259 " 

" 270 .. .. 270 -A 
" 

The village inquiries were conducted between the beginning of August 
1927 and the end of February 1928. As in the earlier inquiries, investigators 
Periods of th were required to visit the villages and question the same 
Investlgatl e cultivators at three different times in the course of the 

on. growth and marketing of the crop. The first period was 
fixed to fall bef~'e any of the crop was picked, i. e., during the last stages 
of growth and before harvest. The second period coincided with the picking 
season and continued until some early sales had been made. The third and 
last period commenced after all the crop had been picked and continued until 
the majority of sales had been made. The reason for these divisions is that 
it is intended to find out the amount of the three different categories of 
advances usually taken by the cultivator. The first are the cultivation ad
vances. Next come the borrowings made for harvesting the crop and bringing 
it to market, for paying Government dues and for paying off the cultivation 
advances. Lastly come the advances which the cultivator may have to take 
against his unsold crop (if, as sometimes happens, he is not able to. sell off 

tThis, the next three and Sohi Kandhar are mostly lift-irrigated 
areas. 

@This and the next three are in the Nasrat canal district. In subse
quent pages these villages will be called by their numbers only. 

+ This and the last five are in the Jamrao canal district. 
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. the whole of it at once) for the maintenance of. his family for paying off 
earlier debts, for marriages, feasts and other expenses. . • 

The periods of actual' investigations in the different villages were' as 
under :-

VilIages. First period, Second period. Third period. 

Khandoo .. .. 20-8-27 to 30-8-27 4-II-27 to 15-12-27 1-2-28 to 15-2-28 
Salaro .. 20-8-27 to 30-8-27 4-II-27 to 15-12-27 1-2-28 to .7-2-28 
Tando Kaiser .. 10-9-27 to'· 20-9-27 16-Il-27 to 31-12-27 115-1-28 to 15-2-28 
Bhindo .. .. 10-9-27 to 20-9-27 16-11-27 to 31-12-27 25-1-28 to 15-2-28 
DehNo.26 .. 26-9-27 to 29-9-27 16-11-27 to 15-12-27 10-2-28 to 15-2-28 
Deh No. 106 .. 26-9-27 to 29-9-27 16-1~-27 to 15-12-27 10-2-28 to 15-2-28 
Deh No. 107 .. 26-9-27 to 29-9-27 15-II-27 to 20-12-27 15-2-28 to 29-2-28 
Deh No. 26-A .. 26-9-27 to 29-9-27 20-II-27 to 20-12-27 15-2-28 to 29-2-28 
Sohi Kandhar .. 6-9-27 to 12-9-27 7-11-27 to 30-12-27 25-1-28 to 15-2-28 
Deh No. 127 .. 27-9-27 to 30-9-27 1-12-27 to 15-12-27 1-2-28 to 15-2-28 
Deh No. 128 .. 22-9-27 to 30-9-27 1-12-27 to 15-12-27 10-2-28 to 15-2-28 
Deh No. 167 .. 1-10-27 to 10-10-27 1-12-27 to 15-12-27 10-2-28 to 15-2-28 
Deh No. 259 .. 1-10-27 to 10-10-27 1-12-27 to 15-12-27 10-2-28 to 15-2-28 
Deh No. 270 .. 1-10-27 to 10-10-27 1~I2-27 to 15-12-27 10-2-28' to 15-2-28 
Deh No. 2Z0 A .. 1-10-27 to 10-10-2Z 1-12-27 ·to 15-12-27 10-2-28 . to 15-2-28 

Detailed replies were"received from 721 c;ultivators ("haris")t as given 
below:-

Hyderabad District 

Nawabshah District 

Thar & Parkar 
District. 

rKhandoo 
I Salaro .. t Tando Kaiser 

Bhindo' r" No. 26 .. .. 106 
.. '.. .. 107 

.. .. 26-A 
L Sohi Kandhar 

r~ 
No. 127 

128 .. 167 .. .. 259 .. 270 
L 270-A 

Total 

59 
30 

SI 
91 

56 
49 
53 
46 

124@ 

33@ 
41 
20 
28 
23 
17@ 

721 

Out of these three replies are not complete as the whole of the crop was 
destroyed. 

t A "hari" is, strictly speaking, a tenant fairner, b~t the word is often 
used generically for a cultivator whether propnetor or tenant or 
field-labourer. 

@ One reply is incomplete. 
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Unfortunately, the season this year was an abnormal One. The Indus, ' ' 
as is well known, begins to rise gradually from April onwards and. inundation' 

. canals are opened about the, middle of May, sowing 
The Season. taking places in June., Not infrequently, however, the 

Indus rises late, and sowing then takes place in July. Such was th~ case this 
year. But when the crops were about a foot high severe and possibly unpre- ' 
cedented floods, due to excessive rainfall in east and lower Sind, ravaged the 
cotton-growing tract and destroyed practically the whole of the crop in the 
Jamra,o ca,nal system. The Ryderabad Di~trict was also partially' affected .. 
Re-sowing.had to be done, in the flood-devastated areas, and' pickings which 
usually begin in October were consequently about a month 1ate, continuing 
till almost the first week of February. On the whole the season,was not favour-
able for the cotton crop in Sind. , 

The number of cultivators recorded for the inquiry, is 721. These 
Th ItI' t ~ay be classified as follows according,to the size of 

e cu va ors. their holdings :_ 
Small (i.e. having IS acres or less) 519 or 72%. , . 
Medium (i.e. having between 15 & 50 acres) 196 or 27%. 
Medium-large (i.e. having between 50 & 100 acres) 6 or '1%., 
Of the 721 cultivators recorded, 213 or 30% were proprietors, 476 or ' 

66% were'tenants, and 32 or.4% were returned as partly proprietors and 
partly tenants. 

The 476 tenants may again be divided into two classes according to 
the mode in which rent is paid. Those paying money rent number 160 or 
34% and those taking their holdings on the share system number 302 or 
63%. About 14 cases (3%) are recorded where rent was paid partly in cash 
and partly by sharing the produce. The subject of rent is touched upon 
below. 

With reference to the cultivators it may be interesting to note that in 
all the areas except the Nasrat canal district and in the Rala Taluka there is 
·a good sprinkling of peasant proprietors, called the Khatedar haris, who 
carry on cultivation on their own account: 

The large majority of the cultivators however are tenant farmers, called 
"har haris". They cultivate singly or in partnership with one or two others 
and between them own a pair of bullocks and a camel. With the aid of these 
and by borrowing, they contrive to lease a small holding which they work up 
with the manual labour of themselves and their families. Occasional field 
labour is employed.* The tenant farmers are in a chronic state of indebted
ness; their whole crop is often taken away by or deposited with the 80wcar or 
bania at each picking and cr~dited to their debt account. The r~lies show 
that in 484 out of 586 cases of sales of the first pickings (as recorded in the 
2nd period of the investigation), i.e. in 82% cases, payment was not received 

*These field labourers are called "Biriryo haris". These own no cattHt 
and find employment from either of the two classes of cultivators 
mentioned above, in consideration mostly of a share of the crop. 
They do not bear any share in the expenses which are incurred on 
account of cultivation. '. 
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ill full; and out' of these 484 caSes in 439 (01' 92%) payment was credited to 
debt account. Similarly, in the third period when practically the whole of 
the crop had been sold, it is found that, out of 686 cultivators who had sold 
in 603 or 90% cases payment was not received in full; and out of these 603 
cases, in 513 (or 85%) cases payment was again credited to debt account 
either wholly or partially (mostly the fonner). 

The large majority of the tenants as has been shown pay rent on the 
share system,· called "Batai"@, which is opposed to the "airiyo'" ortasb, 

payment system. It may be noted that the pe'rceritage ' 
Rent systems. of cases of cash rents to the total, which here is 34%, ' 

would be ~uch smaller in the case of those lands growing purely food crops 
like wheat, as these are capable of easy division. 

In the lift-irrigated areas of the Hala and Hyderabad Talukas of the 
Hyderabad district (comprising the villages of Khandooand Salaro, Tando 
Kaiser and Bhindo) and in the Shahdadpur taluka of the Nawabshah district 
(comprising the village of Sohi Kandhar)',thp. prevalent mode is that of 
cash payments. 

The rents range from Rs. 7 to Rs~ 41 'per acre. The normal, that 
is to say the most frequent, rates are as follow~. They are Rs. 7/- in Khandoo, 
Rs. 10/- in Salaro and Sohi Kandhar, and both R.IS 1- and Rs. 30 I-in Bhindo 
(where the share system prevails equally with the cash system, and where 
the rents are heavier than elsewhere). In Tando Kaiser there is no one normal 
rate. In Bhindo two cases of rates over Rs. so/-were reported but it was 
found on inquiry that that was because the Zamindar himself manured the soilt 

In the Nasrat and Jamrao ~anals districts (comprising the remaining 
villages of the inquiry) the share system prevails without an exception. The 
information collected shows that out of 302 cases of the share system, 247 
or 81% are. cases of "half and half", that is the Zemindar takes half the 
produce and the cultivator takes the other half. In 47 or I6~ cases the share 
is t to i and in 8 or 3% cases it is 2/5 to 3 Is. Although the number of 
cases where the share is half and half is thus overwhelming, it must be noted 

*These tenants are nearly all tenants-at-will. The tenant possessing 
a right of occupancy, called the "Maurusi lIari" (lit. "hereditary 
cultivator") who is to be met with in North Sind, in Sukkur and 
Larkana, for instance, is almost unknown in the middle-Sind cotton 
tract. But the tenant-at-will is nevertheless well treated qua 
tenant and has an equally secure foothold on the land he cultivates. 

@"Batai" is really Hie distribution of the produce at h~rvest betw~en 
the Zamindar, tenant and field-labourer. The word IS also apphed 
to what comes to one's share at that distribution, and is exteflded to 
mean all sorts of payments in kind. 

tThe rates given here may be compared with the pre-war rates of 
Rs. 6 to Rs. IS per acre. Vide the "G,azett.eer of the Province (If 
Bind," Vo!. A., p. 333. .~ .. 

• 
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that in most cases the cultivators have to pay what is calleP.Laptl~ This 
is a peculi?Xkind of extr;i charge on cultivation payable by the cultivator 
either 'to' the Zemindar or to the rent-farming contractor. This contractor 
is usually the sOWcar or the bania to whom a Zeminilar may have given over 
the rent farming of a series of holdings. Among other considerations the 
"lapo," which is a customary Zemindari right,enforceable even in courts of 
law, is made over to the contractor. The cultivator is therefore mulcted 
into paying the contractor or the Zemindar, per acre, a couple of s,eers of 
"phutties" (i.e., cotton seed) a few bales of grass, or sometimes corn, by way of 
"lapo". We thus see that the cultivator is often left with less than half the 
produce to maintain himself and his family and livestock for the year, and to 
pay his debts and interest charges out of. 

There are about 14 cases of mixed rent system and ten of these are in 
Sohi Kandhar. The rates work out to Rs. 10 plus about 6 seers grain (or 
seed, cotton) and about two bundles of grass per acre. 

The results at a glance are :-

Cash system .. 160 cases ot 34%, 

Range of rent Rs. 7 to Rs. 41 per acre. 

Normal rate Rs. 10. 
Share system. 

i to i 
i to i 
2/5 to 3/5 

Mixed system 

247 cases. 
47 " 

8 " 

Total tenants 

302 cases or 63%. 
14 cases or 3% 

476 

The area under cultivation of the holdings re'corded in the inquiry was 
9,053 acres. Out of this 4,089 acres or 45%'Yere under 

.. cotton cultivation. The percentage of area under cotton 
Area & holdings. to the total cultivated area for the recorded holdings is to 

be found in table IV. The highest is (65%) in De'h No. 26, 

*As to the origin of "LapD" :-
"Under the former native rule certain individuals were granted the 

privilege of collecting certain fees on the revenue accruing from 
the lands of a tract of country in consideration of their using 
their influence in bringing it under cultivation and collecting 
the revenue on the same. They attracted cultivators, probably 
advanced them money, on account of the expenses of cultiva
tion, afforded them the protection necessary in the unsettled 
state of the country, and aided in the collection of revenue; 
and the lapo was the consideration they received in payment 
of their services. . . . . . . 

Selections from the Records of the Bombay Government No. CCLXX
VIII, New Series. There is also another kind of "lapo" taken by money
lenders, about which more later. 
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Nasrat. Other paiticulars about the area are given below. 
"Number of holdmgs 721 
Area 9,053 acres.· 
Average size of holdings 12 . 5 
Area under cotton 4,089 
Average area under cotton per holding .• 5.5 

As regards the number of cotton areas recorded ::--
394 or 55 %were small ones (i.e. below 5 acres). 
321 or 44 % were medium (from 5. to 25 acres), 

and 5 or I% were medium large (from 26 to 50 acres), 
there being only one large area of 77 acres in the village of Sohi Kandhar. 

The largest cotton areas are 623 acres in Sohi Kandhar. 418 acres in 
Bhindoand 412 acres in Deh No. 26, Nasrat. But the highest figures of 
average area of cotton per holding is 8 acres in Deh No. 127, Jamrao. The 
smallest is 62 acres (4 acres per holding) in Deh No. 27C1-A, also in Jamrao; 
but this village was. one of those severely affected by floods. (Vide Table IV 
in this connection). 

The total 

Production. 

yield of kapas recorded for the year was 39,218 ma;unds 
equiva,lent to 3.388,340 lbs. (a). This gives us an average 
yield of 831 lbs. per acre under cotton (b). In table 
No. I, the maximum, minimum and average yields of 
kapas in each village of the inquiry are given. 

The normal average yields are 7 maunds or 6041bs. in the Jamrao tract, 
8 maunds or 691 lbs. in the Nasrat tract, and IOmau'nd8 or 864 lbs. in the 
lift-irrigated areas of Shahdadpur, Rala and Ryderabad Talukas. 

The average yield for the four classes into which we have already 
divided the number of cotton areas is :-

For small areas 829 lbs. 
For medium areas 864 lbs. 
For medium-large areas .. 4321bs. 
For large areas 3051bs. 

It may be noted that the yields which are recorded here are mostly 
not gross yields, but the quantities left after paying the pickers. The pay
ment made to the pickers. in kind is called Lai. For the first pickings the 
Lai is usually 1/16th of the actual pickings made by the picker. For the 
second picking the rates vary from I/12th to I/I6th. Sometimes picking is 
-done by contractors, e.g. in the Nasrat Canals District. These usually pay 
themselves at the usual rate of lai, but pay their labourers at the rate of 
one pice per seer or IO annas per maund. ' 

(a) I Maund=42 seers=86.4Ibs. 
(b) Omitting the flood-stricken villages, that is the whole of the 

Jamrao district, the figures are 34.III maunds equal to 2,947,098 
lbs, i.e., 9741bs. per acre. 
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The cotton areas were irrigated as follows :-

Irrigation. [Lift system, 2,275 acres or 55%. 
Irrigated. i 

LFlow system, 1,8q acres or 45%. 
Unirrigated. Nil. 
It was not possible to give separate figures for the yields from lands 

lrrigated under both the different systems together, but considering the cases 
~nly of those cultivators all of whose acreage under cotton was irrigated defi
nitely by lift, or by flow, we obtain the following average yields:-

{

Lift system, g04 lbs. per acre. 
Irrigated lands 

Flow system, 755 lbs. per acre. 

Irrigation by the lift system is exclusively prevalent in the Hydera
bad and. Rala talukas of the Hyderabad district and in the Shahdadpur 
taluka of the Nawabshah district; and that by the flow system (but not 
exclusively) in the Nasrat and Jamrao Canals districts. 

Though a distinction is here made between lands irrigated by the lift 
and those irrigated by flow, it must be remembered that these two systems 
are not mutually exclusive. At certain places water in the canal may at 
times be sufficiently high to enable the lift to be stopped and the water to be 
run off. 
. The variety of cotton grown is mostly a local variety called c'Deshi" 

Variety of cotton. or ':Bhit Shah". 
The figures are as under:-
Local, Deski" or "Bhit Shak"- 3,433 acres or 85% 
Neglectum Roseum, 27 W. N. of the 

Sind Agricultural Department 3I9 acres or 7% 
2% • 
1% 

Punjab-Ajnerican F4 ., 84 .. 
Punjab-American 285 .. 42 .. 
Mixed 2.12 .. 
The recorded answers show that the sources 

" .5%. 
of the cultivator's seed 

Seed supply. supplyare:
Cultivator himself 
Sowcar 

26 
423 

12 
6 

instances or. 4% 

Bania 
Zemindar 
Ginnery 
Government farm 

(including 5 cases of supply from 
the Government Taluka Develop-
ment Agricultural Association). 

217 
37 

" " 58% 
u ,,20;0 

.. 
" l«yo 

." 30 % 
.. 5% 

This shows that the chief source of the· seed supply is theSowcar, and 
next come the ginneries. In one case a landlord having a large number of 
tenants purchased the whole stock of seed required by himself and his tenants 
from a ginnery and distributed it among his tenants. 
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It further appears froJIl. t~' 'not~'i~'b~tigat()rs ·that 

· out of the total advances taken by cultivators in.the first period (the "culli-
· vation advances" as webave called them). hardly.one per cent. is spent in the 
· purchase of seed.. * 

11 •. FINANCE. 

Coming to the question' ·of advances taken, by the cultivators we find 
Number of cul- that praCtically all 'the cultivators had to take advances. 

tlvators who .' , . -
) .::' 

took advances. 
, . '.;., 

In Table II is given a: consolidated statement showing' for each village 
· the number. of cultivators who took advances, the total. amounts borrowed. 
the sources of borrowings, the rates of interest .and other particulars. 

The usual time of borrowing is, at, or slightly before, the cor:pmencement 
of cultivation operations. 

Cultivation advances were taken by 680 .out of .the ·total number of 
721 cultivators. This means that 94% had to .resort to the money-le~der 
TI e of' bo _. before commencing cultivation operations. This per-

";0 Ing r centage is in marked contrast with the corresponding 
w. figures obtained in the Berilr and the NortQ. Gujerat 

inquiries where the figures are only 60% and 7.1% ~espe,c~ively. . ' 

The nUIl\ber of cultivators who .took advances ~. the second' period 
General effect . (that is to say advances against the firs~ ~iCkings), is 19 
of borrowing , only; and in the Jrd ,period' (against unsold' kapas) 10 

on sales. only.. . . . .. 

The fact is that early sales are f<ll'Ced upon the cultivators, and the 
holding-up of cotton to a·later period in the hope 6f getting higher prices 

Ea I I does not exist in Sind. :This is purel), due to the' fact 
ced~ ~ ·~fS for-. that Sind cultivators are' in a most depressing state uf not 0 fb~ ~n indebtedness. A number of cases have been reported 

poss e. where the whole of the crop has been taken by the 
sotJJCar at each picking, and sold. In a large numbetof other cases the 
kapai picked at a picking had to be compulsorily deposited for sale with the 
BatOcor (and sometimes the Zamindar); thisl:!eingone of the terms 'on which 
cultivation advances were made. There are next. a few cases of advance 
sales. 148 cases have been noted in this inquiry. The· net result of ill 
!his is that as soon as the crop' is picked the cultivator loses all control over 
It; and there is nothing left with him which he can. "hold up" on the security 

·The figUres which may be obtained will not enable, us to gauge the, 
actual seed requiremen,ts of the cotton cultivation (or to find :out; 
its relati()~L(Q..lbe j!.!:reage._ol'. io..Jhe.yield_.obtained) • .as..these figur£s 
will not include the cases, of persons who.l1a.d t;lken no advances nor' 
will they take in,to accpunt. other .. ~U~ .of $eed, e.g., that stored 
by the cultivator himself, _ . ' ; , . ',.: 
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:of which he ~li:y take'loans. Thi~~iGr~rice is' filrth~r'~rne. :.<iut, by'the' fact 
'that in a very' large number of cases' no money has been received forthe 
kapas sold in j:he segond, or even in the third period. It has been computed 
that 484 out' of 586 persons who held kapas at this period (i.e., 82%) did 
not receive paxments; and of these 484 cases 439 or 92% are marked "pay
ment credited ,to debt account". In the final period also, that is when all 
the kapas has been picked and a good, portion of it sold, one finds almost 
the same tale. 603 out of 686 persons who sold their kapas i.e., 90% did not 

, receive payment ,in full for the same; in 5U out of these 603 cases (i.e., in 
'85% cases) the payment was again credited to debt. As an exception to this 
general rule 'We find Deh No. 167 Jamrao to be a most exceptional village 
in this respect. Only 6 out of 19 cultivators who sold their first pickings' did 
not receive payments, in 5 out of these 6 cases the payment' being credited to 
de,bt .account. The figUres for the last period in ,this village were the'same 

,except that o~ly J out of 6 cases were marked "payment credited to debt' , 

The total borrowings are Rs. 550,224 which gives us the average figur~ 
.of Rs. 809 per head of those who borrowed, Rs. 763 per head of cUltivators 

recorded, Rs. 134 per acre of total cultivated area 
Total borrowings. under cotton* and Rs. 61 per acre of the total area of 
the holdings. This 'total does not include the borrowings made in the 2nd 
and 3rd,periods which are very small. In the 2nd period only Rs. 3,351 were 
taken as advances against the first pickings by 19 persons; and in the 3rd 
period only' Rs. 2,328 by lopei"sons. These figures, being negligible, have 
been omitted from the figure of total borrowings which has thus been confined 
to cultivation . advances only.· ' 

The amount of the borro'Wings given here include the arrears of previous 
years and this, of course, is the correct criterion of the state of indebtedness 

in the 'given year. But in order to indicate exactly the 
Old debts and fresh borrowings made in the year under inquiry refer-

fresh ones. ,ence is invited to Table VII where figures of last year's 
arrears are given along with the total borrowings and the fresh debts incurred 
are worked out. c Unfortunately in only 6 out of 15 villages have the figures 
of arrears been detailed. From 'that table it will be seen that Rs. '74,785 out 
of, Rs. 2,67,6&6 9r 28% represent the arrears of debts, and Rs. 1,92,90I or 
72% the fresh debts. These figures include those for the village of Khandoo 
which is the-WOTst in point of indebtedness (and where the old debts are 
42% of the total borrowings); but do not include those for the comparatively 
prosperous villages of the Nasrat Canals district. If these were taken into 
ac~ount then it is likely that the percentage of arrears to the total borrowings 
would be 25 or less., ' ' ' '. ' 

In connection with these borrowings it may be mentioned that 'the 
figures returned under the column "amount signed for" are always the same: 
as those under the column "total advances". It is almost certain however 
that the relative objects of these columns have been misunderstood either by 
the investigators or by the cultivators questioned, for there is, in the general 

~i.e., 4089 acres. About 446 acreS more destroyed by floods ha"car, and 
. been .taken in~o tlre._,~\IlMl'\ltation. Worked out for 4535 number of 
<~orr'ciWilig fler:acrp' ,\J?'d~ Rs. 121 instead Qf..R~13" i his tenants 

." "...,... - __ ' ." I. ,.. " .~' 



information column, a constantly :rep;'cted ,complaint th:i..t,th~~ctual> cash 
advances were less than the amounts debited to the accounts;", :', -;', ' 

The borrowings may again be studied from the pOint::Of view ',~f the dif
ferent classes of cultivators. Thus the proprietors borro,,!\i.d pt all :f{s. 2,13,160 

which (for 189 persons) gives an',~verage ,figure of 
~e:eab~~:n:::: Rs. 1,~28 per head, while.460 tenaitt-c-giti.v:atQrs bor-

rowed In all Rs. 2,8g,388/-.l;e., Rs. 6J9J-peI'jl~ad .• "ne 
corresponding figures for those who are partl~:W"0prietortand par1J!y t~ants 
are 31 persons, Rs. 47,676/-, and Rs. 1,538/-iper h~ad. It is thus seen that 
tenantry has some relation with indebtedness fbi';'~wline 97% of the ,tenant 
cultivators are debtors, only 89% of the proprietors are in debt. 

There is also another factor to be considered viz., that cotton is not the 
only crop grown by the cultivators of the holdings embraced in this investi
gation. The percentage of. the area under cotton to the total cultivated 
area is only 45. And though a certain amount of acreage may remain fallow 
or under grass, it nevertheless follows that there is still a goodly portion under 
other crops. It would be a fair criticism on our analysis of borrowings per 

. acre to say that that portioriof the borrowings which is utilised for other 
cultivation purposes and not for 'cotton cultivation must be excluded from the 
calculations.' There would however be insuperable practical difficulties in 

'the way of compiling figures in this fashion. Even as regards the figures of 
borrowings per head a word of warning seems to be necessary. It. must be 
remembered that . in Sind two or three or even more persons working together 
as partners (whether proprietors or tenants) is a' very common feature-indeed 
a more common feature than persons working singly; and in that case there
fore the figures of borrowings per head must, be taken with great Caution 
when using them for comparative purposes. 

The principal source 'of borrowings is the 8owear. Of RS.5,50,224/:
representing the total borrowings; Rs. 4,25,3001- or 71% were borrQwed from 

the Bowcar. This percentage is much less here thin 
Sources of in North Gujerat (where it is 91%) but it is stilL 

very large. Next in iIIiportance to· the 80wcar in 
borrowings. these loan' operations is the zemindar, from whom 

Rs. 56,962/- or IO% were borrowe~. We have xfot 
been able to ascertain whether some of these zemindars dId not themselves 
borrow sums from the 80wcar and relend portions to their own tenant-cul~iva
tors; and, therefore, whether there is any "duplication" in the figure for the 
total indebtedness. The next largest lenders are the Co'-operative Societies 
which' lent Rs. 33,450/- or 7% of the tota}. With this must be counted a loan 
of Rs. 5,500/- obtained from a' zemindari bank. Friends and relatives lent 
Rs. II,347/- or 2%, in most ,cases interest free. A gin-owner advanced 
Rs, 5,500 in one case. Government takavi loans amount to Rs, 4,893· 
Other sources are negligible. • 

There are two systems of interest rates obtaining in Sind villages • 
. first; which may be called the "anna system", embraces all those cases 

, where the rate is reckoned at so many annas per rupee 
. -"', of per mensem. Thus a "':arter anna per mensem ,oer . 
'b.}~~~s. rupee would be 181o/.~.f .~;~'1.~11; half anna per. ~ •• ee . 
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,'per 'mensem 371%; three-quarter anna . 56);.%; and· <?ne anna 75%. This 
system is the more commonly used as will be seen from the' figures given in 
Table VIII. The other system may be called the "ordinary" or " decimal 

· system". In this are included cases where ,interest is charged at i%, 1%, 
, 1%,11%.11%. 2%,21% and so on per mensem. Thus we have the rates 
6%.9%.12%. 15%. 18%. 24%. 30%, 36%,48% and 60% per annum in 

, table VIII. There are a few anomalous rates which cannot be brought under 
either of these systems; but what is called the "Panjoth" will be explamed 
below. . . 

- It will be convenient at this place to note that Rs. 36,288/- (or 61% 
of the total borrowings) were advanced free of interest. Over a third of this 
sum, however is given by the "Koonjro 8OWca," under the viciou~ Koonjro 
system explained later on. Another third represents loans from friends and 
relatives, and the remaining loans from landlords, mostly Mussalmans, 

· according to the tenets of whose religion interest is not chargeable. 

Table VIII shows the amounts borrowed at the various rates of interest 
: in. each village. The range of interest recorded is from 6% to 75%. The 
· most common' x(l.te however is 181%. Rs. 1,24.511 

Rates of (or 23% of the loans) were advanced at this rate. Next 
Interest. comes 371% at -which rate Rs. 1,13,884 (or 20..5% 

of the loans) were taken. 24% is also a common rate: 
. . Rs. 84.473 or 15% of the loans having been taken at this 

rate. The rate charged by the Co-operative Societies and by the Zemindari 
bank is between 101 and II%. this being about 1 pice per rupee per 
mensem. In all Rs. 43.450 or 8% ofthe loans were taken at this rate. The 
lowest rate is 6% at which Rs. 4,893 were advanced by the Government as 
tacavi loans and Rs. 1.200 by two sowca,s. 

A somewhat common rate of interest in these villages is What is 
calle~ "Panjolh". It is the same as "Sawqi" so common in the Berar cottOD. 
villages. Both words mean "25%"(*) but this is in their literal sense only. 
For these loans being made for a term of about six months or so, the rate really 
works out to n(:arly 50% per annum. Rs. 26.686 (or 5% of the loans) were 
taken at 50% interest ("Double Panjoth"); and Rs. 13,954 (or 2.5%) were 
taken at 25% interest. 

When considering these rates of interest it must be remembered 
that tbese are only "nominal" rates. as we might call them. The "real" (as 

opposed to "nominal") interest enjoyed by money-lenders 
The "real" rates is much greater and escapes detection altogether. For 

of instance. in most cases. the cultivator is obliged, as 
Interest. a condition of the loan, to sell his crop through or 

to the money-lender. This may appear to be merely 
making the crop a kind of mortgage security; but in 

reality it is a source of great profit to the money;..lender. First, sales through 

(*), Sawai is from sawa. that means one and one-fourth or five-fourths 
and Panjoth is derived from pafl£h meaning "five" and "chouthn 

meaning "fourth". That word therefore also means five-fourth,'· 
giving Rs. 4 j- and taking back Rs. 5/. i.e .• char~g 25 %. ,,' .. ' 
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him mean his getting dalali and all sorts of other commissions. Next to 
bring kapal to the money-lender involves weighing it there; and this again 
brings some profits by reason ·of the' deceitful weighing practices in vogue. 
And lastly the real rate of sale is not disclosed at all to the illiterate cultivator, 
a lower rate being' always ·shown to his credit in the account. 

This however is not all. There IS another way of adding to the inte
rest by the system of levying what is called the "sowcari lapo". Lapo, as we 

have seen (t), is essentially a Zemindari right recognized 
by Government. But the Bowcar also charges lapo to 

"The Sowcari lapo." his clients. There is a very large number ot such 
cases. recorded. The 80Wcar'I lapo is usually reckoned 
as so. much per nar or kurla (lift), in the lift-irrigated 

. areas. The usual rate is one maund of bajri grain (or equivalent amount of 
seed cotton), plus 1: "boro" (pony load) of bajri ear-heads (which yield about 
a maund of grain), plus 1:0 to 20 bundles of grass. As there is usually one 
nar or hurla to a holding, this means so much per holding, or per borrower. 
This lapo is irrespective of the amount of the borrowings. In other places 
from one to three maunds of seed cotton is charged per centum of debt. This 
is exceedingly common in Sohi Kandhar. In the Nasratcanal district, in 
addition to lapo in kind a cash lapo of 'about Rs. 8-8-0 per pair of cattle is 
levi~d. . 

Although the crop may have been handed over to the sowcar and sold 
. by him in January the settlement of the accounts is almost always deferred 
till March or April, so that interest may continue to run to that date. At the 
settlement some cultivators may find themselves to be sufficiently solvent 
to have cleared off their whole debt. But if as a' very rare case a cultivator 
has a balance in his own favour, then the money is kept as a deposit against 
his future purchases and is not paid. 

Nor are the interest charges and Zapo referred to above the only tolls 
which the sowcar exacts from the unfortunate peasantry. For instance, the 
The rt I ed sowcar often requires the personal services of the. haria 
b t:aIlSPw: It (cultivators), his debtors, to repair his- shop and house, 

y e 0 r. or the services of their camels for ridiig or transport 
purposes. While the smaller fry are mulcted in ways like the above, the 
bigger ones, the Zemindars, who are equally indebted to him, are squeezed 
in other ways, besides having to perform the same services through their 
tenants. On Divali and other ceremonial occasions, for instance, they have 
to make gifts to the sowcar. . 

One of the worst ways in which the sowcar makes use of his position 
is that of forcing his debtor cultivators to work on his fields. Instances 

il .. have been recorded of the sowcar working his own hold-
The Begar System ings through the forced labour of his debtors. Such a 

system is called the I'BegaT" system. In the present inquiry five such inst
ances are recorded, one in Deh No. 1:28, Jamrao, in the Nawabshah T~luka, 
two in Deh No. 106, one in Deh No •. 26 and one in De" No. 1:07, all m'the 
Nasrat canal district. 

(t) See page 9. . 
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There is no doubt that "seri" or free labour is sometimes given by the 
tenant to his Zemindar, this being a condition of the mitigated rent the tenant 
pays.. But th~ "bega'''' system, by which the sowcar or sowcar-contractor 
forces the tenants of the estate to work on his field~ften to the detriment 
of the tenants' own fields-is not only most humiliating but. is also most 
harmful. '. 

In connection with the sowcar' 8 operations it will not be out of place 
to describe here another peculiar system prevailing at some 'places in Sind. 

The 11 Koonjro" 
System. 

This system has been styled the "Koonjro" system'" 
A "Koonjro" may be termed "a financing partner" (c). 
He is usually a bania trader and money.lender, whose 
loans to. the cultivatcr have already accumulated to a 

figure of some size. He now refuses to give further advances, and then 
induces the cultivator to take him as a financing panner, the terms of the 
partnership being that the past loans remain free of interest for the year; 
the bania makes further advances at his usual rates and gets two or even 
three hoeings done at his own expense, while the cultivator does the rest 
of the cultivation with his own labour and live stock. Out of the net 
yield (i.e., after paying rent to the landlord, "batai" or share to the 
pickers,. and other charges) the bania takes away half the produce for 
himself, and the whole produce is marketed and sold by the bania. The condi
tion that the marketing and sale of the whole produce shall be done by the 
bania, gives the latter opportunities for committing abuses and considerable 
cheating in the matter of weighment, dalali (commission), and fixing of rates. 
But what is worse is that the remaining half Qf the produce, or rather its. 
sale proceeds, which should go to the cultivator are credited to the debt ac
count, and the cultivator gets nothing at all. This system is largely prevalent in 
the Hala Taluka of the Hyderabad District, and a large number of cultivators. 
in Khandoo and Salaro have recorded that they are absolutely starved out by 
the Koonjm. Many are thus forced to quit their holdings and become mere 
field-labourers, their cattle and camels being sold for non-payment of debts. 

Apart :t1om the Koonjro system above referred to, borrowing is in a 
very large number of cases done on the security of the crops. Out of a 

total number of 721 cultivators, 680 took advances as. 
Borrowing on the we have seen. And out of these 680, 434 (64%) entered 
secur~ty fO,f c~ops into bonds contair.ing the condition of selling their kapas . 

. an 0 an. through or to the money-lender. (Table V· gives the 
figures for each village.) By this means crops become a security in the hands 
of the lender for the liquidation of the loans. The highest figure in this 
connection is in Dehs Nos. 106 and 259, where all the borrowers were under 
this kind of obligation. The lowest figures are to be found in Salaro and 
Tando Kaiser (43%). In this ~onnection it must be mentioned that in 93 
cases there was a like obligation on the part of the cultivator to sell his crop 
through or to.the landlord (who had made loans). Many cases of such bonds. 
are reported in Dchs Nos. 107 and 26A. In a few cases the cultivator had also 
mortgaged his livestock along with the crop. The practice of mortgaging 

(c) Thus he is opposed to an actual non-financing partner in cultiva~ 
tion called the "adhiriyo". 
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the. holding itself is not in evidenCE}, although there are some isolated instances 
in, Den ~o. 127, Jamrao and in Sohi Kan.dhar. of land being mortgaged by 
conditional sale. This happens when the debt has accumulated to a subs
tantial amount and the BOWcar or bania then suddenly calls upon the pro." 
prietor-cultivator to clear the account. Being unable to do so he mortgages 
his land by conditional sale. After some time the inevitable foreclosure causes 
the cultivator to be displaced by the bania or Bowcar as the owner of the 
land; and the proprietor-cultivator is thus turned into a mere tenant-farmer 
(if nothing worse befalls him). Fortunately instances of such happenings 
are reported to be few so far as the present inquiry is concerned. 

In the questionnaire framed for the inquiry a question was asked as to 
·~thl: value of seed supplied in kind" in order to ascertain the amount of 
L I th f loans made in the form of cotton seed which might other. 

oans n e orm wise have escaped detection. This however was not 
of cotton seed. properly understood by the investigators who appear 

to have returned under that column the amounts spent on the purchase of 
seed out of the total advanc~s taken-a ,very different. thing. This point 
in the inquiry therefore remains unsolved. 

, In' connection with the subject. of cultivator's finance it is worthwhile 
noting the part played by 'Co-operative Credit Societies. Our investigation 

, shows that Rs. 38,450, i.e., 7% of the total borrowings 
C~ioperatlve were obtained from Co-operative Societies, as compared 

nance. with only 31% in Berar and 2.5 % in North Gujerat*. 
Only II4 cultivators out of 721 recorded had recourse to Co-operative Societies 
for loans, and in almost all these II4 cases the Co-operative Society was Dot 
the sole or even a substantial source of the borrowings. The rate of interest 
charged by these Societies is between IOtand II%, as compared with between 
i81% to 75% ·charged by thesowcar. Nevertheless the use of co-operative 
finance is not great in the villages investigated because (as the cultivators of 
Deh No. 167 Jamrao have themselves expressed) these societies advance very 
inadequate amounts and besides, their rules are so strict-requiring the 
return of the l~an on a particular day on pain of for~iture of live
stock and other moveable property-that in order to be able to return these 
loans cultivators have sometimes to go to the sowcar 9r the bania to get the 
wherewithal to pay the society. It, should be added, however, that the villages 
selected are not those which correctly reflect the extent or popularity of the 
Co-operative movement in Sind (a). 

It is worth while noting, before finishing this portion of the report 
No part played that the dalal plays no part in the financing operations. 
by the "Dalal" This result confirms in a singular fashion what was 
In financing. established as a result of the investigation in Berar. 

*In the Khandesh report the percentage has not been worked o.ut, but 
from a review of the village summaries it appears that consIderable 
use is being made of co-operative. finance there. 

(a) In this connection vide the Annual Report on the working of the 
Co-operative Societies in the Bombay Presidency (including Sind) 
1927 pp. 20-22. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. 

From a study 'of tbeforegoing the following general conclusions 'force 
themselves upon our attention as regards the finances ofc!)tton culfivators in 
Sind:-,- ' 

(I), The cuitivators are mostly ~'a heavy and chronic state of ind~bt
edness. 

(2) Their principal source of borrowings is the 80wcar who charges 
them rates of between 181% and 75% interest, and in addition 
receives small services or'small benefits in kind by way of grain, 

'grass or seed cotton. • 

(3) The cultivators are 'in most cases bound down,' as a condition of 
their getting loans, to sell their lcapas through or to the 80wcar or 

, money lender; and so they lose all 'control over the rates of sales. 

(4) In many cases the crop is removed by the 80wcar at each picking 
and sold by him. Payment in ':llsh to the cultivator is quite 
exceptional; the sale proceeds are credited to the debt account and 
there are many cases where the cultivator at the end of the season 
finds that he has not been able, to clear his. account. 

(5) There is a large number of cases of "advance sales" though ~e 
amount thus sold is only 9%. But early sales are forced ,upon 
the cultivators by reason of their indebtedness, and holding on 
becomes impossible. 

(6) Considerable difficulty is experienced in getting finances, and 
loans cannot usually be obtained unless on the security of the 
crop, the 'live-stock and, in some cases, even the jewellery and 
other belongings of the cultivator. In some cases this security is 
obtained in another way by a system called the "Koonjro" system 
under which the money lender becomes the {financing) partner of 
the cultivator, gets control over the whole produce, keeps half as 
his share and credits the sale proceeds of the remaining half to 
th~ cultivator's debt account. . 

(7) The 80wcar wields an enormous influence on the unfortunate culti
vators and abuses his position in various ways, e.g., by getting 
various payments like Zapo and dtilali, gifts and small services. by 
cheating in weighment and in the rates; but in none more mis
chievously than in the system of "begar" or forced labour under 
which he gets his own private plot tilled by the forced labour. 
(obtained gratis) of his debtor cultivators. 

(8) There appears to be some need to ease up the conditions on which 
loans are made by co-operative societies, for which there is clearly 
great scope. . 

(9) The great illiteracy of the cultivators is in a measure responsible 
for their dependence on the sowcar in all matters and is the 
cause of their being cheated out of a good deal of what should 
come to their share. . 
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III 'SALES. 
From the observations made in the earlier portion of the report it is 

UlIy to be expected that the quantity of cotton remairiing unsold in the 
Crop sold and last period, of our investigation (i.e., at the end of Feb

remaining ruary) will be very small. In Table III will be found the 
unsold. figures for each village. Only 4384 maunds out of the 

total crop of 39218 maunds remained unsold, i.e., only rr%. Even this figure. 
is higher than it would normally be owing to the 'crop having been sown very 
late in some villages. 

Most of the crop is sold locally. and is not taken to the market. 
This will be seen from the following statements. 

Place of Sales. 
NUMBER OF CULTIVATORS WHO SOLD,. 
Small. . Medium. Med- large Total Percentage. 

2nd 3rd 2nd 3id 2nd 3rd 2n<l' . 3cd 2nd 3rd 
period period period period period period period period period period 

In the village 
In the market •• 
Partly at both 

places .. 
Total 

Amount Sold. 

282 465 101 172 I 3 384 640 66%93% 
132 26 64 13 3 2 199 41: 33% 6% 

2 4, I I, ,3. 5 
416 495 166 185 4 6 586 686 100 loa 

Locally (in the village) .• 27,426 maunas (70%) 
In the market 7,408 (19%) 
Amount unsold •• 4,384 (rr%) 

This is in a large measure due to the fact that most ·cultivators are 
either bound down to sell their kapas through or to the local 80wcar (or to 
the landlord) or their crop is mortgaged to him and he takes \t away at each 
picking, afterwards selling the same at the market towns . . 

It is necessary to explain that the cultivators who are returned as 
having seld "in the market" are those who sold directly to the ginowner or 
merchant in the market (as opposed to those who had sold to.the local 8owcar, 
bania or landlord in the village). In a very large number of cases cultivators 
have been shown as having sold. "in the market", though delivery was given 
to the local agent of the gin-owner or merchant in the village itself, and the 
crop weighed in the village by the itinerary weighman of the gin-owner or 
merchant. This caution has to be borne in mind throughout. Hardly half 
a dozen of these cultivators gave delivery at the ginnery. 

The rates obtained in village sales range from Rs. 6/- (in advance sales)' 
to Rs. 15/-, the normal rate being Rs~ 13/- per maund. In market sales the 

R t bt I d rates obtained were between Rs. 7/~ (in advance .sales) 
a es 0 a ne and Rs. 15/-, the normal being Rs. 13/4/- ,The highest 

locally and In rates were obtained in the market at Jamesabad. There 
the market. is thus scarcely any difference between the market rates 

and the local rates. This is because rates in the villages are very closely 
linked with market rates as the outcome of a system of purchase and sale whic~ 
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will be described in the report on the'market inquiry. In this connection it 
may be mentioned that the rates offered for kapas remaining unsold were about 
~5% less than the normal rate~ of earlier sales. . 

The commonest method of sale is'to the gin-owner if there, is a 
ginnery in the village or in the adjoining village; if not, to the sowcar who 

M th d f I transports it to the ginnery~ The amount sold to dalals 
e 0 0 sa e. is small compared with the sales to the Nowcar or' the 

gin-owner. The figures are as follows:-
Sales to gin-owner 7,220 maunds or 43% 
Sales to 80wcar 5,985" ,,36% 
Sales to dalals 
Sales to banias and petty 

I,637 ,~ 10% 

merchants .. I,558" " 9% 
Sales to landlords 300"" 2% 

These figures are in respect of the sales of kapas in the second period. Un
fortunately corresponding information for the sales in the third period has no~ 
been uniformly obtained, but the pickings in the second period constitute 
the major portion (64%) of the total crop and the amounts sold in the second 
period represent over 65% of these pickings. Therefore the above figures should 
give a fairly good idea of the relative amounts of the purchases made by 
the gin-owner direct, or by the 80wcar in the first instance or by the dalal, as 
such, or by the petty trader, or by the landlord . 

. The large amount of sales to the sowcar is not surprising in view of 
what has been said previously about cultivators having at the time of borrow
ing to sign bonds with a condition to sell the crop to them. What is really 
enlightening, however, is the percentage of the sales made to dalals. This is 
very low, and is quite contradictory to the commonly accepted notions on 
the subject. The explanation probably is that many of the 80wcars and gin
owners have an understanding with, or act as dalals or agents for, the big cotton 
merchants and merchant firms, or these latter have their dalals who negotiate 
with the sowcais and ,gin-owners directly and do not come into personal toucli 
with the cultivators. • 

Sowcars are also a link in the chain of the middlemen in another way, 
viz., that the crop is sold through them to gin-owners and others. Of course 
the sales to the sowcar described in the last paragraph are also ultimate 
sales through them; but from the point of view of the cultivator, it makes 
a difference whether the crop is sold to the sowcar so that the cultivator loses 
all control over it, or it is merely sold through him so that the cultivator stilI 
retains (in theory at least) an independent power of negotiating sales or 
having a say in the matter of rates. The number of cultivators who sold 
their crop through the 80wcar is reported to be 92. In only 32 cases were local 
dalals employed. These figures are for sales in the second period. For the 
third period the following information is available:- t 

Total number of cultivators who sold kapas 686 
Total number of cultivato~s who sold outright . • 222 
No. of cultivators who deposited their crop with sowcar, 

'bania or dalal for sale. 239 
For the rest no information has been obtained. 
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Inquiry as to whether .:ultivators had ascertained the rates before 
sale or had sold leaving therent~(). be fixed afterwards, elicited the information 
that 559 had ascertained the rates imd 127 had not. The sources of inform
ation about rates in the case of the cultivators who had ascertained the 
same are:-

From the ginneries 
From local sales 
From banias, dala18 and ioca! dealers 

.. 70 cases 
•• 1 case 
•. 432 ~ses 

From other sources .• 56 cases. 

The above informati()n will give a fairly good idea of the sales organ
Defects '.' of the isation in the villages. The shortcomings which im-

organisation mediately come into prominence are:-
for sale. 

(x) The excessive control which the 80wcar ·exercises in the. sale of, 
the produce and the corresponding lack of control and interest in the nego
tiations for sale on the part of the cultivators. This circumstance keeps them 
depressed and dependent, and ignorant of the state of the market. . 

(2) The want of independent storage facilities in the village which 
compels even those cultivators who have not surrendered their right of ne
gotiating sales to deposit their crop with the bania or local dealer for sale 
ahd thus to incur the many charges, deductions and commissions to be here
after noted. 

(3) The absence of means for ascertaining the prevalent rates from 
disinterested parties, which keeps the cultivators dependent upon the bania' 8 

word for their knowledge of the rates .. 

(4) The non-existence in Sind of organised and regulated cotton mar
kets such as exist in Berar. Cultivators are, as a consequence, deprived of 
the benefit both of the open competition among buyers' and of the smooth 
way in which sales would be effected in such markets. Cultivators have 
stated that much difficulty and inconvenience are experienced in marketing 
the crop at the neighbouring market towns, and consequently the disposal 
<If the crop is mostly done locally. 

The three chief complaints made by the cultivators of practically all 
The chief com- the villages are in respect of :-

plaints of the 
cultivators. 

(a) The concealment of the prevailing rates, 
(b) The excessive number and amount of levies made on sale, and 
(c) The deceitful practices in weighment, 

which will now be discussed. It is noteworthy that no complaints have been 
put forward on the ground of deductions or "reductions" for inferior qua
lity. rain-damage, black leaf, boIl-worm stain, moisture, etc. 
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The first complaint made by the cultiv~iors is that they never know. 
the prevailing· rates. Their only source of information is the local dealer 

who conceals the true rates. A further complaint is 
Concealment that the sowcar, the local bania or dealer, the itinerant 

of rates. dalaZ or "vachhaya'" and the giri-owner work in com-
plicity with each other to deceive the cultivator. Cul

tivators are in every way discouraged from.taking their crop to the ginnery 
direct; they are required to sell through the sowcar,_ the bania or the dalaZ. 
If they do take their produce direct to the ginneries, they are sometimes held 
up as thieves, and even when they prove lheirbona liMs they are offered 
such disappointingly low rates that it is not worth their while transporting 
their crop to the ginnery. In cases where the crop is deposited with the .8OWcar 
for sale there is a widespread suspicion that the latter credits t.heir account 
with a lower rate than the one he has actually obtained at the sale. However, 
a comparison of the normal village and market rates would show that there 
is very little difference between them and that therefore the complaint about 
concealment of rates is not justifiable as a general complaint; it is only true 
for individual cases. 

There are many kinds of levies made when the crop is brought by the 
cultivator to be sold. The chief ones are noted below :-

(r) Tabro. A Tabro is literally a small bag, and thence a "bag
fu1." It is the levy which the weighing bania makes by way of commission. 
The amount thus taken is from 3 to 5 seers. Tabro is taken once or twice 
from each holding. 

(2) Dalali is the ordinary commission charged by dalals and sowcars 
for negotiating the sale. The rates vary from one-quarter anna to one and 
a half annas per mauncl of kapa.~ sold. 

(3) "Buho" is a kind of dalali. Any small quantity less than a 
maund left after weighment is not weighed, but is taken by the sOt.Ccar
bania. This is called burro; but in many places burro has come to as
sume a definite shape and the levy is forced from the cultivators at the rate 
of a Ifleer of kapas per maund. 

(4) "Dharmao." The sowcar-bania also deducts a levy called Dhar
mao for Hindu religious purposes at rates of between one-quarter anna t~ 
one and a half-anna per tnaund. Muslim cultivators will not pay this levy; 
but nevertheless they have to pay the charge under some other head: either 
what is called Toiki' is taken from them for charities, or they are charged 
extra rates for dalali, at I to I a.nna per maund. 

(S) Sethai. The sowcar-bania by virtue of his position as t~e 
financier or Selh levies small charges per maund. on his debtors on thelr 
sales (whether made through him or through others). 

(6) "Panchayati." This charge is levied by the Hindu. Panch,!yiJ.t 
in kind. In Khandoo it is. about lth seer per maund. At other places, 
somewhat less. The proceeds from this source are spent for the benefit of 
the Bania community in general: • 
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(7) ·:Choongi." This is, the same thing as the burro above refer-, 
red to. The same sort of .levy is at some places called Ckoongi and, at 
others burro. What the weighman charges is also sometimes referred 
to as the clWongi. 

(8) "Dharawai." is much the same kind of charge as the Tabro 
mentioned above. It is payable to the weighing bania or dalal; but unlike 
the tabro it is levied 'on a scale of about ! seer to a maund. 

, It is not suggested that all these levies are payable by every cultiva
tor. But two at least are paid by every cultivator, and in most cases four 
are paid. ' 

The greatest losses experienced by the cultivators however are in 
weighing. The Chief Investigating Officer made a series of weighing tests in 

all the, villages in December last, and the results of J:.1is 
Deceitful practl- surprise visits are most illuminating. He found that in, 
ces In weighing. most cases 'the iJowcar-banias when purchasing cotton 

from the cultivators did not use the correct iron weights 
at all (although they used them when they themselves sold), but made up 
approximate weights by putting in a bag pieces of stones and bricks. Thus 
they contrived to get from the cultivators between 90 and 961bs. for a maund, 
whereas the correct standard weight is 86.4 Ibs. In one case a weight al
leged to be of 7i seerS actually weighed I7ilbs; so that the bania would 
really get 98 lbs. for his maund of cotton. In some cases the scales were also 
uneven. ' 

There is yet another way in which the cultivator is put to a loss, though' 
a small one :- , , 

The cultivators of Deh No. 167 stated that sowcars and ginowners 
deduct 5 seers for bardan (Le. for the tare weight of the carrier, bag or basket 
supplied by them for bringing kapas in.) The bardans supplied by a gin-own~ 
er to one of them for phuUies to be brought to Jamesab.ld were tested. 
They were 9 in all, and on an average weighed 8 Ibs. or a little less than 4 
Beers, while the cultivator wa~ charged 5 Beers.'" , 

148 cases of advance sales have been noted and particulars of the 
amounts, rates and time of sales for each village are given in Table IX. 

l'hese figures do not include sales under the Koonjro 
Time of sales system wherein half the crop is taken by the Koonjro 
advance sales. or financing partner.' In all, 3,835mauniis were sold 

, in advance; which means that over 9% .of the total out-
turn was sold in advance. These sales were effected between 1st June and 
15th September, but mostly in the miQ.dle'.of Juiy. An exceptiona.l ca~e 
is the sale of 27 mauniis at Rs. 6-8 made as early as February. 1927; In thIS 
case the cultivator wanted money and the Bowcar, would lend on no other 
terms. A very large number (102) of these 148 cases are sales of definite 
amounts ranging from 2 to 35 mauniis. ,The rates range from Rs. 6 to 
Rs. Is-the largest quantities being sold at between Rs. 7 and Rs. 9 
,which figures may be treated as the normal rat~s for advance sales. There 
are 27 cases where the whole crop had been sold in ad:vance; and 19 cases ?f 
the sale of half crop. ' Particulars of these are noted m Table IX. It WIll 

• 
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be noticed tha~ in most' of these 46 cases the sale is effected at a definite 
price. per 'tlU),un,d. at high rates ranging: from Rs. 12 to Rs., 14-8. In 
five cases, however, the whole 'or 'half crop was sold for a fixed sum. And 
in one of these, the sowcar must have realised 40 maunds for Rs. 100 ad
vanced. In another instance 50 maunds were realised for Rs. '250 ad
vanced. In all these five cases money was paid to the cultivator immedi
ately on sale, which explains the low rates. In the other 41 cases payment 
was made when, the crop was picked and ascertained. In the remaining 
102 cases either payment was not made on sale or was credited to the debt 
account. Of the 3,835 'tlU),unds sold in advance; 3,190 'tlU),unds were sold 
to sowcars, 633 to landlords and petty merchants, and only I2 to a gin-
owner directly. . 

The extent to which early sales are made may be judged from the fol
lowing figures :-

Time 1)f Sales. 
Early and late Sales. 

!: ' 
Total outturn 
Crop picked in the 2nd 

period.' .• 
Percentage of this crop 

to the total ' 
Amount of the picked 

crop sold in the 2nd 
period 

Percentage of the picked 
crop sold. 

39,218 maunds. 

" 

16,700 maunds. 

" 
. Much the greater part of the crop picked before the end of December 

is also sold before the end of December. This indicates the great urgency 
on the part of the cultivator to dispose of his kapas at an early date, although 
the figure of 65% should really be much higher. A large number of cases 
has been noted in which kapas at each picking was taken away by the sowca' 
for sale and for credit to the cultivator's debt-account, and in still other cases 
the crop was d~posited with the landlord or the sowcar for sale. Most of 
these amounts bowever were treated as not sold, and consequently have 
all been entered into the column of sales in the third period. 

The proportion of early and late sales, meaning thereby the relative 
amounts sold before and after 31st December 1927, is indicated below:-

Amount sold in the 2nd period • • . . 16,700 maunds or 43% 
(No. of cultivators who sold - 586) 

Amount sold in the 3rd period 18,134 maunds or 46% 
(No. of cultivators who sold 686) 

Amount left unsold at end of 3rd 
II% period 4,384 maunds or 

(No. of cultivators with unsold 
kapas=I33) Total 39,218 maunds. 

There are 20 cases in Tando Kaiser and 10 in Bhindo where the crop 
was late sown to such an extent that no pickings at all were' made in the 
second period. These cas\!s yielded about 1,142 maunds. '65% of which 
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would al!l0unt to 750 maunds. T~ this ,ext!;nt '~at least by reason of the 
late sowmg the figures ?f sales In th«: 3r<t period have been appreciated 
and those for t~e 2nd penod correspondingly;lowered, for if the sowing had 
been nonnal thls amount would have gone into the column of sales in the 
2nd period, instead of in the 3rd. " , 

The rates obtained for the early and the late sales may be compared 
as below:-

Rates per maund. 

Highest. ' Lowest. Nonnal or most 
frequent. 

Early (i.e. 2nd period) 
Village. Market. Village. Market. Village. Market. 

sales. •. Rs. I" Rs. 15 Rs. 11 Rs. 12-4 Rs. 13 RS.I3-4 
Late (i.e. 3rd period) 

sales. • • Rs. 15 Rs. II Rs. 13 

Unfortunately the rates, particularly market rates, for the third period have 
not been properly investigated, due to' the fact that the sales in the market 
in the third period were very small. Such rates as have been given are 
marked "for whole period October to December," which leave's us in the 
dark as to rates obtaining after December. In the case of two villages the 
January (Market) rates are given: in Deh. No. 128, Rs. 12-9 ; and Deh 
167, 14-8. It will be seen that village rates have reniafued constant during 
the period October to January. The rate nonnally offered for kapas remain
ing unsold at the end of February 1928 was Rs. 10, which shows that hold
ing would 'not have been profitable this year in Stnd. 

Particulars regarding unsold kapas are as follows:), 
Unsold Kapas. 

Kap&s remaining unsold' 
Percentage to total outturn • 
Number of cultivators with unsold kapas •• 
Number of cultivators who took advances against 

4,384maunds. 
II% " 

133 

unsold kapas. • • • • 10 
Amount of advances taken against unsold kapas RS.2,328 

For the figures of each village vide Table Ill. It will be seen 
that the highest percentages were to be found in Deh, No. 128 and in Bhindo 
where as much as 30% of the outturn was left unsold at the end of February 
1928. In Bhindo this would be partly' explained by late sowihgs, but the 
principal reason is that the crop "deposited for sale" with the sowcar has 
been returned under the column "amount remaining in hand" owing to the 
inability of the cultivator to say whether the sowcar had sold, and, if so, 
what amount This would account for the high percentages of unsold crop 
in Tando Kaiser, Bhindo, Dehs Nos. 127, 128 and 167. The probability, . 
therefore, is that the quantity of unsold Gapas has been exaggerated. 
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It may be noted that the rates offered for unsold kapaa ranged from 
Rs. 9 to Rs. 12..:.8 (in one case Rs. 14-8) but the normal rates were Rs. 10 and 
Rs. II-8, t. e., about 15% lower than the normal rates in the third 'period. 

Lint sales are absolutely negligible in the Sind cotton tract. Only 
three cultivators out of 721 ginned kapaa for being 

Sale of"lInt. sold as lint, which they declared they would sell at 
Karachi. 

There are in Sind no Co-operative Sale Societies for the sale of 
. cotton such as those at Hubli and Gadag in the Dhar-

Sales SocIeties. war, District of the Bombay Presidency. One such 
society did exist at Tando Adam in the Hyderabad District, but is no 
longer working. 

The general conclusions on this section of the report are as follows: 

General ConclusIons. 

(I) 89% of the crop is sold by the end of February, only II%' being 
on hand. The' probability is that the 'latter figure would' be even less if 
the statistics had been more accurately compiled. 

(2) By far the greater portion of the crop is sold in the village, only 
7.408 maunds or 19% of the total outtum were taken to market for sale, the 
remaining 27.426 maunds or 70% being sold in the village itself. 

(3) The normal rate obtaining locally was Rs. 13 and this remained 
constant throughout the season. The village rates are very closely linked 
with the market rates as a result of the system of purchase and sale which 
is described in the report on the market investigations. 

(4) 43% of the crop was sold to gin-owners, and 36% to sOWcaTS 
Only 10% was sold to dalals. . ' 

(5) Only in a few cases have brokers been employed to negotiate sales, 
the sowcars very often performing this function. • 

(6) 222 cultivators sold their· crop outright, and 239 cultivators depo
sited their crop for sale. For the rest no information has been given. 

(7) 559 cultivators ascertained the rates of sale before selling and 127 
did not ; the chief sources being banias and other local dealers. 

(8) 64% of the total crop is picked in the second period, and 65% 
of these pickings are sold in the second period itself. With more accurate 
figures it is probable that the latter figure would be nearer 85 than 65. This 
discloses the urgeny for early realization on the part of the cultivator. As 
the rates this year remained constant from October to January and declined 
thereafter"holding on would have proved unprofitable. 

, (9) 43% of the total outtum was sold before and 46% after 31st 
pecember 1927, II%remairting unsold. 

(10) Lint ,sales are negligible 
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H. The chief defects of the sale organisation in the village are :

(a) The 80wcar exercises excessive control over the sale of the Produce. 
and the cultivators lack the power of n!!gotiating sales on their 
own account. 

(b) Absence of storage facilities compels cultivators to sell in the 
. villa~e and to deposit their crop for sale with the bania. 

(c) There is no disinterested source from which cultivators can ascertain 
the prevailng market rates. 

(d) The total absence of regulated and organized markets deprives 
, . the cultivator of the benefit of open corn petition among ~uyers. 

I11.(r) The chief complaints of the cultivators were :-

(~1 That rates were concealed from· then~, aI}.9 gin-owners, 80wcars 
.and banias actively conspired with .. each other to conceal the 
same. As a general complaint this is not justifiable. 

(i~1 That numerous levies are made on the sale of the produce, like 
dalali, dharmao, choongi, tabro, burro, sethai and panchayati 
or at least 3 or 4 of these. 

(ii~1 That fraudulent practices are the general rule when kapas is 
brought for weighment. Special weighing tests made by the 
Cheif Investigating Officer proved that this complaint was 
fully justifiable. 

(2) It may be noted that there was no general complaint on the ground 
of deductions for inferior .quality, moisture, black-leaf, bollworm stain. etc. 
Such .. deductions are apparently not customary. ,in Sinc:I. . . 
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TABLE I. 

Total yields and. Yields per Ij,cre. 

Area Total yield 
u,nder M aunds. . Lbs. 

Village. Cotton (I Maund 
(Acres) =86·4 Ibs). 

Khandoo 309 L 4,915 424,656 .. 
Salaro ... . . I47 L 1,875 162,000 
Tando Kaiser .. 249 L 2.475 213,750 
Bhindo .. .. 418 L 4091 353,462 

Deh. No. 26 .. 4i:2 F 4,138 357,523 .. .. 106 •• 219 F 3,277 . 283;132 .. .. 107 .. 362 F 3,936 340,070 .. ".26-A .. 286 M 2.550 220,320 

SohiKandhar .. 623 L 6,854 592,185 

Deh No. 127 .. •• 263 F 1,287 lII,196 .. .. 128 .. .. 295 F 1.996 172,454 

.. .. 167 . . •. 126M 517 44,668 

.. .. ~59 .. 193 L 808 69,8II 

.. .. 270 .. •. 126 F 309 26,697 

.. .. 270-A .. 62M 190 16,416 

Total .. 4,089 39.218 3.388,340 
Total excluding the 

flood affected area •. 3.024 34,1II 2,947,098 

L=Lift system (predominantly). 
F=Flow system (predominantly). 
M=Mixed system .. 

-
Aver- Maxi- Mini 
age mum mum 

yield. yield. yield . 

(In lb s. per acre). 

1,342 1,944 345 
1,102 1,900 345 

860. 1,529 3II 
845 1,589 24:.t 

868 1,780 466 
1,293 2,073 190 

939 1,659 302 
770 1,728 354 

950 (b)I.745 (c) 216 

(a) 423 864 43 
(a) 586 1,296 345 

(a) 355 648 129 

(a) 362 777 172 

(a) 212 743 43 

(a) 265 518 43 

---
(b) (c) 

831 2,073 43 

974 

(a) Low yields. because severely affected by floods. 
(b) There is an exceptional case of 32 mau1~8 or 27641bs. per acre. 
(c) 26 lbs. in one case is exceptional.. . 



TAB LE 11. 
STATEMENT OF ADVANCES (SOURCES Ol!' ADVANCES). -

.,J 
u ·c 

+> 

"' is 

~{ 
·1 ,.c 

=j .. ,. .. 
• l 

; f 

~l ~ 
f-I 

~ ~ I No. of cases In whIch advances 
o <J ~ ... were made by .. s: Cl) 

'" '" ::l • Po > > o'tl Cl) d'iiJ .~'tl a ~ bO' > .: ~ ~ui .:t:", s:'tl . .= • Cl) s: 
Village. 

B~ '" 0 . ~ 13 ~ '" >. ] ~.~ a] _t: ....... .. ti 0-'1 
~ ~·O s:-:i! e-; Others. .... 0 .:g,8 ""-... Iil ~~ 0 .... ... 
~ 00 CI)- " " o . 0 ~ . ~ " ~ I! 0.8 t-t lJ:l 800 

"l ~&l:: 
z~ c.!l~ 

I Rs. Rs. I Muslim 
Khandoo '.' 54 (b)74.675 1.383 48 -. .. Nil. S .. potter. 
Salaro .:. 30 (C)24.700 823 31 " .. " .. .. I Bania 
Tando Kaiser •. 47 (d)40•01 3 851 45 7 2 .. 7 .. .. 
Bhindo .;. 84'(e)60.983 726 75 7 9 .. 9 .. .. 
Deh No. 26.~ 54 24.354 451 46 ... 24 .. .. .. 
Deh .. 106 •. 43 17.183 400 49 .. 3 .. .. .. ' .. 

" u 107 .;. 52 26.104 502 25 .. 43 .. .. .. .. 
" ,,' 26-A 45 16.277 362 22 2 26 .. -' .. .. .. 

Sohi Kandhar llg f)lo4.446 878 124 31 13 .. 1 .. 1 Gln,owDor. 
Deh No •. 127 •. 31 38.566 1.244 26 10 { .. 3, 6 .. 
Deh No. 128· •. 35 (g)28,749 821 21 19 9 .. I 2 1 Zamin-

dari Bank 
Deh No. 167 •. 19 26.21 3 1.380 19 17 .. .. . . ' 17 .. 
Deh~ No. 259 •. 27 29.317 1.086 27 13 10 .. .. 11 2 Ba(liaa 
Dell No. 270 •. 23 17.416 757 18 .. 9 .. I 4, 
Deh No. 270-A 17 21.228 1.249 11 8 1 .. 4 14 I Zamin-

dari Bank 
---- -- ----

(h) 
Total 680 550•224 80g 590 114 ...155 • Nil 31, ,44 6 

Percentage 94% of 
•• total cultivators. 

~, 

(a.) 'fable VIII \\ill show the amounts borrowed' at the v,arious rates,'of in~8t. ' 
(c) Excluding Ra. 1700 advanced in 2nd period and~. 500 in the 3rd peri(!1i" 
(d) Excluding 273 2nd .. 1478 .. ',- 3rd ;,;:.. ::' 
(e) Exuilliing 220 2nd .., ,,350 -... -:-3rd.,. 

• (f) E>.cluding 308 2nd period. J 1 "" 
(h) Excludin{ .. 1I35J " j!ijd" 'I 23~8 ,. 3rd " 

Amounts borrowed from 

I tj";- Predominant 
~ 

.~ ~gi rate(s) of .~ . Cl)S: 

~ .... >- ag interest. (a) tII .... ~~ ~ 
... Cl) .5 

1 
e~ Others CI).~ 

Pot> ~ 
RtII 

~ ,,- Cl) " % 0 0 - .c Cl) ~ .. 81J
• 

~ ""~ ~~ 
Rs. Hs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
68.97'5 .. .. 4.7°0 .. 1,000 24 
23.700 . . ... .. . . 1,000 18t: 24. 
35.107 :l.390 70° 1.816 .. .. 18t: 371: 12 
51.680 3.393 3.285 2.625 .. .. 50:37.:18t;24 

20.069 . . 4.285 - . .. .. .. ~81;37. 
16.683 .. 500 .. .. .. 24· 
8.700 •• 17.404 .. .. .. 18. 
6.530 1.025 8.722 .' . .. .. 18t· 

85.451 5.585 7.710 200 .. 5.500 371: 18!; 24 
28.642 4.975 2.889 1.145 915 .. 181~ 
19.342 6.375 -2.307 25 ,200 500 ' 181· 

.~; .. 
18.378 6.845 .. .. 990 .. 371. 
17.983 4.190 6.400 .. -.72 272 37.· 
14.821 .. 1.760 240 595 .. 371· 
9.239 3.672 1,000 596 1.721 5.000 37.: 11. 

------
i 

425300 38.450 56.962 1I.347 4.893 13.272 is!: 371: 24. 
77·5 7 10 2 I 2'·5 , 

~ -(b) E~cludIng Re. 500 advanced In the 2nd perIOd. 

-(g) Excluding ~s. 350 advanced in 2nd period • 
·' 
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TABLE Ill. 

Amounts sold locally and in the market and that reoiaining unsold 
(at end .of February 1928). 

Per- Crop sold 
cent- Crop sold in in 3rd 

Crop age of 2nd period. ... period. 
Total rema- unSold 

. Village out- ining crop, In 
. turn unsold to In Vil- In Mar- In Vil- Mar-

Maunds. total lage. keto lage. keto 
out-
turn 

Maunds Maunds % Maunds. Maunds Maunds 
.. 

I 
I 

Khandoo .. 4,915 394 8 2,533 .. 1,988 .. 
Salaro .. 1,875 220 12 989 . . 666 .. 
Tando Kaiser .. 2.475 650 27 410 127 . .1,288 .. 
Bhindo .. .. 4,091 1,231 30 1,024 ISO 1,586 100 

Deh· No. 26 .. 4,138 .. . . 1,526 22 2,590 . . .. .. 106 . . 3,277 .. . . 944 230" 2,103 ... 
107 .. 3,936 .. . . 30 1,656 2,250 · . ... .. 

J; " 26-A .. 2,550 .. .. 487 717 1,346 · . 
SohiKandhar .. 6,854 868/ I~ 1,090 2,755 2,069 72 

~ Deh No. ~27 .. 1,287 293 23 204 So 740 . . 
..:.: 

" 28 1,996 600 30 460 65 292 579 .. 
" .. 

'" t:l-l " " 167 .. 517 108 20 . 242 134 27 6 
~ " ;, 259 .. 808 .. .. 198 271 62 277 ... 

" " 270 .. 309 20 6 146 80 41 22 
'" ~ 270-A , 

190 .. .. 65 9$ '30 · . " ," 

Total .. 39,218 .4,384 XI 10,348 6,352 17,078 1,056 

16.700 18,134 -
Total in village- ,,27,4:z6, maunds or 70% 
Total in market . 7,408.. 19% 
Crop unsold 4,38.! .. n% 
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-TABLE IV. 

Area and Holdings. . r~nt. 
:rotal Average age of 

cultivat- Average Area area un- area un-
~ No. of ed area size of under der cot- der cot-
.~ Village. holdings for the holdings cotton . ton per ton to ... 

GO recorded. holdings holding the total ~ recorded. culti-
vated 

Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres. area. % 

J{ 
Khandoo 

I 

671 46 .. 59 II 309 5 
Salaro • .. 30 268 9 147 5 55 
Tando Kaiser ... 51 531 IO 249 5 47 
Bhindo .. 91 I,I03 -I"2 418 4,5 38 

i { Deh. No. "' •• 56 630 II 412 7·5 65 
.;l " " I06. ; 49 662 13·5 219 4·5 33 
~ .,'" I07·· 53 777 15 362 7 47 
~ ",,, 26-A .• 46 600 13 286 6 48 

Z .' Sohi Kandhar ..• 124 I,590 13 623 5 39 

Deh.: No. 127 ., 33 497 . 15 (a) 262 8 53 

... " " 
128 .. 41 520 12·5 (a) 295 7 57 .., 

i 71 .. 
cd 

" 
I .. 167 .. 20 330 16"5 (a) 126 6 38 

~ 

oIi3 
" 259 28 392 14 (a) 193 7 49 " " 

.. ... 
all 

,.<:I 
270 23 248 IQ·5 (a) 126 5·5 51 E-4 " " .. 

" ., 270-A., 17 234 14 (a) 62 4 27 

(a) 
45% I Total .. 721 9,053 12·5 4,089 5·5 

(a) These figures exclude the' acreage destroyed by floods which is 
I04, 35, 95, 43, 98 and 71 acres in these villages respectively, 
and which totals 446 acres. 
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TABLE V. 

Number of cultivators who had entered into bonds to sell their crop to or 

through the. money-lender or the landlord. 

I 2 3 4 5 

No.of those who signed 
~ Total num- Total num- bonds to sell ., 

Vniage . ber of ber of . -p: 
.p cultivators. borrowers. to or to or III 

0 through through the 
the sowcar. landlord. 

--
od r Khandoo ., .. 59 54 32 .. 
~I Salaro . . .. 30 30 13 . .. 

il Tando Kaiser .. .. SI 47 20 .. 
Bhindo .. .. 91 84 47 5 

Deh No. 26 .. .. 56 54 46 8(a) 
" ,,106 .• .. 49 43 43 . .. , 
" ,, 107 .. .. 53 52 1'[ 40 (b) 
" ,,26-A .. 46 45 26(b) 1{ 19 

~ . Sohi Kandhar .• 124 II9 84 1: 

~ 
~ 

01 
~ 

old ... 
01 

..d 
E-I 

Deh. No. 127 •. .. 33 31: 22 4· 

" "t 128 •. .. 41: 35 19 9 
.. 1:67. 0 20 19 18 .. .. .. .. .. 259 . .. 28 27 27 . . 

" .. 270 .• .. 23 23 20 .0 .. .. 270-A .. 1:7 17 1:3 .. 
Total .. 721 .680 434 93 

Percentage .. 94% (of 527 or 78 % of col. 3 
Col. 2) . 

(a) In these cases advances were taken entirely from the landlord; 
so it is presumed the'obliga~ion is to sell to him. . 

(b) The bonds in these cases are entered into with the landlord who had 
made loans on the condition, inter alia that the whole produce 
should be left to be handled by him. 



TABLE VI. 

I 

~ Borrowing PerIODS partly pro- '" I i:: il 1:1 .. c:i Proprietors. Tenants. ~ 
., . ... per head • prleto .. and partly .8 :;l~ :1 '3~ 0 ... od ~enanto. ~ .. > 8 .z 
~~ o~ ~~ ~ o' ~od ""od "". ., 8." .. " . od ... od ... od "3ai ",,;; " .§ t ] z~ sg ]~r! o . ]11 ='" ., Village. 0" g ..c::Iil 

... ., 
.~ ~ ..c::I'" =~ .§ ~ =., .~ 11 ...., ="'5 '" de -8 = ~ 

"'~ = 0'" is SI) <.8 o +l"O 0., ~ ~ "'0 • e...c= ~~ "'0 O..c::l ~~ S g ~..c::I ]lii .!C-
'" t::~ z~ 

.... _ ... 
o t: 0.1 'Se .a t 0 o t: t: .. : 0 ~..c::I 8 0 

.. .. og 8 0 6t: .... 
~ t:.8 cC ~2! 

-0 ... '0 t: 0" ~8. <0 0., 

~ 
.1'" o Z2 <..c::I iII"'-

z.8 
<..c::I 

z.8 ..c::I ill"'-
~~s. Rs.'tt ~ Rs. R~. Rs. I Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs Rs. Rs. acres acres 

i~ 
Khandoo 59 54 (a)74.675 1.266 1383 4 9.700 2425 49 62.975 1.285 12 02000 671 III 30 9 242 Salaro •• 30 30 (b) 24, 700 823 823 7 7.000 1000 23 17.700 77° .. .. .. 268 92 147 168 Tando Kaiser 51 47 (C)4o.01 3 785 851 27 22,393 829 15 12.861 857 5 4,759 952 531 75 249 161 ... 13hindo 91 84 (d)60.983 67° 7z6 37 23.120 625 41 26.964 658 610.899 1816 1103 55 418 146 

1:11 
.r: Deh No. 26 56 54 24.354 435 451 I 4.500 4500 53 19.854 375 .. .. .. 630 39 412 59 -i .. u 106 49 43 17,183 351 400 I 1,000 1000 46 16.183 352 .. ." .. 662 26 219 78 .,Q .. .. 107 53 52 26,104 493 502 I 4,000 4000 51 22,104 433 .. .. .. 777 34 362 72 ~ 26-A 46 45 16,277 354 362 I 700 700 44 15.577 354 .. .. .. 600 27 286 57 ~ S~hi Kandhar 124 1I9 (e)104446 842 878 .47 47.105 1002 65 43.944 676 7 13.397 1914 1590 66 623 168 

~ 
Deh No. 127 33 31 38,566 1,169 1244 7 19,995 2856 21 13,678 651 3 4,893 1631 497 78 262 147(h) .. .. 128. 41 35 (f) 28.749 701 821 6 8,202 1367 ~2 10,185 463. 7 10,362 1480 5ao 55 295 97 (h) ~ .. .. 167 20 19 26,213 1.31I 1380 19 26.213 1380 .. .. .. .. .. .. 330 79 u6 :!0.8(h~ -.s. .. .. 259 28 27 29.317 1.°47 1086 14 12.017 858 13 17.300 1.331 .. .. .. 392 75 193 152(h ;0 .. ' .. 270 23 23 17.416 757 757 5 9.371 1874 17 6.895 406 I 1.150 II5° 248 7° u6 I 38 (h) ...r:: .. .. 27o-A 17 17 21.228 1.249 1249 '12 17.844 1487 4 3.168 792 I 216 216 234 91 62342(h) 

£-I. -- ------------------r-- -- ---'l'otal 721 680 (g) 550224 763 809 189 21 3,160 II28 460 289.388 629 31 47.676 1538 9053 61 4089 I34(h) Percentage .. 94 .. .. •. 89% 39 •• 97% 53 .. 97% 8 .. .. . . .. .. of total . of total of total 

Borrowings per head and per acre. 

proprietors. tenants. persons. 

(a) Excluding Rs. 500 advanced in 2nd period. (b) Excluding RS.1700 advanced in 2nd period and Rs. 500 in the third. 
(c) Excluding Rs. 273 advanced in the 2rt'd period and Rs. 1478 in the 3rd period. 
{d) Excluding Rs. 220 advanced in the 2nd period and Rs. 350 in the 3rd period. 
(e) Excluding Rs. 308 advanced in the 2nd period. (/) Excluding Rs. 350 advanced in the 2nd period. 
0) Exchi~ing Rs. 3351 advanced in the 2nd period and Rs. 2328 in.the 3rd period. 
(h) In these villages 104, 35, 95, 43, 98 and 71 (t-otal-446) acres· were respectively -destroyed by floods. If these 

figures are added to the acreage in the preceding column the borrowing per acre under cotton fpr these villages 
, wIll be Rs. 105, 87, II9, 124, 78 and 160 and the general average will be Rs. 121 instead of Rs. 134. 
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TABLE VII. 

Previous Arrears. and Fresh Borrowings. 

Percent. Fresh 
, J:'ercent-

age of 
Total Last year's age- of borrowings - fresh 

Village. borrowings arrears. arrears (Col. 2 mi- borrow· 
to tolal nus Cof. 3) lngs to 

total. 
Rs. , Rs. % Rs. % 

I 2 3 4 5 6 

Khandoo .. 74,675 3t ,385 42 43,290 58 
Salaro .. 24,700 4.475 18 20,225 82 
Tando Kaiser .. 40,013 8,955 22 31,058 78 
Bhindo .. 60,983 15.646 26 45,337 74-

Deh. No. 26 .. (24.354) (Not de-

" .. 106 .. (17,183) 
tailed) 

-do-----. • 
.. ,, 107 .. (26.104) -do~ 

.. .. 26-A .. (16,277) -do-----. 
Sohi Kandhar •. (1,04.446) -do~ 

Deh. No. (127 .. 38.566 3.937 10 34.62S 90 
l2S 28.749 10,387 36 18,362 64-.. .. .. .. " 167, .. (26,213) (Not de-

tailed) 
259 .. (29.317) -do-----. " .. 

" .. 270 .. (17.416) -do-----. 
27o~A •. (21,228) -do-----. " .. - " .. -. 

I 
--, 

i 

I 

Total 2,67,686 74.785 28 1,92,901 72 
(Omitting . .figures in 
brackets.) 



T J\BLE -VIII.-
Amounts borrowed at the various rates of interest . 

Village. 

• Amount A t d d h f advan~'I _____ ~ __ ~ ____ -.~ __ ~ __ -,mr-0_u_n~s_a __ v_a_n_c_e ___ a_t~t __ e __ ra~t_e_._o __ ~~~ __________ ' _________ 1 Other 
rates. e!~:.s~~ 6% 19% 110tul ~io h7.l61 !J. I l~/! I % I !/! I!l. r~J.il ~Z I ~li I;;~~~~~ 

~+----~-'-~~~+-~~~~~+-~---~~~~~-T~~~~-r:~~-------.,;. . 

• 

,g Khandap •• (a)II,ooo (d) ~oo 
~ Salaro ; (a)2,675 
Q) 

~ Tando ~ais~r (b)3,750 
:r: Bhindo' •• (b)6,176 

1 Deh N~126.. 1,835 
~ " ,,3:06,. 500 
~ j, ,,~07~· .. 
~ .. n' 26-A 405 
~. Sohi Ka~dhar (b)2,470 

.: Deh No. 127 (C)4~814 
Jl . 
~ u u: 128 
.&Lt," ". x67 

817 

• .cid., ,. ·259 
:;" 270 

.<:I .. 270 -A f-i ,11 

915 

200 
990 

472 
(d)1295 
1721 

800 6,660 7900 .33235 
-9.100 "' •. ' 7;100 

800 
800 •. °1,000. 900 600@ 60% 

400 @75% 
1330 @ 36%: 
500 @ 75%· 

2,390 
3,393 

6,550 .. - _ '3,980 _ : 8,997 _ .. 4.800 _ ,483 
5,636 993 2,2QO 6,150 1,200 5,995 

1,5701,920 

250 
1,025 •. 
5,5857,300 .•• 

.. 4,975.. .. 

(0)500 6,375 
•• 6,845 
.. 4,190 

•• (f)8672 

1.700 
2,500 

6,400 
2,745 ••• 

(g) 13.0 95 
2,481 
2.690 
9.167 

28.302 

2.00 (g)2I.341 

•• (g)15,180 
400 .. 
384' 50 3 

•• ' I,OOO 

,- '12.:202 • • :'. 
120 4.200 ISO 3660 

• , •• 1.850 •. 
•• 13,700 (h)4.600 2000 

1.200 7.613 250 
10.556 16.854 

.. (g)9.424.. .. .. 
':. - (i)2,OOO •• . •.• 
•• 3.320 •• • ••• 
•• (g)3.850 •• • ••• 

6,400 (h)33.309 • • 500 @ 40% 

•• (g)2.696 (g)I.925 500 @ 56~%: 
1200 @ 60%. 

70 (gl 847 588 @ 48%. ~ 
460 ; 10.968 ' 600 @ 750/.. 

• . ,10.376 4.310 13'2 @ 75t}t 
500 (g)8.451 (g)I.600 .... 

8.546 • . 400 @ 75%. 

'Yotal •• '""36,2s8 6093 750 43,4503B.56s 8,070 ~ 1245II &i2O 84.473 13.954 8132 10,360 ,II3884 26,686 I330 @ 36;500 
@ 40; 588 @ 
48; 500 @561: 
1800 @ 60 
2 0 32 @-75. 

• 

Percentage.. 6.5 I 8 7 4 23 1.5 IS 2 ,20·5 5 

(a) )(ostly from the ,Ko0ft1f'O"(orjinancing partner) under the "Koon1ro syatem'~ explamed m the, report. 
(b) From lanalords and friends and relatives. _ ' ., (c) From landlords. ; , 
(d) In Khandoo Ra; 500 are from a 8owcar. In Deh No. 270, Rs. 700 are from a BOWCaf', the rest (and the remaining ,figures in 

. thi~ oOlumn) are Government tar.avi loans; , (e) From a Zamindari bank. See also (f) below. , 
(f) Rs,5000 are from a Zamindari bank. The rest. ,and all the remaining figures in this ~olumn, are loans given by Co-operative Societies. 
(g)' In Dehs 26. 107, 26-A, 127 and 128, over e,nd above the int~rest charged at the rates given in these columns the BOWCIll', in most 

cases, levies his lapo (explained in the report). which is either (usually) Rs. 8/8 per holding or ;1 16th of. the total !!,"ain 
produce. irrespective of the amount of the loan.. If these things 'are taken into aocount it is found th~t the interest r'l'tes gIven 
here will have to be increased by one to four rupees aQCprding aB the borrowing is large or small. : I 

(h) In Sohi Kandhar therll"lVere IIlany"ollSes where the inter6lit to be paid was "3. ml/,'u.ndB of, It.apaa per cen't". As the normal rate 
per J'iUZtt'1/,d is Rs. 12'/8, we have converted such 'cases into (the usual) 37i%. Similarly. "2 maw/1,dB" were converted into 25%. 

(i) On Ra. 1,910 interest was 25% plus lapo of about "one maund per cent" This would mean 371% in aJl. 
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TABLE IX. 

ADVANCE SALES. 

Amount sold to 
Amounts and 

Rates. Sow- I Gin- IOth-
(Maunda and Rupees.) ca,.. owner. ers, 

Maunda. 

Time 01 
sales. 
1927. 

~.{~~ 
I 6 211 @ IS (a) 94 About 15/9 .. 104 7 

'" Salaro .. , .. 
~ Tando Kaiser 21 77 @ 8; 44 @ 8/8; I7J .. .. Between 
-8 6 @ 9; 2 @ 9/8; 2[ 1/6 & 1/9. 
I» @ 13; 21 @ 14; 

::t: Bhindo .. 2319 @8; 87 @ 9; 17 @IO; 141 .. 2 Between. 
14 @ II; ~ @ 12. 10/6 &15/9 

"l'"' No." 

.. 39 (b) 1.775 .. 533 Between 1/9 & 15/9 
~ ,. If 106 2 (c) 10 9 .. .. About 15/9 
rI) ., .. 107 .. .. 
~ 
~ .. .. 26-A .. .. 
~ Sohi Kandhar .. 16 10 @ 7; 14 @ 11; 38 @ 9; US .. .. Between ] 17 & 6/9 

32 @ 10; 7 @ 11; 2 @ 

..: 
'" .!II 
k os 

Po. 
." 
1EI 

'" k 

'" ..cl 
!-< 

12/8; 14 @ 13/8; I. @ 
14/8 (d). 

Deh No. 127 .. 4 6@ 8; 6 @ 8/8; 
13; 10 @ 1418; 

50 @ 72 .. .. About 26/9 

.. 

.. 

.. .. .. 

128 8 27 @ 6/8; 30 @ 8; 9@ 152 5 .. About 15/9 (e)' .. .. 
II; 84 @ 14/8; 7@ 15· .. 167 .. 9 81· @ 6; 4 @ 6/8: 6 @ 7· 91 .. .. Between 25/6tJ;15/7 

2 10 @ 7. Between 15/7&25/7 .. 259 .. 10 .. . . 
270 ~ •. 3 3 @ 6; 2 0 9 @ 7. 212 .. . Between I ~6 & 10/7 .. .. 27o-A ' •. 15 26 @ 6: 73 @ 7:30 @ 126 .. 4 Between I 6 & 15/8 

8/8. - ~------- --Total 148 110 @ 6; 31 @ 6/8; 308 3,190 12 633 Between 
@ 7; 146 @ 8: 80 @ 1/6 & 15/9. 
8/8: 131 @9: 2 @9/8; 
49 @ 10; 30@ II; 2 ,3,835· 
@ 12; 2 @ 12/8. 

71 @ 13; 14 @ 13/8; 21 
@ 14: 108 @ 14/8; 35 

. 
@ 15· 

(a) One case of whole crop Bold away for Rs. 425. The Yield WBII 43 flllJunda. Three 
ca.BeS of ha.lf orop (50, 44 and 40 tnda.) sold for Ra. 200,250 & 100. . 

(b) 31 caseR of whole crop Bold away,-in 19 cases (1147 mda) hall at Rs. 14/8 and half 
at Ra. 13/8; in 8 088es (488 mda.) @ Ra. 13; in one oase (120 mda) at RB. 13/8; in one 
case (70 mda.) hall at Ra. 12 and half at RB. 13/10; in one C&''!8 (65 mda.) half at 
Ra. 12 and half at Rs. 14; and in one case (35 mda.) half at RB. 12/6 and half' at 
RB.13/5. 8 oaseB of half crop BClld away:-in 3 cases (52, 82 & 30 mda.) at Rs. 
14/4; in 4 cases (71, 32,70 & 22 mda.) @ Ra. 13/10. and in one case (44 mda.) @ 
Ra. 13/8. 

(c) One 088e of whole orop Bold away for Ra. 550. the yield was 67 maunda. 
One 0_ of whole orop«42 md8.) Bold @ Rs .. 13. 

(d) One case of whole orop (M mda.) sold @ Rs. 14. . 
(e) One ~Itivator lold (27 fll(la, ~t Bs, 6/8> BO early 88 in ~btUM1. '1927; this i. ,uto 

oxosptional, . • 
. ( . 
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COTTON FINANCE INQUIRV IN SIND. 
Report on the Market Investigations. 

In Sind, organized and regulated cotton markets do not exist. The 
so called "Markets" are those district or taluka head-quarter towns and im-

No regulated portant villages where ginneries have been set up. There 
cotton markets are therefore no market committees, no licensed 

In Slnd. brokers nor adatyas, no rules governing the conduct 
of sales altd the fixing of rates, no regular methods for settling disputes and 
differences, no. recognised practice in the matter of levies, charges and de
ductions for inferior quality, and no records of arrivals and sales. In short 
the ginneries are the only cotton "markets" in Sind where cultivators can 
dispose of their produce, but where each seller must make his own arrange
ments as regards rates, weighment, deductions and other matters with the 
buyer. . 

For the purposes of the present inquiry the centres selected, (which 
for the sake of convenience will now be call8d "markets") were five in 

number. They were :-

The centres 
•• Ieeted. 

I. Nawabshah, 
2. Tando Adam, 
3. Shahdadpur, 
4. Hyderabad (Sind)t, and 
5. Mirpurkhas. 

The dates of the visits and the number of persons who 

Dates of the 
. .vlslts and num

ber of replies. 

gated at these centres are as under;
Nawabshah, 2nd & 3rd December 1927. 
Tando Adam, 6th & 7th ." " 
Shahdadpur, 8th "" 
Hyderabad (Sind) 16th January 1928 
Mirpurkhas, 21st January 1928 

t·· Properly speaking, Tando Thoro •. the "Municipal Suburb of Sind 
Hyclerabad. 



As mig'htbe expecte<l, the informationobtaineq asa resu:1tof the mar
ket ~nquiry in .Sind is fragmentary and of uncertain utility; only half a dozen 

N t f the . persons out of the lI8 interrogated, brought the pro-
I~f~;~ °tl n ?uce for sale on, their own account . .In all th.eremain-

~ :. mg cases, kapas ha? been' purchased m the yill~ges by 
, comp e the agents of the bIg cotton merchants and gmnmg fac-

tories, had been weighed in the village, 'and consigned to these markets on 
camels. In all these cases therefore there is absolutely no information for 
the colurrins in the questionnaire (a) whether the person who ',had ' brought 
the kapas to the market was himself the grower or had merely bought it for 
sale, (b) what price he had accepted, (0) what money was, actually received 
by him, and (d) to what deductions he had agreed. The half a dozen replies 
obtained ;tre natural).y quite inadequate to base any general statements on 
th~ foregoing points .. , Such ,information, however, as has been made available 
is 'summarized below:- . " '. ' 

" ,At each of the centres mentioned there are from two to .si~ ginning 
'factoriest: .owned by different persons or firms. Each factory has a number 
'of paid agents permanently stationed'in various cotton growing villages in 

The system of the neighbourhood. These usually are the local sowcars 
purchase and and banias themselves. In addition the factory has a 

sale. number of paid itinerant agents called "Vachhayats" 
who during the picking season tour the villages where there are no pe~anent 
agents, and make purchases at the rates within the limits given to them 
from time to time by the factory-owner. Lastly" there are a number of bro
kers at the factory town whose duty it is to induce those' sellers who have 
'brought their -kapas for sale to sell it to the factory to which they are attach
ed. These ue usually paid . entirely on a commission basis; while the first 
two classes of agents get a fixed pay in addition to some commission on pur
chases made. 

Much of the greater portion of the purchases, say about 80%, are 
made in the vUlages. The material is weighed· by the itinerary weighman 
on the spot, that is, in the fields or at the sowcar's shop, and is then des
'patched to the factory on camels, the transport charges being paid by the 
factory either on contract or on piece work system. 

The cultivator' is not encouraged to take his kapas direct to 'the fac
tory for sale. In most cases, of course, he is not at liberty to do so, as his 
produce is mortgaged to or has to be sold through the sOf.Qcar, the estate
contractor or the landlord who may have financed ,him. 

In cases where the sowcar. or estate contractor is ,not the paid agent 
oIa factory, a sample of 2 to 3 lbs. of kapas is first given to the dalal or 
travelling agent of the factory, who examines it, and if f~und to be of ap
proved quality, 'enters into a' contract for the purchase .of the whole amount, 
which is then despatched to the fact.ory. 

The:i.ocal and travelling agents are kept very ,closely informed about 
the prevailing rates, telegrams about which areQl>t~ed by the fact.ory thrice 
a day from Kara<;hi. 

t See table A. 
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As a rule the selling'party, e. g. the cultivator, does not engage a bro
ker in the market. This was observed in Tando Adam, Shahdadpur, Hyder-. 
abad (Sind) and Mirpurkhas. In: Nawabshah, however, in some cases brokers 
were engaged by the sellers, but they were found to be mostly loyal to' the 
buyers, the factory-owners, who are men of substance. . 

Payment is usually made seven days after the delivery of the cotton. 
If the gin-owner also happens to be financing the seller, the amount is direct

ly credited to the debt account. When the sowcar re-
. Payment. ceives payment for the cotton. belonging to the culti-

vators he does not as a rule pay it over to them but 
settles their accounts in the month of "Phagun"(March-April) at the end 
of the season. 

Buyers seldom buy on the deposit system; but where they do, settle
ment is made within a very short time, say within a fortnight. In such cases 
the seller may get an advance equivalent to one-fourth the value of the pro
duce free of interest, or one-half the value at between 6 and 12%, or three
fourths the value at between 181% and 25% interest. Three-fourths the 
value of the produce is the maximum advance made. 

The rates governing the Sind markets are those ruling in Karachi. 
Each firm or factory obtains Karachi rates for lint by telegram three times 

a day from which the rates for kapas are worked out. 
Rates. These rates are not announced or posted; and each fac-

. tory tries to keep its own rate a secret, known only to 
its own brokers. They are then immediately communicated to the local 
agents of the factory. As a result of this system of having agents posted 
throughout the whole district, village rates are. very closely linked with the 
market rates. Thus, for instance, OUT finding in the Report on the village 
inhstigations that the normal rate in the village was Rs. 13 (for a maund 
of 42 seers) throughout the period, October to January, may be compared 
with the following rates obtaining at the five markets investigated :-

Nawabshah Rs. 12-14 to Rs. ;1:3 . 01\ 2~12-27· 
Rs. 12-12 to Rs. 12-14 on 3-12-27. 

Tando Adam Rs. 13-1 on 6-12-27. 
Rs. 12-15 on 7-12-27. 

Shahdadp~r Rs. 12-13 on 8-12-27. 
Hyderabad (Sind) Rs. 12-12 to Rs. 12-14 on 16-1-28. 
Mirpurkhas Rs .. 12-10 to Rs. 12-12 on 21-1-28. 

(These are rates for a' maund of 40 seers; 9 to 10 annas may be added 
to these figures to obtain the rates per maund of 42 seers.) 

Good qtial~ty cotton in the village may even fetch a higher price than 
that ruling in the market, which is for cotton of ordinary quality. Like
'wise, moisture, black leaf, boll-worm stain and other causes may account 
for the rate in the village being about 4 annas or so less than the normal mar-
ket rate. . 

There is no. storage accommodation at any of the markets' inv~stigate~. 
The factories have their own godowns for stonng theu 

Storage. own purchases; but there is 110 arrangement for storing 
on seller'jl account. • . 
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As there are no-,organized markets, no records of daily arrivals and 
sales are kept; and the factories have refused to disclose their purchases. This 

year was a slack one and by about December many of 
Da'"y arrivals. the factories had. s,topped making' further purchases as 

, they each had on hand three to four thousand pressed 
bales in -stock, and outside demand had fallen off. The approximate daily 
arrivals of kapas as estimated by the investigators are :-

In Nawabshah on 2nd and 3rd December 1927 
In Tando Adam on 6th and 7th " 
In Shahdadpur on 8th December 1927 
In Hyderabad on 16th January 1928 
In Mirpurkhas on 21st January 1928 

1,200 
1,50 0 
1,200 

maunds 

These figures are stated to be half those of the normal arrivals in other 
years, and in Shahdadpur, one-third of the normal. 

As already stated weighment is usually done locally in the fields or 
in the sowco,r's, shop, by the paid weighman of the factory. When the kapas 

reaches the factory the weight is again checked. Pil
WeIghment. fering on the way by the cam elm en is nowadays assum-

ing large proportions. t _Where the kapas is bought in 
the market itself it is weighed in the factory yard. There is no complaint 
about the weighment when it is done at the factory, and very little when 
it is done in the village by the factory's weighman. The complaints about 
the weighment int1.le foregoing pages of the village report have to do with 
the weighment done by the sowcar or bania when he buys from the cultiva
tor, and not with the weighment done by the factory's weighman on direct 
sale to the factory's agent. 

The factory's weighman usually carries a weight of 20 see's and' a 
weight of I seer and weighs 21 seers or half a maund at a time. These 
weights are checked every fortnight with the Panchayat's brass weights, 
for which service the Panchayat charges one anna and three pies every time. 
The weighing-t~sts made at the factories have proved that the factories have 
been using quite correct weights and scales. 

The weighman's employment is for six months during the cotton sea
son. He is either paid at Rs. 30 to Rs. 50 per month or at the rate of one
quarter anna per maund, whichever is acceptable to him. But besides th is 
the weighman always levies choongitfrom the seller. This was formerly a 
small gratification in kiI1d voluntarily given by the cultivator or other person 
selling; but it has now become a customary payment which the weighman al
ways exacts. This choongi comes only t~ about 2 lbs. per camel-load (i,e. 
7 maunds or 604 lbs). , 

So fal" as market sales are -concerned the only deductions made are 

t It has been suggested that it is owing to this pilfering and to the dirt 
which is found mixed with the cotton that buyers evolved the idea of having 
a maund of 42 seers, (86.4 lbs.) though a maund as a standard is only 40 
seers (82 lbs.) 

t This has been expla:ifled in tht: village report (see page 24.} 
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half an anna per mat/nil for dalali or brokerage which is taken from all sellers., 

Customary In Sind Hyderabad this includes the Dharmao. t In 
Tando Adam one pice more is charged for GO'ldhala 

deductions. charity from all Hindu sellers. These charges are de-
ducted from the payments when made. Choongi may also be treated as a 
sort of a customary deduction. 

The market investigations have shown how infinitesimal is the num
ber of growers (and of traders) who bring their produce to the Ularket for 

sale on their own account, and how very few are the 
Ge~er~1 cases where the grower had entered int.o a contract with 

cone us on.' a firm or factory for the sale.to it of a definite amount 
during the season at fixed contract rates. Practically the whole of the 
amount brought to the markets was 'purchased in the villages by the local 
agents of the cotton firms or ginning factories, and consigned by them to the 
markets. A word may be added here by way of explaining what might strike 
one as an apparent contradiction. The cultivators who bring their kapas 
for sale in the market and referred to here must not be confused with those 
who, in our report on the village inquiry, have been shown to have sold "in 
the market." The number of these latter is certainly considerable, more 
particularly in the 2nd period (i. e. of sales before 31st December). These 
cultivators are however those who sold their crop to the gin-owner (or cot
ton trader of the market as opposed to those who sold, locally to the village 
8owcar, bania or landlord); and are not necessarily those who directly took 
their produce to the market for sale there on their own account. A large nUID:
ber of those who sold "in the market" (in this sense) nevertheless gave <Jell
very of the kapas in the village itself to the local agent of the gi!l-owner~~r 
trader), and the crop was weighed at their very doors or in the fIelds by Iti
nerary weighman of the gin-owner (or trader). 

t This has been, explained in the village report (see page 23·). 



TABLE A. 

mnning Factories at the Markets Investigated. 

Markets. F~ctory owned by. 

Nawabshah (4) I. Messrs Ralli Bros. 
2~ Bhai Topandass. 
3. Messrs EduIji Dinshaw. 

4. RaiSaheb Vishindass. 

Factory worked by. 

. Owners . 
. -do-

(i.) Messrs VoIkart Bros. 
(ii.) .. Louis Dreyfus. 
(iii.) Bhai Tillumal, . 
in turns of 3 days each. 

Owners. 

Tando Adam (6) 1&2. Seth MaganIaI Wadhoomal. 
3 & 4· Seth D. Madandass and 

Seth M. AIimchand. 

-do-

~do-

5. Seth Kundomal Alimchand. 
6. Seth Rachiram Sagandass. 

Shahdadpur (2) I. Seth KundomaI AIimchand. 
2. Seth Hiranand N otandass. 

Hyderabad (Sind) 

Mirpurkhas 

(4) I. Estate of the late Hon'bIe 
Mr. G. M. Bhurgri. 

2. Rai Saheb Vishindass. 

3. Seth Ajoomal Jagtarani. 
4. Seth Moo1chand Sahijram. 

(4) I. Messrs EduIji Dinshaw. 
2. Seth PahIoomal Motiram. 

-do-
-do-

-do-
-do-

Seth Revachand Shevaram. 

Seth Tarachand Ghansam
das. 

Owners. 
(not working this year}. 

Messrs. VoIkart Bros. 
Owners.. . 

3. Seth Ramchand MangimaI ... -do-
4. Messrs. Ralli Bros. -do-
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Indian Central Cotton Committee to consider the 

results of investigations into the Finance 
and, Marketing of Cultivators' cotton. 

REPORT ON INVESTIGATIONS CARRIED OUT IN 
MIDDLE GUJERAT. 

In 1925-26 an inquiry was carried out in North Gujerat (Ahmedabad 
District and one of the Kathiawar States), but it was started late and no 
record of early sales was obtained. The Committee therefore decided to finance 
another in a more typical part of Gujerat to get fuller details. 

23 villages (4 in Broach District, 8 in Baroda State and 11 in Panch 
lIIahals District) were visited and replies from 1,155 cultivators were recorded. 
52% of the persons interrogated were proprietors, 37% were p~rtly proprietors 
and partly tenants and 11% were tenants. 

966 sellers were questioned in 20 markets, 5 being in Broach, 9 in Baroda. 
and 6 in Panch Mahals. 

The following general conclusions can be drawn from the d~ta obtained:

(1) 82 % of the c~ltivators interrogated took loans, practically entirely 
at the commencement of cultivation opera,;tions. 

(2) The borrowing per head of cultivators"° recorded was Rs. 201 j- and 
Rs. 244 j- per head of borrowers. 

(3) 65% of the loans was supplied by sowcars, 18. 4% by Co-operative 
Societies and 14% by merchants and landlords. 

(4) 66Yo of th. anlOunt was borrowed at 91% and less and 32.7% between 
9~% and 12%. 9 to 91% is the rate charged by Co-operative 
Societies. 

(5) The cultivators were not hampered in any way by their borrowir.~s 
in the dispofal of their produce. -

(f) Sales in the villages and -in the markets were about equal, and were 
made mostly to dalals or agents of bi~ cotton merchants, man:,-
of 'll'llOm were the local sowcal"s. . 
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(7) The sale organisation in the villages is satisfactory and no complaints 
were received regarding weighment, deductions and payments. 
Rates approximated very closely to those in the markets and were 
easy to obtain. 

(8) There are no regulated markets in Middle Gujerat and there appears 
to be no need for them as the present organisation is very satis
factory. 

(9) Sellers can sell direct in many markets without the intervention of a. 
broker. 

(10) Weighment is done on weighbridges and the weighman is paid 
by the ginowner. 

(11) Disputes or Vandllas are rare. 

(12) Market charges range from -/4/- to Rs. 2/9/- per cart .in the different 
markets. 

From the above conclusions, the grower in Middle Gujerat appea~s to be 
better off with regard to marketing and finance than his confreTes in most other 
parts of India. The only suggestions we can make to better the present arrange
ments are:-

(1) That uniform weights should be employed in the villages. 

(2) Steps should be taken to standardise the levies and deductions in the 
markets. 
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COTTON FINANCE AND MARKETING INQUIRY .. 
MIDDLE GUJERAT 1927=28. 

Report en the Village Investigations. 

I. INTRODUCTORY. 

In 1925-26 the Indian Central Cotton Committee carried out an investigation 
into the finance and marketing of cultivators' cotton in North Gujerat (Ahmedabad 

District and one of the Kathiawar States.) The results of this 
The genesis investigation have been published in a short monograph_ In 

of the Inquiry. 1927 it was decided by the Committee that another investi-
gation in Gujerat should be carried out in the season 1927-28 

partly to enable the results to be compared with the investigations in Sind, Khan
desh, the Punjab and Madras (Northerns and Westerns tract) which were to be 
carried out pa,.ipassu, and partly because the first inquiry was started rather 
late 80 that the record of early sales was missed and it was found difficult to 
draw general conclusions from the data available. 

For the present investigation it was thought desirable to take a tract 
more typical of Gujerat. This was the Eroach area proper, the Middle Gujerat 
area, lying between the rivers Mahi and the Narbada. In North Gujerat the 
practice of selling boils instead of kapas introduced an unus?Ial complication_ 

The invl'stigation was carried out through the agency of the Department 
of Agriculture, Bombay, to which a grant of Ra. 5,000 le was 

The mode of given by the Indian Central Cotton Committee. The staff 
Investigation. of investi~ators was supervised by the Deputy Director 

of Agriculture, Gujerat. 

In all 23 villages were selected. for the inquiry, four in the Broach taluka 
of the Broach District, eight in the Baroda prant of the Baroda State (after con
sultation with the Director of Agriculture, Baroda), and eleven in the Halol 
taluka of the Panch Mahals District. Broach, Dabhoi and Halol, were the re8-
pective centres for the inquiry. 

The number of cultivators examined and thosefcom whom complete 
.replies were received ar~ shown below;- -



VI~GES'I 
E-< 5 S ( Derol 

~ ~./ Tavra 
g ~ l Varedia. 
/=Cl ~ L Samni 

::i r ~ E-I ",arar .. 
<: I Parikha. 
~ ~Iandala 
<: ~ Bhil'apur 
'~ 1 Bhatpur 
~ I. Jafarpura 
<: Rasulabad 
Q:l l Karachia 

r Halol 
~ I Muvala 
~ Timbi .. 
E-I I Itwadi .. C $. Tarkhanda. 

~ ~~ Go raj 
~ ~ 11 Vesania 

:;l. Ghodadra < I Vaswell .. 
~ Dankheda. 

l Ambali 
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Number of cultivators 
examined. 

77 
114 

70-
64 

92 
49 
83 
36 
87 
11 
67 
37 

34 
19 
28 
74 
82 
16 
42 
9 

43 
36 
33 

NumbeT cl complete 
. replies. . 

76 
113 

70 
62 

92 
49 
83 
35 
87 
11 
67 
33 

34 
18 
28 
71 
57 
16 
40 
8 

43 
32 
30 

------L---I---------------------------I----------------------
Total 1193 1155 

l\Iany of the replies were incomplete because of the total failure of the 
crop due to the floods. The total number of cultivators will, therefore, be taken 
at 1155. . 

The season was marred by severe and possibly unprecedented floods. "In 
areas north of Broach excessive rains during the last week of July 

The season. caused heavy floods which washed away the crop to a very great 
extent, especially in the low-lying areas. Light rainfall ill August, 

however, assisted the re-sowing of tl).e crop in most of the flooded areas and under 
the subsequent favourable weather conditions the crop showed a very healthy 
developmell,t up to the middle of October. From that time onwards the crop 
had to struggle against many unfavourable conditions with the result that the 
crop is generally expected to give a return much below the normal"(a). The 

(a) Vide the "Final Qen~ral l\Iemor~ndum on the Cotton Crop of 1927-28" 
published in the Indian Trade Journal of 23rd Febmary 1928. 
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unfavourable conditions referred to included untimely rains, cloudy weather, and 
an attack of aphis at flowering time. As a result of the floods and re-sewing, 
the season was,late by nearly a month and a half. ' ' 

Owing to the lateness of the season the' :periods of the inquiry had to be 
The periods 

of the 
shifted to March and April. The periods fixed for the investi-

Investigation. gations were generally as under:-

1st Period (i.e., whlln the crop is in the last stages 1 25th October to 
of gr.0wth but before any is picked) f20th December 1927. 

2nd Period (i.e~ that commencing when the major 1 
part of the crop is picked and continu- ~ 
ing until some early sales have been J 
effected) 

1st March to 
10th April 1928. 

3rd Period (i.e. that commencing when all the croP} 
has been picked and continuing until 
the major part 'Of it is sold) 

15th April to 
10th May 1928. 

The periods of actual investigation varied considerably from village to 
village; in some cases the third period commenced very soon after the close of the 
.second period investigations. 

The number of cultivators from whom complete replies were received 
The (viz: 1155) may be classified according to the size of their hold-

Cultivators. ings as follows :-

Small (i.e., having under 15 acres) 
Medium (i.e., having between 15 and 50 acres) 
Medium large (i.e. having between 50 and 100 acres) 
I.arge (i.e. having over 100 acres) 

Number. 
575 
516 
53' 
11 

Percentage. 
50% 

44.5% 
'4.5% 

1% 

The small cultivators are therefore in a majority in this area as in North 
Gujerat. The largest holding reported was of 287 acres in Rasulabad (Baroda 
State). The principal cultivators are Kunbis and Rajputs. 

The 1155 cultivators may also be !Jlassified according to tenantry as follows:-

Proprietors .. ' 
, Tenants 
Persons partly proprietors and partly tenants 

Number. 
597 
126 
432 

Percentage. 
52% 
11% 
37% 

This shows that the great majority of the cultivators are proprietors, 
either wholly or partly, of the land they cultivate. In l\'Iulvala (Panch Mahals 
District) all the cultivators examined were proprietors. The proportion of 
proprietors is also very great in Vesania (Panch Mahals District) and Bhatpur , 
(Baroda State). It is lowest in l\'Iandala (Baroda Stabe). (It may be noted that 
the percentages in the table given above are the same as in North Gujerat). 



The number of tenants and persons partly proprietors a.nd partly tenants 
Rent system. is 558. They pay rent as follows :-

Nllmber. Percentage. 
On the 1168h system 202 36% 
On the share system 295 53% 
On a mixed system 61 11 % 

The figures for eaeh village, together with the particulars regarding the 
l,ash and share rent.s paid will be found in table IV. It will \le seen ·from the 
table that the cash rent system prevails in the Broat-h, district· and· (except 
for Halol which is the Taluka headquarters) it hardly e~er obtains in the Paneh 
l\Iahals distriet or in the Baroda State. The share rent paid is invariably 
half the produce. The cash rents are rather high in the villages of the Broach 
District, the normal rents lying between Rs. 20/- and Rs. 26/-. The range of 
rents was from Rs. 10/- to Rs. 52/-. In the Baroda State it was from Rs. 4t 
to Rs. 32, the normal being about Rs. 22/-. In very few cases was the assessment 
horne by the tenant. 

Particulars as regards the area and tile number of holdings In eaeh of 
Area and the villages investigated will be found in Table I. The 
Holdings. general result may be summed up thus:- . 

Total a.rea of the holdings reeorded 23,760 acres. 
~rotal number of holdings recorded 1,155 
Average size of holding 20.5 acres 
Area under cotton 12,300 acres 
Average cotton area per hoIning 10.6 acres 
Percentage of rotton area to t.he total area of the 

holdings 

'The figure for the average size of holdings was highest in Samni (Broach 
Distriet), viz: 39 aeres, and lowest in l\Iuvala and Tarkhanda (Panch l\Iahals 
District.), viz: 1~ acres. The percentage of cotton area to the total varied from 
village to village, ranging from 24% in Ghodadra to 95.6% in Timbi. Both of 
these places are in Halol taluka. 

The coUon area8 recorded may bp subdividl'd into the following four 
classes :-

Small (i.e. of 5 acres or less) 
Med urn (i.e. of between 5 and 25 acres) 
Med. large (i.e. of between 25 and 50 acres) 
Large (i.e. of over 50 acres) .. 

Number. Percentage. 
297 26% 
794 

53 
11 

68.5% 
4.5% 

1% 

The estimated total outturn was 78, 848 maunds or 3,232,768118. giving an 
average yield of 263 Ibs. per acre (slight.1y more than in the adjoining Khandesh 

cott.on area where the average yield was 2311bs. for the 1927-::!8 
investigations). The village figures are given in Table 11. 
The yields were highest in the Broach district, the highest. 

Production. 

figure for a village being 419 Ibs. in Varedia: and were lowest in the Panch l\Iallals 
distriet (Halol Talul,a), where Yesania and Ghodadra had only 83 and 93 Ib8. per 
arre respeetively. In the Ba"roda prant. the yields, except in a couple of villagt's. 
wrrl' \\'1'11 ahove the average. 
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'i'lle acreage, yield and average yield for tke four classes into which 
,n·h ave divided the cotton areas are given in Table Ill. The general result is 
shown below:-

Area. Yield Average yield. 
(Acres) Lbs. Lbs. 

Small areas 928 227,493 245 
Medium 

" 
8587 2,323,021 275 

Med. large areas 1765 460,660. 261 
Large ar(1a~ 1020 221,59-1 217 

1n the l\Iiddle Gujerat area cotton is grown entirely as a dry-crop, {,n 
unirrigated lands. 

The principal variety of cotton grown in the villages investigated is. 
Kfl'IIItt'i. This is a mixture of the Broach (or Deshi) and the inferior Gogha'l'i 

Variety 0.1 
cotton grown. 

varieties. Kanhvi was grown on 7527 acres or 61% of the 
total area under cotton. It occupied all the area in Halol 
taluka (Panch Mahals District) and (except for two villages 
Sarar and Bhatpur) in the Baroda pr ant. Broach or deshi 

cotton was gtown on 2217 acres (18% of the cotton area), and occupied all the area 
in the villages of the Broach District (except Samni). Goghari was grown on 1280 
acres (10 .5%) chiefly in Bhatpur: and the Selection 91 on 1276 acres (10.5%) in 
Sarar, (both in the Baroda State.) Both Broach and Goghari, and therefore also 
Kanlwi, are varieties of G.herbaceum. 

The recorded answers show that the sources of the cultivators' seed supply 

Sources of the were as under;-
seed supply 

The ginnery 
The 80wcar 
The cultivator 
The landlord 
The Government Farm 
The merchant or trader 
Others .. 

11. FINANCE. 

No. of cases Percentage. 

5/i2 48.5% 
351 30.5% 
131 1~ .5% 
40 3.5% 
32 2.5% 
29 2.5% 
10 1.0% 

Number cf 
borrowers. 

The number of borrowers and of non-borrowers is given 
below:-

No. of cultivators who took advances 952 or 82.4% 
No. of cultivators who did not take an advance ~03 or 17.6% 

The percentage of borrowers is a little heavier here than in North G~jera1; 
where it was 71 %. It will be seen from Table VI that in 6 out of the 23 VIllages 
investigated the percentage of borrowers to tli'e total number of cultivators 
recorded is 100, and that the lowest percentage is 55 for Derol (Broach district.) 
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Borrowings were in every case made at or about the time of commencing 
cultivation opt'rations, and no advltnc,es were taken subsequently. There were 

T' f no advances taken against the first pickings or against the 
b Ime i 0 deposit of kapas unsold at the conelusion of the investi-

orrow ngs. gations. 

The total borrowings and the borrowings per acre for each. village investi
Amount ,ofgated are giVl'1l in Table VI. The general result is aa 
borrowings. follo,,'s :-

Total amount borrowed 
No. of cultivators recorded 
Borrowing per head of cultivators recorded 
No. of borrowers 
Borrowing per head of borrowers 
Total area of the holdings recorded 
Borrowing per acre of the total area of the 

Rs.231,900 
1155. 
Rs.201. 
952. 
Rs.244. 

.. Acres 23,760. 

holdings .. Rs. 9.8. 
Area under cotton .. Acres 12,300. 
Borrowing per acre under cotton .. Rs. 19 .• 

In the North Gujerat inquiry the average borrowing per head of borrowers 
was found to be Rs. 342, with which the figure of Rs. 244 for the present inqu iry 
compares favourably. 

In this inquiry an attempt was made to discover what difference (if any) 
existed between the amounts actually lent and those signed for by the debtors. 
Unfortunately the returns on this point were hoplessly confused as regards tb,e 
ranch ~Iahals villages, and the returns for the Broach and Baroda villages also 
are not free from ambiguity. In 5 out of 12 villages in the latter places no 
difference was reported between the "amount signed for," and the "total actual 
advances" and int4he remaining villages the difference came to very little (in no 
case over 7% of the amount lent). In Panch Mahals it appears that a discount 
of between 5 and 15 per cent (generally 6%) of the amount signed for is deducted 
by the lender. 

Likewise the attempt to discover what propOltion of the advance was 
utilised for actual cultivation purposes and what for other purposes like marriages, 
Utilis tl f ceremonies, litigation and capital improvements, met with 

the ~ on 0 failure, the relevant columns having been entered up quite 
oans. indiscriminately.(a) It may be stated however that the total 

advances include the cash value of loans taken in the form of seed-an item 
which in former inquiries had eseaped record. This item came to Rs. 3,878 only 
in the present inquiry. . 

Borrowings The total and average borrowings of proprietors, tenants, and 
of proprietors persons partly proprietors and partly tenants, are indi-
and tenants. eated below :-

(a) As the figures stand, the total advances of Rs. 231,9UU are stated to 
include: Rs. 135,351 for cult.ivat.ion purposes, Rs. 3,878 being"the value 
of F{,M supplied in kind, and Rs. 92,671 for other purposes. 
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Number Amount Per head. 

Ra. Rs. 
Proprietors .... ' ... .. 480 143,400 299 
Tenants •• .. .. .. 92 12,460 135 
Persons partly both .. .. 380 76,040 20U 

Tot.al .. 952 231,900 244 

(For the village figures, vide Table VI.) 
The much. larger credit which the proprietors enjoy would seem to be res

ponsible for the higher incidence of borrowing per head as compared with the 
tenants. 

A certain amount ~f caution is required when niaking use of the 
figures of average borrowings. For instance, nothing can be definitely inferren 
Caution with from the figures given above unless borrowings per head pel' 
regard to the ac'~'e are fully worked out for each class, because the pro-

S f th pnetors may have a larger acreage per head than tenants. 
u e 0 e Th .. b b . . d h t h "b . figures of' en agam, It must e orne m mm tat e. orrowmgs 

per acre under cotton" have been worked out Without refer-
bOaveraige ence to the other crops grown by the cultivator. Cotton is not 

rrow ngs. the only crop grown-it (lccupies only 52% of the total area 
-and therefore the portion of the borrowings which is spent on the cultivation 
of other crops should properly have been excluded in arriving at the figures of 
"borrowings per acre under cotton". Such a splitting up however is not practi
cable, and the figures may stand as they are so long as the caution given above is 
borne in mind. 

A much better idea of the correlation of borrowings to production neces
sary both to understand the solvency of the borrowers and what security the 

Correlation lenders regard as' adequate-will be obtailled if we relate 
of borrowings the figures of borrowings per acre of the total area of the 
to production holdings to the value of the average yield of kapas per acre. 

This of course is open to the objections that the value of the 
cotton yield per acre is not the same as that per acre under other crops, and 
secondly that cotton. may require relatively larger cultivation expenses than other 
crops. Nevertheless a rough idea of the correlation may be obtained for the 
present inquiry. by considering that the general average yield of kapas per 
acre is 2631bs. which, at an all-round average rate of Rs. 7/8 per maund (of 41 
Ibs.) is worth Rs. 49 or, say, about Rs. 50, while the borrowing per acre is Rs., 9.8, 
say: Rs. 10. Borrowing is then roughly 20 per cent of the value of the yield. 
ThiS figure may be called the rough indp; of borrow·ing. For the other areas 
recently investigated by the Indian Central Cotton Committee the indices, cal
c~lated on the same basis, are :-for Sind, a little over 50, for Khandesh 25 
(m 1925-26), and for the Punjab 23. 

A' detailed analysis of the sources of borrowings, giving both the number 
Sources of. 'of persons borrowing from each source as well as the amounts 
borrowings. bOl'rowed from each source, is made in Table V. The result 

may be summed up as follows·:-
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No~ of per- Amounts borrowed. 
sons bor-

The sources. rowing from :Percentage 
each Rs. of 

source. total. 
Sowcars .. .. .. .. .. 650 (566) 150,566 65% 
Co-operative Societies' .. .. .. 193 (103) 42,692 18.4% 
Traders or merchants .. ., .. 54 (51) 16,998 7.3% 
Landlords .. .. · . .. 92 (81) 14,212 6.1% 
Friends and relatives .. · . .. 29 (25) 5,418 2.3% 
Government (Takavi) .. · . .. 27 (27) 1,589 0.70/., 
Others .. .. · . .. 3 (3) 425 0.2"1c ° --

Total .. - (856) 231,900 100% 

The figures in brackets give the number of persons who borrowed solely from the 
respective sources. Besides the e56 cultivators given in brackets in Column 2, 96 
more borrowed from more than one source, (856 +96::=952 being the total number 
of borrowers). Thus 82 borrowed from both soU'cars and co-operative societies, 
5 from co-operative societies and landlords, 4 from landlords and relatives, 
3 from co-operat,ive societies and traders, and 2 from sowcars and landlords. The 
relative proportions of the amounts borrowed from the various sources varied, of 
course, from village to village, as table V will show. Takavi loans of small amounts 
were given by the Baroda State only to some of its rultivators. Some remarks 
as to the other lenders will be made later on. 

Olle of the most surprising revelations is the Yl'ry low interest charged 
Rates of to the borrowers. The following is a summary of the amounts 
Interest. borrowed at earh rate of interest given in Table VII :-

Rate of iRterest. 

Interest free 
At 41% to 6% interest 
" 7l%-8% " 

9-9.3/8% " 
,,100

/ 0 " 

,,12<yo " 
15-16% " 

" 18-181% " 
,,20% " 
,,24% " 
,,25% " 
" 75% 
" 150% " 

Amounts borrowed. 
Rs. Pl'rrentagl' 

2,361 
4,844 

27,097 
118,995 

500 
68,107 
2,726 
2,580 

238 
1,523 
2,789 

50 
90 

of the total. 
1°/ /0 

2.1% 
11.7% 
51.3% 
0.2% 

29.4% 
1.2% 
1.1% 
0.1% 
0.7% 
1.2% 

Total 231,900 100% 

With tIle exception of Rs. 50 lent by a sowcar at 75% interest and Rs. 90 
lent by a landlord at 150%, we find that the interest rates did not exceed 25%. 
and even this rate obtained en three or four villages only, while 24% obtained in 
2 villages and 20% in one case. It will be seen that 95.7% of the loans were obtained 
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at the rate of 12% and less, and no less than two-thirds of the loans were obtained 
at 91% (the co-operative societies' rate) and less_ It will further be seen from 
Table VII that in the Panch lIahals villages the chief rate was 12%, over two
thirds of the loans being taken at that rate_ In Broach the rates of 9 to 9i" 
and 12% are equally important. In Baroda 9 to 91% is the predominating rate. 
This supports what has been stated before that it is comparatively more di.fficult 
to obtain finance in the Panch Mahals district than in the Baroda prant or 
Broach district. As regards the Rs. 2,361/- obtained free of interest, it may be 
mentioned that three persons (borrowing in all Rs. 95) paid no interest, but in 
lieu of it had to render small personal services. 

Only l cases (all in Broach) have been noted of the land having been 

Borrowing on 
the security 

of the crop or 
of the land. 

mortgaged as security for the loans. It cannot be definitely 
stated whether this was not also the case in regard to 
some other borrowers, as no definite questions on this point 
were included in the questionnaire. But the probability ie 
that such security-or the security of the crop-is seldom 
demanded by the lender who contents himself with a simple 
bond passed by the borrower. 

It further appears that, on the whole, the cultivators of Middle Gujerat 
were not hampered by their borrowings in the disposal of 

Effect of their kapas. Only 162 out of 952 borrowers, that is about a 
borrowings sixth, are reported to have agreed, but verbally only, to sell 
on sales. their crop to the lender. And this figure is found to be made 

up of borrowers from practically three villages only (in Panch 
Mahals). This therefore shows that, taking the area as a whole, the borrowers 
were under no obligation to sell to or through their lender. 

As regards the time of sale the evidence is not quite clear. It will ,be 
seen in the next section on "Sales" that early sales are rather heavy, but this is 
probably solely due to the season (1927-28) being late by about a month and a half, 
a fact which reduced the selling season to the small period of at~ most two months 
viz: mid-March to mid-May. Sales therefore had necessarily t<f be done quickly, 
and there was no time for holding up the crop. The lack of holding up 
cannot therefore be assigned to pressure put on the borrowers by lenders to repay 
loans. On the contrary the fact that the borrowers were able to enjoy the loans 
till such a late period as April and May, and that they had not to borrow afresh 
to repay the old loans, nor to effect substantial advance sales to payoff the 
loans, is ample evidence that the cultivators were unhampered by their borro,,·ings 
as regards the time of selling. 

The sowcar plays the most important part in financing the cultivators_ 
650 out of 952 (i.e. 68%) of the borrowers resorted to him for financial assis

tance and in 566 cases to him alone. The amount lent by 
The part the sowcarwas Rs. 150,566 out of Rs. 231,900, i.e. 65% 

played by the of the total advances (b). The very moderate i,nterest charg~d 
sowcar In by the 80WCftTS has already been referred tQ. The SOlI'car, 
financing. further, does not appear to have obtained from his debtors 

(b) . This percentage may be compared with 91% for both Berar and North 
Gujerat, 77% for Sind, 68% for the Punjab alld 53.5% for Khandesh. 
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any indirect benefits iJ;!. cash, kind or service, nor to have bl'fJn in any way a 
clog upon their freedom in disposing of their produce. 

Next in importance to the sowcar are co-operative societies. To 19~ out 
of 952 borrowers (i.e. to 20%) were loans given by co-operative societies, in 10:3 

. cases by them alone. The amount lent was Rs. 42,592 out of 
Co;operatlve a total of Rs. 231,900, that is, 18.4% (c). The interest rato 

inance. was It pies per rupee per mensem, that is 9 3/8%. While 
the amount lent by co-operative societies is substantial, it will be noted from 
table V that the co-operative movement has not spread to any marked extent 
in the Middle Gujerat area. In Panch Mahals, 7 out of II villages had no 
ro-operative societies, in Baroda, 6 out of 8 had none and in Broach in only 2 
out of 4 villages was any amount lent by these societies. 

In Panch Mahals, sowcars and co-operative societies were practically the 
only sources from which cultivators obtained loans. In Broach and Baroda sub

stantial amounts were also lent by traders or merchants, 
Other lenders. landlords, and friends or relatives (viz: 7.3%, 6.1% and 

2.3% respectively of the total advances). It may be noted 
that, as in Khandesh, Sind and Eerar, the daTal did not play Ilny direct part in 
financing operations. 

General 
conclusions. 

From the foregoing account the following general conclusions 
are deducible.-

(I) The Middle Gujeiat cultivators did not find much difficulty in 01.
taining finance, though nearly 82% of t.he cultivators took loans of varying 
amOUllts. 

(2) Advances were required at the time of the commencement of the cul~ 
tivation operations, but not subsequently. 

(3) The borrowing per head (viz: Rs. 244 per head of borrowers and 
RB. 201. per heid of cultivators recorded) was substantial, but not excessive. 

(4) The borrowing per acre of the total area was Rs. 9.8 only, and as 
the yield of kapas per acre (viz; 263 Ibs.) can be valued at about Rs. 50, the 
index of borrowing (as explained in the report) is roughly 20 only, the lowest 
of all the inquiries conducted by tIlls Committee. 

(5) The amounts actually lent to the cultivators were about 6% less than 
those they signed for. 

(6) The sowcars were the cultivators' chief financiers, being responsible 
for 65% of the advances given. The intel'€st charg€s were very moderate, 
rarely ever exceeding I~%, ar:d in most cases being only 9 to 9 3/8% which 
was the rate charg€d by co-operative societies. 

(7) The loans made by co-operative societies (amounting to 18.4% of the 
total advances) were substantial, but the movement was confined to very few 

(c) This percentage rray be compared with 41% for Khandesh, 8.8% for the 
Punjab, 7% for Sind, .. 4% for Berar and 2.5% for North Gujerat. 
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viIIagcd. As long as money is obtainable at a cheap rate from'll sowcars there 
Sl'l'mll to be little scope for the spread of the co·operative credit movement. 

(8) Traders or merchants, and landlords ad.vanced together about 14% 
of the total advances. But the dalal, as such, dId not play any direct part. 

(9) 95.7% of the loans were obtained at the interest rate of 12% and 
le~8, and as much as 66% of the loans were obtained at 9 3/8% and le&<. 
This shows that finance is readily obtainable by the cultivators of lIiddle Gu
jerat. 

(10) The cultivators were not hampered by their borrowings in the dis
posal of their. kapas either as regards the persons to whom or as regards the 
time at which they might sell. . 

(ll) The cultivators in Baroda and Broach were relatively speaking some
what better off in the matter of obtaining financ,e than their brethren in 
Panch Mahals. 

IlL SALES. 
It is necessary to preface this portion of the report with brief observa· 

tions on the nature of the information obtained, and its shortcomings. In the 
first place, owing to the season being unusually . late, the 

N
I

8
f
ture °tflthe entire selling season was confined to a brief period of about 

norma on a month and a half. Sales were therefore made as hurried-
obtained. ly as possible. But apart from this the lateness of the sea-

son appears to have upset the programme of the investigators, who did not carr~
{Jut their enquiries in all the villages at a uniform period. In many cases the 
second period investigations were unduly delayed, so that the records show a 
greater preponderance of "early" over "late" sales than would be the case in a 
normal season. These circumstances render any generalization as to the re
lative importance of early and late sales, the extent of the holding on of the 
crop, or the degree of pressure to sell quite valueless. 

Besides this, the investigators seem to have carried ouj; the part of the 
work relating to the "third period" sales in a great hurry, with. the result that 
the data obtained are imperfect and unsatisfactory, and the entries in the vil
lage sheets full of mistakes. With regard to "village" and "market" sales, a 
good deal of confusion seems to have existed in the minds of the investigators 
as to the interpretation of "markets". The inquiry aimed at finding out inter 
alia the amount of kapas sold locally, that is in the village itself, and the amount 
sold outside, that is in the recognized "markets". Important villages (with gin
neries) which served as markets for some of the villages under investigation should 
have been taken as "markets" but the investigators have taken them sometimes 
as "villages" and sometimes as "markets" quite iudiscriminately, and the re
turns of village and market sales are therefore hopelessly confused. Corrections 
and adjustments have been made as far 113 possible, but the results are still on 
the whole unsatisfactory. In spite of these shortcomings in the returns relating 
to the "sales" portion of the investigation, the general results are given below. 

The amount of kapas remaining in hand at the conclusion of the investi
T tit gations was 50,5531bs. out of a total outturn of (approximately) 
~ a amo~: 3,232,768 Ibs. The amount of crop sold was therefore 

o crop so • 3,18e,215 Ibs. or 98.4°1". • .. 
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About the same proportion of kapa/J was sold locally as was sold in the 
Place of markets, of which there are many small ones in the :l\Iiddle 

sales. Gujerat area. The figures are :-

Total amount sold locally 1,634,570 Ibs. 
1,547,645 

51% 
49% " 

in markets .. 

The village figures given in Table VIII show that in the Broach villages 
almost the entire crop was sold locally. In three out of the eight villages in Ba
roda State the sales were made entirely in the markets, while in the remaining 
five the proportion of market sales was also very high. This was also the case 
in the Panch Mahals villages. 

The different categories of cultivators who sold in the village a.wl: in: the 
market (vide Table IX) also disclose a similar proportion. OlY'the whole, in 
the "early" period, 528 cultivators (48%) sold in the village, 544 (49%) in mar
kets, and 33 (3%) partly in markets and partly locally. In the late period, 
659 (57%) sold in the village, 474 (41%) in markets and 22 (2%) partly in 
lJOth. 

The cultivators generally expressed a preference for open markets where 
they believed they would get better rates and where the ruling prices would be 
better known to them. 

In the villages, sales were made outright and no broker was employed. 

Method of 
sale In the 

villages. 

No instances were reported of the crop having been deposited 
with the sowcar or bania for sale. An analysis of the early 
sales shows that 27% was purchased by petty merchants, 
14% by ginowners, 14% by sowcars, and 45% by dalals. These 
terms, however, are often interchangeable. The sowcar was in 

lllany cases the dalal or agent of the cotton trader and what is often returued, 
under 'dalal' might well have been returned under 'sowcar,' and vice versa. One 
thing which is clear, however, is that the money-lender or sowcar is not the pur
chaser of ktUpas ~n his own account to any appreciable extent. 

This observation would seem to be supported by the fact that no culti
vator had to sign a bond to sell his crop to or through the lender. 162 cultiv&
tors gave a verbal undertaking of this nature. These came from practically three 
"illages only and the moneylender was the "dalal" of a big cotton merchant who 
in all probability supplied the money to the former. The figure of 162 includes 
about 25 landlords who financed the cultivators. Eight other cu ltivators un
dertook to sell to their landlords although the latter had not financed them,. 

179 out of 1,155 cultivators who sold (i.e. 15.5%) are reported not to have 
ascertained the rates before selling. The rest did ascertain the prevailing rates: 
41.5% from the "dala7s" (who were very likely the local sowcars), 
19.5% from "local dealers," 15% from the ginneries, 7% from the markets and 
1 .5% from landlords. The "ginneries" and "markets" are probably~ the same. 

Payment was, as a rule, made quite promptly. In the early sales 1,015 
l~llltivators (92%) were paid in full, and 90 (or 8%) were not, payment having 
been credited to their debt accounts. For the late sales 1077 (93%) were paicl in 
full, and 78 (7%) ~d the 'payments credited against their debts. 
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The sll:Ies 'organization in the villages is fai'rly adequate. There~ere no 
. complaints about weighment, deductions and allowances 'or 

Observations about disputes or ·vandhas. The weight system in the villages 
on the sales is not quite uniform, for the "BhaTs" and "Dhadis" irrlerms 

-organization of which transactions take place, vary as regards their equi-
In the valents in maunds and Ibs. The maund'and the seeT arii however 
villages. the· same,- and the difference in the weights of "Bhats" "and 

"Dhadis" does not seem to cause any particular inconvenIeric~. 

The customary levies on sales are moderate. Small charges 'are made f~r 
·dalali and for discount, ,ranging from six annas to one rupee.·.·per "bhaT" (24 
or 25 ma!lnas), in respect .of each item. The discount is. in co.nsideration 9f. the 

-cash payment'lnltde. About 4 to 6 ann~s per,bhar are taken for dharmada. 
Often a small levy of between 3 and 8. annas is made for insurance. All these 

. charges have. been referred to in tlle individual viIl,age sheets. * The. total comes 
to about Rs. 2~2-0 per "bhaTY. For the Broach. :v,illages the customarY deduc~ 
'tions ~ere repof!;ed to. be "no" or' "nil"., As the sales.' there: were practically; -?-1J. 
IOc8.1 sales, this willsugge&t .that the deductions or levies ref~rred to in thll B~ 
roda and Panch 1I1ahals villages refer only t!3 market sales. . As a rule in villagll 
sal~s, P.9 .deductions,are made",the weighment being als~ done by the cultivatorjl 
themselves. ~ But in some cases where a p)."ofessional weighman (a) is empl9Yed;, 

.he charges 2 to. 3 Ibs. per "bhaT". to the, seller: AllowlJ-nces in weight (for in~ 
.ferior quality, boIl-worm' stain . etc:) are a.1so not customary in village sales. 

The one great defect in the village sales organisation ls-the lack of ade; 
·quate storage facilities. There is no regul'llr storage accommodation anywhere, 
and cultivators have to keep their kapas in their own huts, where there is great 
.danger of fire. This is one of the reaso;'1s why cultivators are generally' anxioull 
to get rid of their CNP as quickly as·,possible:..., ... ;.·.. .. r 

Taken as a whole the saIes organis~tlon ~ the ~iilage itself is satisfactory;. 
and the large amount sold in the mark~tB in Baroda' .and PanclP ¥ahals is to 
be attributed rather to ,the markets (i.,e. ginne.rie.s) being.numerous and very 

.close to the villages investigated than tq, better o:t:ganisation,1t~tter facilities ot 
better 'prices obtain~d there::,' ) ( , . 

As the season was a 'Very short on'e there were only slight fbctuations' i~ 
. the ;rates in the earliand late '''periods. The' normal (o,r' 'most· 

Rates. frequent) village and market rates are given below per' maund 
(of 41Ibs.):-

.: 
Village Sales. 

Early. . latc. 
Market Sales. 

Early, , Late: 
Broach District '.. . I • ,. 

.Baroda Prant 
Rs. 8j7i', Ra",7i 
H.s. 7! tp 8. Rs.7/
Rs. 7/- Rs.7/-

.~~ ... 
H.s. 7 .to ,8. Rs. 6£ to 71-
Rs. 61 to 7! Rs. G! to 7,t Panch 1I1ahals district 

.(a) 
* Not Print!)d. 

In some of the villages 'of' the Middle GUjerat ;~e~ the right of acting as the 
weighman is au.ctio'ned and the money.': realised is .d.isb1ll's(;d. on variou~ 
village funds and charities: '. ·f . 
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This shows that the village and market rates were nearly the same. Of 
course, there were considerable variations on account of quality. For instance,. 
a cultivator of Sarar (Baroda) obtained RB. 220J- per "Mar" (i.e .. RB. 9 1/6 per 
maund) in the early period in the ltola Market. As all the holdings investigated. 
in Sarar were sown with the superior variety, Selection 91, the higJlrate obtained. 
is quite understandable. On the other hand a rate as low as Ra. J20 per "Mar" 
(i.e. Ra. 5 per maund) was obtained in the late period in Mandala (Baroda) be
cause of the very poor quality of the last picking of the inferior Kanhvi variety 
'grown there. 

As regards the time of sales it is hardly necessary to state anything more· 
than what is mentioned in the introdu~tory paragraph of this section. Some

thing may however be said about advance sales. 70 cul
Time of sales tivators (i.e. 6% of the total) made advance sales, in al

Advance sales. most all cases, of the whole of the crop. Only in two cases 
were definite amounts (i.e. "1 Bhar" and "2 dhadis") sold. 

Of these 70 cultivators, 42 were from one village, Sarar (Baroda.) The out
turn of these 70 cultivators came to 4057 maunds or 166,337' Ibs.. which was. 
the amount thus sold in advance, or 5% of the total outturn .. 75% of this amount 
was purchased by cotton merchants, 14% by ginowners, f.%'by ilalals and only 
3% by sewears. The rates for advance sales were clearl" ,ery favourable, work
ing out to between RB. 8/8 and Rs. 9/4 per maund. These advance sales were 
not made out of any urgency for funds, but were really hedge transactions and. 
no money was paid (except perhaps in one· of the two sales of fixed amounts re
ferred to) until' delivery was given. 

As the selling season was a short one the number of cultivators who sold. 
In the early period is naturally very big. (1105 i.e. 96% of the total): so also 

the amount of the crop sold early (1,925,000 Ibs. out of 
Early and late 3,182,215 Ibs. sold in all, i.e. 60%). A very arbitrary line 

sales. • divides the early from the late period in several villages, re-
sulting, e. g. in Karachia (Baroda), Halol and Vesania (Panch. 

Mahals) in the following percentages of early sales to total sales, viz: 100%,. 
95% and 98%. These two circumstances render it impossible to make any 
general statement as regards early and late sales. Clearly, the heavy early 

, sales cannot be attributed to any pressure to sell, except that due to the lateness. 
of the season. 

In view of the large number of ginning factories near the villages inves
tigated, it is most surprising that no cultivator is reported 

Lint sales. to have ginned his kapaB and sold lint. It is not certain 
whether this is due to the lateness of the season or to an 

omission to properly investigate this point. 

Sales societies. There are no sales societies in any of the villages investigated. 

The amount of kapas remaining unsold was 50,553 lbs. that is 1.6% of 
U Id k the t6tal outturn, and the number of cultivators with some: 

nso . apas. kapas unsold was 69 only (6%). 
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No information is given as to transport facilities. Means of communi-
Transport and cation (roads) between the villages and the markets nearest 

communications. to them are reported to be, in most cases, bad. 

General 
conclusions 

The general conclusions on this 
below:-

section are given 

(1) About as much cotton was disposed of in the markets as was sold lo
cally. In the Broach district, however, there were hardly any market sales. In 
Baroda prant and Panch Mahals district, on the other hand, where there are nu
merous small market centres in close proximity to the villages under investiga
tion, the market sales were considerable. 

(2) The crop was purchased chiefly by the dalals or agents of big cot
ton merchants, but in most cases the local sowcars themselves were such dalals 
or agents. Money-lenders were to a slight extent purchasers of kapas on their 
own account. 

(3) 14% of the cultivators gave a verbal undertaking to sell their kapas 
to or through their lenders but this total was made up from practically three 
villages only. It is not therefore the general rU,le, 

(4) The weight system in the villages is not uniform, the "BlIars" and 
"Dlwdis," varying in their lb. equivalents. Though no particular inconve!lience 
is felt on this account a uniform system is desirable. 

(5) On the whole the sales organisation in the villages is satisfactory. 
There were no complaints with regard to weighment, customary levies and 
deductions, and payments: the prevailing rates were easily ascertainable: there 
were always ready purchasers to be found and the rates obtained were hardly, 
if at all, less than those obtained in the markets. There was however one big 
defect, and that was the entire lack of storage accommodation. • 

(6) As the selling season was exceptionally short, the rates were prac
tically stationary. The normal rate may be taken as Rs. 7/8 per maund. 

(7) 6% of the cultivators- made advance sales of their entire crop, and 
they obtained much better pric,ell',> The crop thus sold amounted to only 5% 
of the outturn. 

(8) For reasons stated in the report, no conclusions can be drawn as re
gards the relative importance of early and late sales nor as regards the cultiva
tors' ability to hold up their crop in expectation of better prices, 

(9) No cultivator is reported to have ginned his kapas and sold lint. 

(10) Only 1.6% of the outturn appears to have remained unsold at the 
conclusion of the investigation. 



VILLAGES. 

Eo-< sS f,rol .. 
-< ~ Tavra .. 
~~ '. Vared!a .. 
P=l8 Samm ." 

r;:;i Sarar .. 
~ Parikha .. 
Eo-< Mandala .. 
Ul Bhilapur " 
-< Bhatpur ,A .. 
0 Jafarpura 
,~ Rasulabad -< 
,Il:l Karachia 

(Halol .. 
~ [Muvala .. 

. S Timbic .. 
~ Itwadi' .. 

5 f!3 Tarkhanda 
Z A Goraj .. 
~ . . 
~ ;S VesanIa .. 

-< Ghodadra· 
l:!l VasweII .. -< Dankheda ..... 
"'" Ambali .. 

.' . 

Total. . 
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TABLE I . 

. AREA AND HOLD.I;NGS. 

Tot.al Average .' 

No. of area of size of .Area 
Holdings the Hold- under 

Hold-
ings. 

ings. cotton. 

:Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres. 

76 1,577 . 21 800 
113 1,981 17 890 

70 1,190 17 555 
62 2,390 39 928 

92 1,925 21 1,180 
49 924 19 526 
83· 1,450 17 677 
35 738 21 393 
87 2,166 25 1,160 
11 363 33 '129 
-67 1,858 28 986 
33 973 29 627 

34 587 17 286 
18 '483 " 27 385 
28 342 12 327 
71 1,060 15 660 
57 682 12 436 
16 244 15 173 
40 741 18 330 
8 155 : 19 . 37 

43. 803 19. 275 
32 562 18 264 
30 566 19 276 

1,155 
• 23,760 20.5 12,300 

. ", ... ~ ~ ... ' .... 

Average Percentagf: 
cotton of cotton 
area area to 
per total 

holding. area. 
: 

Acres. % 
10.5 51 
7.8 45 
7.9 47 

15 39 

12;8 61 
10.7 57 

8.2 47 
11.2 53 
13.3 G;J 
11.7 35 
14.7 53 
19 64: 

8.4 49 
21.4 80 
11.7 95.6 . 
9.3 62 
7.6 64 

10.8 71 
8.25 44 
'4.6 24 
6.4 34 
8.3 47 
9.2 49 

: 

I 10.6 52 
I 
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TABLE U~ 

, Yield,- and Average Yield. 

Area under 

t 
(a) Yield per 

. VILLAGES. cotton. Total Yield acre, 

1-
-, .,-

Acres. Maunds. lbs. I lbs. 

~ t fDerol .. 800 5,585 228,985 286 
~ Pl Tavra .. 890 6,384 261)744 _29-1 
~ ~ l Varedia ., 555 5,666 232,306 419 
&:'lA Samni .. _. 928 --- . 7,738 317;258 342 

" , . 

~ r·m
, •. 

.. 1,180 7,642 313,322 266 
~ Parikha .. 526 . 4,923 201,843 384-
;J l\landala .. 677 4,849 198,809 294 

00 1 Bh"pu, .. 393 3,078 126,198 321 
~ Bhatpur .. 1,160 10,660 437,060 377 
~ Jafarpura .. 129 1,131 46,371 359 
<11 Rasulabad .. 986 4,289 175,849 178 
~ LKarachia .. 627 2,920 119,720 191 

t fM
.) 

.. 286 1,488 61,008 213 
~ Muvala .. 385 _ 2,388 97,908 254 
~ Timbi .. 327 1,380 56,580 173 
A It wadi .. 660 2,764 113,324 172 
:s Tarkhanda .. 436 1,440 59,040 135-
~ Goraj .. .. 173 715 29,315 169 
.j ! Vesania .. 330 667 27,347 . 83 

~ l Gh.d.d" .. 37 84 3,444 93 
~ Vaswell .. I 275 1,079 44,239 161 
z Dankheda .. 264 1,034 42,394 161 
~ Ambali .. 276 944 38,704 140 

-- -p------
1 

, I 
Total .. \ 12,300 ., 78,848 3,232,768 : .; 263 

~ 

(a) The weights are usually reckoned in terms of "Bhar" and 'Dh·adi' and 
the -rpaund equivalents of. these vary from village to village. The 
~und8 have been convertlld· iI),to ,lb~, -at .tM llniform rate of 41 lbs. 
to a mauM. 



TABLE Ill. 
Acreage, Yield and Average Yield for the four classes of Cotton Areas. 

Villages. 

~f:i{Derol •• 
~~ Tavra. 
~A Varedia. .. 
IQ Samni •• 

~ Jsara.r •• "'l Parikha. •• 
fo4 Mandala. •• 
~ Bhlla.pur 
A tBhatpur •• 
C Jafarpura. 
ea Raeula bad 
,:q Kara.chia 

J Halol •• 
... Muvala •• 

~ Tltiwmabdil' .. < .. 
Tarkhanda 

!:9 Goraj •• 
Si Vesania •• 
1:!1 Ghodadra. 
~p.. Vaewell .. 
~ Dankhed& 

Ambali •• 

Small (1 to 5 acres). 

Area 
acres. 

Yield. Yield per 

Iba. ~~~ 

77 15.606 
III 33.170 
72 28.751 
41 17.680 

46 16,830 
15 4.100 
67 18.696 
28 9,471 
28 15.088 
9 2.460 

47 10.660 
21 4.018 

12 
.. 
10 
73 
54 
13 
41 
15 
79 
37 
32 

1,558 .. 
2.993 

10.865 
6.232 
1,681 
4.428 
1.640 

13,161 
4.715 
3.690 

203 
299 
399 
431 

366 
273 
279 
338 
539 
273 
227 
191 

130 . . 
299 
149 
115 
129 
108 
109 
167 
127 
115 

Medium (5 to 25 acres). Medium Large(2fi to 50 acres) Large (Over 50 acres.) 

Area 
acres. 

Y' Id Yield per Are 
le. acre a. Yield Yield per Area Yield Yield 
Iba. Ibs. acres. Ib aore 1"- per aore s. Iba. acres. .... Iba. 

605 161.437 
704 207.050 
453 190.230 
682 241.400 

881 230.215 
511 197.743 
581 178.391 
211 71,668 
820 325.622 
57 12.177 

421 67.035 
220 45,838 

274 
172 
283 
414 
353 
160 
249 

22 
167 
170 
174 

59.450 
47.724 
43.255 
74.411i 
45.428 
27.634 
20.951 
1.804 

27.470 
25.871 
20.213 

267 
294 
420 
354 

261 
387 
307 
340 
397 
214 
159 
208 

217 
277 
153 
180 
129 
173 
84 
82 

164 
152 
116 

--- ------
118 
75 
30 

127 

51.942 
21.524 
13.325 
44.331 

193 51.517 

29 1.722 
154 45.059 
240 74.825 .. 
173 34.194 
96 20,664 

155 
34 

173 
29 

40 

29 

70 

.. 
35.424 
10.332 
28.044 

7.380 

1.968 
.. 

3.608 

14.801 

440 
287 
444 
349 

267 .. 
59 

293 
312 

198 
215 

229 
304 
162 
254 .. 
49 .. 

124 
.. 

211 

.. 
75 13.847 

60 14.760 

.. 
72 21.525 
63 31.734 

345 63.960 
290 49.200 

58 14.760 

57 11,808 

185 

246 

299 
504 
185 
170 

254 

207 

------- ~------------------ ---------------
Total •• 928 227.493 245 8.587 2.323.021 275 1.765 460.660 261 1.020 221.594 217 



TABLE! IV. 
RENT SYSTEMS. 

No. of tenante and persons 
partly propcieto1'8 and Cash Rents per II.cre. Share System. lIIixed system. 

Villages. partly tenants. 
Cash Share l\1ixed Normal Range of rents. Share whioh the tenant Cash and share rents. 

system. ~ ~ Ra. Rs. pays • . 

~ r'" .. 15 25 13 26 12-38 i· In a few oase8 i+l i on some acres and Ra . 
asseument. 24-26 per aore 'on the rest. 

~~ Tavra .. 63 5 14 20 10-44 i· i and Ra. 11-24 . 
~A Vared:ia .. 17 16 4 22 22-<l2 1· (No partiouia1'8) • 
j:l:I Samm .. 16 12 10 24 10-28 i· i and Ra. 14-28. 

~l-' 
25 20 820.221.30 20-32 i· i and Ra. 20-371. 

~ Parikha .. 8 5 .. 22i 15-30 i· . . 
~ .lIIandala .. 8 52 3 (varying) 10-30 i· i and Ra. 18-221. 
~. Bhilapur .. 7 7 2 ( .. ) 8-32 i· i and Ra. 16l. 
~ Bhatpur .. .. 9 .. .. .. t· In one oase 1/3. .. 
§ Jafarpura .. .. 6 .. .. .. i· 
~ Raauiabad .. .. 45 3 .. .. t· i and Ra. 71.15 and 20. 
~ Karaohia .. 11 7 .. 41 4!-24 1· .. 

·T~ 
.. 20 3 2 18 14-27 No partiouiars) (No partioula1'8) 

~ lIIuvala .. .. .. .. .. .. - .. 
Timbi ... 2 5 .. " 9 i· .. 

;3 It wadi .. .. 26 .. .. .. (No partiouia1'8) .. 
~ Tar~anda .. 4 7 .. .. No partiouiars. ( .. ) .. 

Gora) " " 5 .. .. .. ( .. ) .. 
Vesania .. .. 2 . " .. .. ( .. ) .. 51 Ghodadra .. 3 " .. .. ( .. ) .. 
VaBwell " 4 11 1 .. No partioul1'8. ( .. ) (No lartiouiars). 

~ Dankheda .. 1 14 1 " 3 i· i an Ra. 7. 
~ LAmbali .. 1 10 .. .. No partiouiars. (No partiouia1'8) .. 

------
Total' .. 202 295 61 .. i .. ---

Percentage 36 53 11 .. .. 



-
. ... - . .... _ . _. ---- ... Total 

Villages. No. of amount 
borro- borrow-
wers. ed 

- Ra. 
III .,(Derol .. 42 8.818 
~ ~ I Tavra .. 75 12,495 
iA 1 Vare~ia .. 57' . 15,485 
j:q .Samm .. 43· 12,41:l 'r' .. 87 34,001 

tl. Parikha .• 47 12.788 
~ Mandala •• 62 14.809 

CI.l Bhilapur •• 25 18.288 
~ Bhatpur.: 83 29,GI0 
~ Jafarpura. 11 4.849 
~ Rasulaba(l. 5R 10.34H 

j:q Karachia •. 33 6.863 

fii 
Halol .. 26 5,211 
Muvala .. 18 3,225 

A' 'fimbi .. 28 5,323 

;;.~ .. Itwadi; .. 49 2,044 
Tarkhanda. 52 5,216 

: ~1Il 
~raj 10 343 .., .. 

~ Vesania 40 4,877 
@l Gho~dra ... 7 .. 279 
il< Vaswell 41 2,678 

-~ Dimkheda .. 28 5.775 p.. 
LAmbali .. 30 16,170 

Total 952 - ---.. 2:n,900 

Perccntagp .. -- -WO-.. 

TABLE V. 
·SOURCESOFADVANCES. 

No. of cases in which advances were made by I I I ITraderl Co-op. Land- FrIends or Others 
SO" ('ar. Society. lord. i and I mer-

. relatives.' chant. 
28 .. "' 10 4 .. .. 

62+8 2+.8 2 1 .. .. 
50 .. 3 2 .. .. 

3+9 28+10 1+1 .. .. 2 

25+2 32+2 .. 2 22 4 
38 .. 7 2 .. .. 

31+2 .. 22+6 3+4 .. .. 
14 .. 5 2 :3 1 
54 .. 3 4 21 1 

9 .. 2 .. .. .. 
13+9 2+13 2S+4 4 1 .. 

9 .. 1 1 .. 22 

2G .. .. .. .. .. 
18 .. .. .. .. .. 
28 .. .. .. .. .. 
47 .. .. .. 2 .. 
52 .. ,. .. .. .. 
10 .. .. .. .. .. 

16+23 1+23 .. .. .. .. 
7 .. .. ' .. .. .. 

25+8 8+8 .. .. .. .. 
+6 22+6 .. .. .. .. 

+17 8+20 .. .. 2+3 .. --- 103+90 81+11 25+4 61+3 "30 566+84 
=650 =193 =!l2 =29 =54 

--- ------------.. .. .. .. .. .. 

Amounts borrowed from 

I Co-op. I 
Sowcar. Society. Land-

Ra. I Ra. 
. lord. 

Ra .. 
6.870 .. 1,24~ 

11,560 815 8(· 
14,710 .. 22[ 

2,910 9,37/1 12, 

8,971 17,550 .. 
11,986 .. 453 
9,15(, .. 4.470 

12,256 .. 5.232 
20.819 .. 228 
4,700 .. 14fl 
6,319 1,230 1,971 
5,338 .. 31 

5,211 .. .. 
3,225 .. .. 
5,323 .. .. 
1,914 .. .. 
5,216 .. .. 

343 .. .. 
4,056 821 .. 

279 .. .. 
1,933 745 .. 

. 1,502 4.273 .. 
5,975 7,880 .. 

IS0,5G6 42,692 J'4']i2 

--6-5- 1ST -6-.-1-

.-I Friends I Traderl and . ormer- Others 
Relatives-" 'chant. 

Ra.. -'1 'Ra. Ra. 
-700 .. 
,,4( .. 
d3~(' .. 
.' .. .. 
·270 6,865 

349 .. 
1,189 .. 

400 . ·350 
1,100 7,288 .. .. 

770 .. 50 
300 .. 

.. I. .. ... 

.. .. 
130 .. .. .. .. 

.. .. 
. .. .-.. .. .. .. 

2,31~ 

-ms 16,998 

, 
'2T' T.3 

.. 
'" 

250 .. 
(Takavi ) 

5 34 .. 
.. 

Takavl50 
175 .. .. 

1,194 
(Takavi.) 

.. .. .. .. . . .. .. 

.. 

.. 
-.. 
- 1,589 

('l'akavi) 
425 

Others. 
---0:-7 

0.2 

N. n.-The figures montioncd after the phIS si!!n denote t.he> number of oultivator. who borrowed from the SOU1'oe in question; but not 
ox~lusivcly from that source. ~rhus, in Samni, nine had borrowed partly from the 80wcar and partly from the Cq· 
!lrel'ative Sooiety, while !lno had borrowed ~a.rtly from" la.ndlord and ~artl! from the Co-operative Sooiety. 



TABLE VI. 
., Borrowings per head and per acre (Including Borrowings of Proprietors and Tenants) . 

Os .. ~orrow'l I I Persons partly 

I .~ Il Proprietors. Tena.nts. ., - 11:. mg per proprietors a.nd " d e 
"3 0 0 hoa.rl. - l'artlV tQnants. 

., 
~ ~ 

~.-g .. I:: .. ~ 3 ~ d . 
~ . 

" '" ~.; ='i ~g1 .. .. t .. 
8.~ .<> .. 

0 

0'E 
~~ "OS ~ ~ -.i ~ 'el oc-d oc-g oc 8--; .S .. 

Villages. ... 0 

~ 
o . 

"1i 
0'0 ....c "a'i .s -g ~.s ",,"""" .. 

",," 

1l!l .::~ 
.... I:: ..,"" .s .. ..,,, .S" ..81i .s3'O 

., 
a" f£ -;0 b'te 0 11:; § j!: ~l j!:j!: §~ j!:,.c: g ~ 

j!: ., .. :>1 'g .S ~ 

=f ~~ +, .<> "1> .. .0 00 
0 00 0 ... 

j!:j!: 0..<:1 ]..8 11: .. .., 
" j!:] ... .1:: o~ I:: ... e 05 'S 

~ ~ 
.... ~ 0 0'" e I:: 1:: ... a I:: ~t a .. 

.. . ~.£ 0'':: 00 .. ~= .. Eo! ." ..c z~ ~,.8 ~t z'" <,.8 z,.8 <,.8 ~ 8- 0 ...... 
~ ] '-' -g '" 

;q Eo! ~o ~ 
0 ~ E-o 

Ra. 1~. Ra. Rs. Ba. Ra. Its. R •. Acres. H.s. Aores. Ra. 

~ . {Derol .. 76 42 55 8.818 116 210 8 2.500 312 16 2,183 136 18 4,135 230 ·1,577 5.6 800 Il.l) 
~ t Ta.vra .. 113 75 66 12,495 III 167 15 3105 207 11 925 84 49 8,465 173 1,981 6.3 890 14.0 

~A Vared!a . 70 57 81 15,485 221 272 24 6,610 275 4 925 231 29 7,950 274 1,190 13.0 555 28.0 

~ Samm .. 62 '43 69 12,413 200 289 16 5.376 336 6 820 136 21 6,217 296 2,390 5.2 928 13.4 

: f Sa.r~r .. 92 87 95 34,001 369 391 37 21.170 512 4 116 29 46 12,115 276 1,925 17.6 1,18& 28.8 

S Pa.rikha. .. 49 47 96 12,788 261 272 34 10,514 311 4 301 75 9 1,913 212 924 13.8 526 24.3 

~ MandaJa •. ' 83 62 75 14,809 178 239 10 2,382 238 8 1,205 150 44 11,222 255 1.450 10.2 677 22.0' 

<Ill Bhilapur 35 25 71 18.288 522 731 11 16.138 1467 2 322 161 12 1.828 152 738 25.0 399 ·46.5 

a Bhatpur .• 87 83 95 29,610 340 357 74 28.581 386 2 61 30 7 968 138 2,166 13.6 1.111G 25.5 

~ Ja.farpura. 11 11 100 4,849 441 441 5 4,125 825 .. .. .. 6 724 121 363 13.3 129 .37.6 

. "i Raauiabad 67 58 86 10,340 154 178 14 ».385 385 14 961 69 30 3,!l!H 1:1:1 1,858 5.5 9S6 10.5 

~ l Karachia .. 33 33 100 6,863 208 208 fi 3,113 623 8 3,118 3\lO 10
1 

632 63 973 : 7.() 627 '11.0' 

- Ha.lol 34 26 76 5,211 153 200 3 435 145 4 103 4.365 230 587 8.9 286 .. ·Hl 
.. 191 

18.2 . 

&< !liuvala 18 18 100 3,225 119 179 18 3.225 179 .. .. 483 6.7 385 : 8.4 
.. f!l .. .. .. .. 

A Timbi .. 28 28 100 5.323 190 190 21 3.662 174 3 770 257 4 891 223 342 15.5 327 ,16:3 

<7J It wadi .. 11 49 69 2,044 29 42 27 1.337 49 -1 133 33 18

1 

574 32 1.06(1 1.9 • (l(lO ; 3.1 

~ Tarkhanda 57 52 91 5.216 91 10'0 42 4,116 98 .. .. .. 10 1,100 110 682 1,6 436 12.0 

~ ('x<>raj .. 16 10 62 343 21 34 6 233 39 .. .. .. 4 110 27 244 1.4 113 2.0 

::;r Vesania 40 40 100 4,877 122 122 38 4,705 123 .. .. .. 2 172 86 741 6.6 330 14.8 

~. Ghodadra 8 7 87 279 35 40 4 214 53 .. .. 3i 65 22 155 1.8 37 7.5 

0 Vaswell 43 41 95 2.678 62 65 26 2.030 78 .. .. 151 648 
43 803 3.3 275 9.7 

~ 
.. 

Dankheda 32 28 87 5,175 180 206 13 3,326 256 1 35 35 14 2,414 172 562 10.2 264 22.0 

Amba.li .. 30 30 100 16,170 539 539 19 11,058 582 1 174 174 10 4,93S 494 566 29.0 276 58.0 
----- 1- 1----

Total ;.1155 952 83 2,31,900 201 244 480 1,43,400 299 92 12;460 135 380176,040 200 23,760 9.8 12,300 19.0 

.- .-_ . 
_ .. . ... -



TABLE VII. 
Amounts borrowed at each rate of interest. 

-

Free of Amounts borrDwed at the rates of 
Villages. interest. 

41-6% 71-8% 19.91% 1 10% I 12% 115-16% 118-181% I 20% I 24% I 25% 75% I lOO%, 

ll"r~ 
Ra. Ra. Rs. Rs. Hs. Rs. Rs. Its. Ra. Rs. Ra. Ra. Ra .. .. 307 .. .. 1,200 .. 5,260 290 156 .. .. 1,605 .. .. .: 

<f!:l Tavr& .. 40 400 .. 5,365 .. 5,440 1,250 .. .. .. .. .. .. ~ 

~Q Vare~ .. 140 .. .. 1,100 .. 12,650 .. 600 .. .. 995 .. .. 
1'1 8&mm .. 195 .. .. 11,833 .. 325 .. .. .. .. 60 .. .. 

~C' .. 135 3,175 20,100 9,905 686 " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 
~ Parikha •• .. .. 288 12,320 .. 180 .. .. .. .. .. " .. 
E-! Mandal& •• .. .. 2,745 11,944 .. .. .. 120 .. .. .. .. . . 
rI.l Bhilapur .. 210 575 15,866 .. 1,612 .. 25 .. .. .. .. .. 
< Bh&tpur .. .. 1,825 26,838 .. .. 922 25 .. .. .. .. .. 
§ Jafarpura .. .. .. 3,970 .. 630 199 .. .. .. .. .. 
e;j RUulab&d 210 60 835 5,205 3,430 50 410 .. .. .. 50 90 
j:q Ka.rachi& .. 1,104 .. .. 1,350 500 3,809 .. .. .. .. 100 .. .. 
E-i f HaM .. 6 18 688 2.850 .. 1,649 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
f!:i Muvala .. .. .. 3.225 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
A Timbi .. .. 616 616 .. .. 1,435 .. 923 238 1.495 .. .. .. 
rI.l Itwadi .. .. 6911 .. 1,348 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
~ Tarkh&nda 10 .. .. .. .. 5,102 15 32 .. 28 29 .. .. 
;\ Goraj .. 4 .. .. .. .. 136 .. 203 .. .. .. .. .. 
< Vesani& .. .. .. .. .. 4,877 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
~ Ghodadra .. .. .. .. .. 279 .. .. .. .. .. .. 
t:rl V&8well .. .. .. .. .. 2,592 .. 86 .. .. .. .. .. 
0 Dankheda 4,328 1,447 
~ 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Ambali .. .. .. .. 1,000 .. 15,170 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

~ ------
Total 2,361 4,844 27,097 1,18,995 500 68,107 2,726 2,580 238 1,523 2,789 50 90 

------------ ---
Percentage. 1 2.1 11.7 51.3 0.2 29.4 1.2 1.1 0.1 0.7 1.2 .. .. 
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TABLE VIII. 
Amount sold Locally and in the Market and that Remaining Unsold. 

(FIGURES ARE IN LBS ) 

I 
Total 

Amount sold in the e .. rly period. Amount sold in the I .. te period. vm .. ges. 
Outturn. I Tn m .. rket.\ I In market; \ In village. Total. In village. Total. 

Derol .. .. 228.985 153.750 .. 153.750 75.235 .. 75.235 
Tana .. .. 261.744 122.795 1.435 124,230 137,514 .. 137,514 
Varedia .. .. 232.306 110.700 .. 110.700 121,606 .. 121.606 
Samni .. .. 317.258 231,158 .. 231.158 85.731 .. 85,731 

Sara.r .. .. 313.322 20.172 154.119 174,291 52.521 86.510 129,031 
p .. rikha .. .. 201.843 6.396 46.576 52,972 70.nO 76.137 146,247 
Mand .. la .. .. 198.809 19.024 154,857 173.881 10,619 13.571 24.190 
Bhilapur .. .. 126.198 1.230 19,475 20,705 24,600 67.322 91.922 
Bhatpur .. .. 437,060 93,029 81,959 174.988 142,352 19.720 262,072 
Jafarpura .. .. 46,371 .. 34,235 34,235 .. 12.136 12,136 
Rasulabad •• .. 175.849 .. 115,661 115,661 .. 60,188 60,188 
K. .. ra.chia . .. .. 119,720 . . 86,469 86,469 .. .. .. 
Halol .. .. 61,008 58,179 .. 58.179 2,829 .. 2,829 
Muvala. .. .. 97,908 12,672 57,192 69,864 5,040 23,004 28,044 
Timbi .. .. 56.580 50,512 50.512 6.068 6,Q68 
It wadi .. .. 113,324 492 95,735 96,227 164 16,933 17,097 
1.'al'khanda .. 59,040 3,567 49,528 53,095 2,542 3,403 5,945 
Goraj .. .. 29.315 26.978 26,978 2.337 .. 2,337 
Vesania .. .. 27,347 25.087 1,440 26,527 784 36 820 
Ghodadra. .. .. 3,444 1,968 492 2,460 984 984 
Vaswell .. .. 44.239 3,649 28,946 32,595 615 11,029 n.644 
Dankheda. .. .. 42,394 3.M!0 23.539 26,659 1,677 14,058 15,735 
Ambali .. .. 38,704 2,624 26,240 28,864 820 9,020 9,840 

Total 3.232,768 896.590 1,028.410 1.925,000 737,980 519,235 1,257.215 
.. (46 54 100) (59 41 100) 

Percentage 
100 .. .. 511.5 .. .. 38.9 

'fotalsold in village :- 1,634,570 (51%) 'l'ota.1 soleI in market:- 1.547.645 (49%). 
Total orop sold :- 3,182,215 (100%)-98.4% of total outtUl'U. 

Amount 
remaining 

unsold. 

.. .. .. 
369 

.. 
2.624 

738 
13,751 .. .. 
33,251 

.. .. .. .. .. .. 

.. .. .. .. .. ., 
50.553 • 

.. 
1.6 



TABLE IX. 
Number cf cultivators who sold locally and in the market in the early and late periods • 

. Numher who sold in the early period. Number who sold in the late period. 

Villages. In the village. In the market. Tota.l (a) In the village. In the marlu>t. 'fotal (b) 

S. )1. .vlL ~ITot. S. == l~lL .~ Tot. S. ~:'yvrL 1 ... Total. ~ ~ ~\LI~ Tot. ~ M'IML ~ fot, s. :11. )~L ~1·l'otal. 
-'--

{Derol .. 32 37 2 .. 71 .. .. .. .. .. 32 37 2 .. 71 35 39 2 .. 76 .. .. . . .. .. 3f> 39 2 .. 76 

6 ~ Tavra .. 53 48 4 .. 105 .. 1 .. .. 1 53 49 4 .. 106 57 5~ 4 .. 113 .. .. .. .. .. 57 52 4 .. 113 

~A Varedia .. 31 28 I .. 60 .. .. .. .. .. 31 28 1 .. 6(j 39 3v 1 .. 70 .. .. .. .. .. 39 3() 1 .. 70 

~ Sa.mni .. 10 27 15 2 M .. .. .. .. .. Iv 27 11\ 2 54 14 31 15 2 62 .. .. .. .. .. 14 31 15 2 1i2 

rs.~; .. 4 7 2 .. 13 42 34 2 1 79 46 41 4 1 92 46 3& 2 1 79 .. 11 2 .. 13 4(; 41 4 1 92 
r.i Parikk 3 6 1 .. }(. 13 19 32 16 25 1 .. 42 li 11 I 17 14 18 .. . . 32 19 2!l I .. 49 
Eo< .. .. .. .. 
"'I Mandala .. 'I6 5 .. .. 21 14 19 .. .. 33 36 47 .. .. (a) 83 22 2A .. .. 50 14 19 . . .. 33 36 47 .. .. 83 

'" rJ:l RhiJapur .. 1 .2 .. .. 3 7 9 4 .. 2(; !i II 4 . . 23 \) 6 .. .. 15 7 9 4 . . 2(, 16 15 4 .. ,35 

~-{.I.lb~r •. 20 3(1 2 .. 52 6 24 5 .. 35 26 54 7 .. S7 III 15 .. .. 34 6 22 3 . . 31 26 !jO! 7 .. (b) 87 

j! l Jafarpura •. .... .. . , .. 7 3 .. 1 II 7 3 .. I 11 .. .. .. . . 7 3 . . 1 II 7 3 . . 1 11 

"'I Rasulabad •. .... . . .. .. 39 21 3 4 67 39 21 3 4 67 .. .. .. .. . . 39 21 3 4 67 39 21 3 4 67 

P=I Karachia .. .. .. .. . . .. 15 HI .. 2 33 15 16 .. 2 33 .. . . .. . . .. 15 16 . . 2 33 15 Hi .. 2 33 
I 

Eo< IDtloi .. 18 15 1 .. 34 . . .. .. . . .. 18 15 1 .. 34 18 15 1 .. 34 .. . , .. .. . . 1~ 15 1 .. 34 
III Muvala 2 2 3 9 1 13 4 12 2 ('I) 18 3 3 4 9 2 .. 15 4 U 2 .. IS 
A .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . 

Timbi .. .. .. .. .. .. IS 9 .. . . 2H 19 0 .. .. 28 .. . . .. .. . . 19 9 .. .. 2& .19 {) .. .. 2S 

'" It wadi .. 3 .. .. .. 3 51 15 2 .. 68 54 15 2 .. 71 3 .. . . . . 3 51 15 2 .. 68 5·1 15 2 .. n 
..:I 
"'I 'farkhanda 10 3 .. .. 13 37 7 .. .. 44 47 10 .. .. 57 Hi 3 .. . . 13 37 7 .. .. 44 47 Iv . . .. 57 

~ GOl'8j .. 10 6 .. .. 16 .. .. .. .. . . H, 6 .. .. 16 1(, 6 .. . . 16 .. .. .. .. . . H; 6 .. .. 16 
::;l Vesania .. 17 21 1 .. 39 .. . . .. .. .. 17 22 1 . . (a) 40 17 22 1 .. 40 .. . . .. .. . . 17 22 1 .. 40 

5 Ghodadra. .. 4 2 .. . . 6 .. 1 .. .. 1 4 3 .. 7 4 4 . . . . 8 .. .. .. .. . . 4 4 .. 8 

1II Va~wclI .. 7 4 .. .. II 12 18 2 .. 32 19 22 2 .. 43 7 4 .. . . 11 12 18 2 .. 3~ 19 22 2 .. 43 
"'I Dankheda .. 9 2 .. .. 11 9 10 1 1 21 18 12 I 1 32 9 2 .. . . 11 9 10 1 1 21 18 12 1 1 32 
~ 

Ambali ,3 1 4 13 10 3 2(; 16 11 3 30 2 2 4 14 9 3 26 16 11 • 3 __ 30 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 
- - --- - - - - - -- -- - - ----- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - --

1'otal .. 251 246 29 2 528 28i 225 23 9 544 545 496 53 11 (.)1105 326 ;303 27 3 659 248 196 22 8 474 575 516 53 11 b)I,155. 

- - _. -- - - -- -- - - - - - ------ -1- - - - - - - - - -- -
(bl'iOO 

Percenta!!e <ill 4!l (allO(, 57 41 

S=Small. M=Medium. ML=Medium Large. L=Ln.rge. 
(a) The totalq inolude thoso who sold partly in the village and partly in the market, viz: in Mandnla 6 S. ar.d 23 Mi in Muvala r S. 1 M. 

and 1 ML., in Vesa.nia., 1 Mi and in tho total 7 S., 25 M., and 1 ML=33 or 3%. 
(b) The total include. 1 S., 17 M., and 4 ML, all in Bha.tpur~ who sold J?artly in the village and fa.rtl,Y in the market. 'Xher tota.l 22 or 2%. 

~. 
00: 
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TABLE X. 

Crop picked in the Early Period and Amount sold in the Early Period. 

Pickings Percentage Amount of Percentage 
Total in the of pickings pickings of picked 

outturn. Early to total. sold. crop sold. 
Villages. Period. 

lbs. lbs. 0/ lbs. %. :0' 

· t'fUO' .. 228,985 206,025 92 153,750 75 
~ p; Tavra .. 261,744 162,196 62 124,230 76 
g ~ Varedia .. 232,306 182,655 79 110,700 61 

. j:Q A Samni 317,258 257,029 81 .. 231,158 89 .. 
.. . ; 

Sarar .. 313,32~ 214,840 .68 174,291 81 
r.i Parikha .. 201,843 72,529 37 ; 52,972 73 !;j 
f-< Mandala ., 198,809 176,997 89 173,881 98 

tI.l Bhilapur .. 126,198 42,230 34 20,705 49 
-< Bhatpur 437,060· 234,807 53 : 174,988 74 A .. 
0 Jafarpura .. 46,371 37,720 81 34,235 91 p; 
.q Rasulabad .. 175,849 129,806 74 : 115,661 89 . ~ 

Karachia 119,720 92,373 77 I 86,469 93 .. 
t 

., I • I 
~ Halol . .. 61,008 - 58,179 95, ! 58,179 100 
0 Muvala •... 97,908 69,864 .71\ r 69,864 100 liE .. 
f-< Timbi .. 5MBO 50,512 ·S9: 50,512 100 
'" It wadi 113,324 96,719 85 96,227 "99 A .. 
'" 

Tarkhanda .. 59,040 55,227 93 53,095 96 ... Goraj 29,315 27,224 93 26,978 99 .q .. 
= Vesania .. 27,347 26,527 97 26,527 100 .q 
~ Ghodadra .. 3,444 2,624 77 2,460 93 

= l Vaswell .. 44,239 36,408 82: 32,595 89 0 
:z; Dankheda .. 4~,394 30,559 72' 26,659 87: < 
~ Ambali .. 38,7()4 30,750 79 28,8640 93, 

Total .. 3,232,768 2,293,800 .71 1,925,000 84 
. 
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TABLE. XI. 

Weight Systems in the Villages • 

. Weight equivalents. 

.. J 1 "Bhar"=20 "Dhadis"=25 maunds. 

.. 1 "Dhadi"=50 seers=l! maund8. 
• . 1 Maund=40 Beers=41 Ibs. 
· . :.1" Bhar"=1025 Ib8 . 

· . 1 " Bhar"=20 " Dhadis"=24 maunds. ... } 
.. 1 "Dhadi"=48 Beers=H maunds.l ' 
· . 1 Maund=40 Beers=41 Ibs. 
· . :.1" Bhar" = 984 Ibs. 

(AB in Broach). 

1 "Bhar"=16 "Dhadis"=-=24 maunds. 
1 "Dhadi"=60 seers=li maunds. 
1 Maund=40 Beers=41 IbB. 

:.1 "Bhar"=9841bs. 

(As in Broach). 

::} (A> in Bareda, Lo., Sa"" and .th" plac ... ) 
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COTTON FINANCE AND MARKETING INQUIRY. 
MIDDLE GUJERAT-1927-28. 

Report on the Market Investigations. 

Investigations were carried' out in 20 markets, five being in BroacD 

Th M k t 
District, nine in the Baroda State and six in Panch Mahals 

e ar e S D'· P rt· I d h I t d istnct. a ICU ara as regar s t e markets selected are-
se ec e. given below:-

No, of days on which No. of sellers 
Names of the Markets. the markets were questioned. 

visited. 
Broach District. 

Broach 1 17 
Dewl 1 17 
Palej 1 28 
Amod 1 34 
Jambusar 1 38 

,Baroda State. 
Dabhoi 5 218 
Rahdarpur 4 136 
Bodeli .. 2 96 
Samalaya 2 48 
Bhatpur 2 40 
Jojawa 2 42 
Itola 1 40 
Antoli 1 12 
Desar Road 1 11 

Panch Mahals District. 
Godhra 2 10 
Halol 2 • 61 
Champaner Road 2 50 
Derol 2 46 
Timba Road 1 15 
Tulsigam 1 7 

Total - 966 35 

As the territories of British India and the Baroda State interlace, a 
number of places in the latter area serve as markets for the villages situated 
in British Indian territory, and vice versa. Thus, Samalaya, Antoli, Desar and 
Jojawa are as much resorted to by the villagers of Panch Mahals District as by 
those of the Baroda State. 

In the Middle Gujerat area, organised and regulated cotton markets such as. 
are found in Berar, do not exist. The so-called "markets" are 
all those villages and towns which have ginning and pressing 
factories. It is mostly in the compound of the ginning factory 
that sales take place. There are at most places not even regular 
market places where buyers, brokers and sellers can meet. 

The nature of 
the informa
tion obtained. 

In consequence there are in the Middle Gujerat markets no market committees. 
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'll0 licensed prokers and' artis,no regulations as regards the conduct' of sales and 
,the customary levies, deductions and allowances, no posting of rates, no agency 
'for the settlement' of disputes, and' no record of arrivals and sales. There are, 
however, certain well recognised practices in each of these markets in the matter 
'of the customary market deductions or levies, and these will be noted below. 

The conditions prevailing in the Middle Gujerat markets approximate 
to those in Sind more closely than the conditions in any other 

'The Market area investigated. Here, as in Sind, many of the buyers (who' 
'Organisation. are principally gin-owners) have their dalals or agents either 

permanently posted in important villages or touring about dur
ing the season. Heavy purchases are thus made in the villages and the crop BO 

:purchased is despatched to theginneries at the purchasers' cost. 

In the Middle Gujerat markets two systems of purchase and sale prevail. 

'The systems 
of purchase 
and sale In 

the markets. 

In the one, petty merchants and cultivators bring samples of 
their lcapas t~ the market, show them to the' buyer (the gin
ners or the big cotton merchants) and'strike bargains with them. 
Kapas is thereafter despatched direct to the gin where weigh
ment takes place. This system is the one most in vogue in the 
markets of the Broach District. In ,the other system lcapas is 

'brought in carts to the market by petty merchants and cultivators; and sold direct 
there. This system obtains equally with the one first described in the markets of 
,the Baroda State, and is the more common one in the markets of Panch Mahals 
District. .In Baroda and Panch Mahals a good portion of the kapas sold in the 
'markets is brought by the growers themselv.es. 

There are no regular market places iD: many of the markets investigated 
and the carts are taken direct to the compound of the gm. In Broach, Jambusar, 
Godhra, Halol and at one or two other markets however, there are regular pla!?es 
'where the carts assemble and bargains are struck. 

The practice of employing brokers for sale transactions does not seem 
to be uniform throughout the Middle-Gujerat area. In the mar-

'Brokers. kets of the Broach District, (except Jambusar) and those of 
'. Panch Mahals District (except Godhra), cultivators and petty 

merchants who bring kapas for sale do not as a rule employ brokers, but sell direct. 
In Jamhusa'r and, in some cases,' in Godhra sellers do employ brokers or artis 
who chargu-about Re. 1 per cart containing Ito 11 'Mars' of kapas (25 to 31 
.:maunds) as their "dalali". ' In 'the Batoda markets sellers usually employ brokers. 
Buyers invariably em'ploy brokers for effecting purchases on their behalf, unless 
the buyers themselves are petty merchants (which ' is extremely" rare in the 
markets}, in which case they buy direct. As a rule the same broker do~s 'not ,act 
for both buyer and seller. ' ' 

'The trend of rates follows very closely that in Boinbay~ B~mbay closing 
rates for Broach cotton are received twice daily by the gin-

_ Rates. owners and other large buyers by wire or ,by phone. But ,in 
, ,none of the markets are rates ever poste!iup. Tl;te ;rates received 

are then immediately communicated to the agents of the. bUYfrs in the villages. 
Df ('()Urse, 'for any particular lot ,or~ai-t ~h~ rate WOilld :d~pendconsiderably 
\ .... Ow' .................. ' , .... _ .-_0 • . ' .. 
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upon the quality and the ginning percentage of the kapas. Besides the Bombay 
rates, most ·of the large buyers keep in close touch also with the New York and 
Liverpool 'futures.' 

The weighment at all the markets is done on Avery's weighbridges, and 
there were very few complaints about the weighments. The 

Weighment. weighbridges are marked in Bengal maunds, tons, cwts, qrs, 
and Ibs, but sometimes also in bhars, dhadis and Ibs. At 

Halol there is a "Dharmada Kanta" where sellers may check the weights of their 
rarts before taking them to the gins. Though no charge is made for the use of 
this weighbridge, a small payment is made if a weighman is employed. 

The weighman is invariably the paid servant of the ginowner, and he 
gets between Rs. 150/- and Rs. 300/- for the whole season, according to the pres
sure of work at the gin. 

The weight systems, 'bhars' and 'dhadis', vary in the vjllages as pointed 
out in Table XI. In markets weighment is sometimes done in terms of cwts. 
and Ibs.; 9 cwts. and 12 Ibs. constituting a 'bhar'. There is some difference 
in the 'maund' as understood at the gins and in the villages. In the villages it 
equals 40 seers, in the market it equals 41 seers. Some cultivators forget this 
and complain about loss in weight en route or about malpractices in· the weigh
ment. 

Disputes or vandhas, or kadadas as they are here called, are very rare 
in the Middle Gujerat area. For one thing, much of the kapas is bought in the 

Di s villages by the agent~ of the g~n?wners and merchants v.:ho 
·d d sptul te. d have ample opportumty of exammmg the kapas before closmg 

e uc ons an th b . d f h k . h· . II 11 e argam; an . or anot er, apas m t IS area IS usua y 
a owances. of a uniform quality and gradations are not very numerous. 

In the beginning of the season, when competition among buyers runs high, 
disputes seldom arise, but towards the closing stages they do sometimes occur 
and for this the inferior quality of the later pickings is partly to blame. In 
the case of the sellers recorded in our market investigations, ekadadas are con
spicuous by their almost total absence. Kadada, properly speaking, means weight
deduction (as a result of the dispute), but the word has come to be applied to the 
dispute itself.. These disputes, when they occurred were noticed to have been 
settled amicably but the buyer had not infrequently the upper hand in the 
settlement. There is no impartial agency for the settlement of disputes. 

There is absolutely no uniformity in the markets of Middle Gujerat 
in the customary charges. on sale. The charges vary so much from. market to 
Customary market, that it is·difficult to make any general statement. 

cha s In Broach, for instance, no customary charges are taken 
rge . from cultivator-sellers, although petty merchants pay Re. 1/-

per 'bhar'. In Palej they amount to four annas only; in Bodeli to about Rs. 2-9-0. 
The most common charges are as follows: 

Brokerage, 8 annas to Re. 1/- per 'Mar'. Where no broker is employed 
there is, of course, no brokerage. 

"Dharmada" or ch4rity. From 2 to 5 annas·per 'bhar'. At some places, 
like Halol, there is also an additional charge of 4 or 5 annas for the local temple. 



At Amod, Derol (:Broach) and Halol a smaIl charge of 2 or 3 annas is levied for 
the local school fund. 

Discollnt.-6 annas per cent. As a 'bhar' of cotton fetches between Rs. ] 50 
and Rs. 200/- this works out to 9 to 12 annas. The discount is taken in conside
ration of ready cash payment and represents the interest at 9 % for 15 days, 
the usual time for payment. No discount is taken in the markets of Broach 
and Panch Mahals Districts, although . payment is made imm·ediately. 

Insurance.-4 to 8 annas per bhar. This charge is made' in almost all 
the markets. Why the seller should contribute towards insuring the safety 
of the kapas he has alr~ady sold is not understandable, but there were no com
plaints on this score. 

"Mehta Sukhadi".-4 to 8 annas per cart (i. e. 11 to It bhars). This is a. 
payment for the mehta, i.e. the clerk or accountant of the buyer, who does all the 
work in connection with weighing, preparing memos, payment and other things. 
As no separate charge is made for the weighman and for labour or coolie hire 
this item may be said to correspond to the weighing charges and hamali levied 
in the markets of the other areas investigated, like Khandesh, Berar and Sind. 
This item is charged in practically all the markets. At some places where 
"MeMo, Sukhadi" is only 1 or 2 ann as, there is an extra charge of 2 to 4 annas 
for coolie hire or ho,mali (the labour employed in unloading carts and in other 
work). Hence 'Mehto, Sukhadi' is a sort of composite charge for incidentals. 

Samples.-l to 3 Ibs. of kapas per 'Mar'. In some places this charge· 
is caIled 'muthi', though in others (particularly in Baroda) the latter term is 
applied to the 1 to 3 Ibs. (or 3 to 5 annas instead) taken to meet the weighing 
and labour charges. 

There were hardly any complaints against these customary charges at any 
of the markets. Some of the sellers in Baroda markets complained that they , 
had to pay 'muthi' twice over, but this is only because the same term is used there 
to denote what iE. other markets would be two separate charges, viz: 'samples' 
(1 to 3 Ibs.) and "weighing and hamali" (about 5 annas per cart). The.e·omolaint 
is therefore not justified. 

Payments.-As in Kbandesh, payments are made almost immediately in 
the Middle Gujerat markets. 

Storage.-There is no regular storage accommodation at. the markets 
investigated, except at Broach, Palej and Dabhoi, where there are big godowns . 
belonging to merchants. In the other markets kapas is stored, if necessary, in 
the open compounds of the ginning factories, which are well protected by wire 
fencing and by watchmen, but there is risk of the kapas being spoiled by untimely 
rains. Even at Broach, Palej and Dabhoi it is cheaper to store kapas in t,he 
open compound of the ginneries than in godowns, and this is usually done unless 
rain is expected. 

Advances against deposit of 'kapas.'-Where kapas has been deposited in 
the ginning factory it is possible to obtain from 75 to 80 per cent of its value 
as an advance. Interest is charged at 9%, except at Bahadarpur, where it is 
12%, • • . 
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Arrivals and sales.-There are no records of arrivals and sales kept at 
any of the markets. The number of bales pressed is of course available 
from the returns submitted by pressing factories. 

The number of carts brought to the markets for sale by petty merchants 
is much greater than that brought by the growers themselves, particularly in the 
markets of the Broach District. It needs to be pointed out however that the 
figures given in the summarised statement * for each market, do not give 
a correct idea of the relative number of carts brought by growers 
and traderI!', because the investigators have deliberately selected a larger number 
of cultivators' carts for investigation. 

lint Sales.-Though lint sales, both by cultivators as well as by petty 
merchants, are not uncommon, the present investigations were confined to 
kapaa sales only. This is why a number of markets, like Miyagam, which are 
primarily markets for lint, have been omitted from the investigation. 

Sales Society.-There are no Co-operative Sale Societies at any of the 
markets investigated, but it is understood that cultivators of a whole village 
not infrequently combine to sell their kapas in one lot. 

ueneral conclusiocs.-The general conclusions on the market inquiry are 
as follows :-

(1) There are no regulated and organised markets in the Middle Gujerat 
area, and there does not appeaT to be any pressing need for their 
establishment because of the fairly satisfactory system of purchase 
and sale under which ginowners and other buyers send or have 
their dalals or agents in the villages to make purchases there. 

(2) In the markets themselves there are two systems of sale; either kapas 
is sold direct, or samples are shown, rates settled and delivery given 
after three or four days. 

(3) In many of the markets it is not necessary for sellers to employ 
brokers or artis. 

(4) The market rates follow very closely those in Bombay. The local rate 
for 2* 'bhars' of kapas is about the same as that for the Bombay 
Kkandi (19 maunds lint). 

(5) Weighment is done throughout on Avery's weighbridges and the 
weighman is the paid servant of the ginowner. 

(6) Disputes or vandhas are very infrequent in the Middle Gujerat area. 
Where they occur they are generally settled by a weight-deduction 
(kadada), though in some places the rates are lowered for the 
purpose. 

(7) There is no uniformity in the customary market charges. They range 
from 4 ann as to Ra. 2-9-0 according to the number of the following 
items included :-

* Not Printed • 
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Brokerage 8 annas to Rc. 1 per Mar. 
DhaT'fYl.ada 2 to 5 annas" " 
Discount 6 ann as per cent. 
Insurance 4 to 8 annas per bhar. 
M ehta Sukhadi 4 to 8 annas per cart. 
Samples or muthis 1 to 3 lbs. per bhar. 

(8) There are good godowns for storing kapas in Broach, Palej and 
Dabhoi, but at other places the storage accommodation provided 
in the open compound of the ginning factories seems to be quite 
adequate. 

(9) Most of the markets have railway connection (broad gauge or partly 
narrow gauge) with Bombay. 

Printed at the "Advocate' of India" Pre98, 21, Dalal Street, Fort, Bombay. 
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Indian Central Cotton Committee. 

Report of Special Sub=Committee appointed by the 
Indian Central Cotton Committee to consider the 

results of investigations into the. Finance al1d 
Marketing of Cultivators' cotton. 

REPORT ON INVESTIGATIONS CARRIED OUT IN 
MAD~AS-NORTHERNS AND WESTERNS TRACT. 

In the enquiry carried out in 1925-26 the record of daily sales was 
far from being complete, and the Indian Central Cotton Committee therefore 
decided in 1927 to finance an investigation in the same areas in order to 
obtain more complete details. 

Nine villages were selected, four in the Westerns tract and five in the 
Northerns and complete replies were received from 741 cultivators. A 
general summary and the summades* of the information for each village are 
attached. 

Only two markets were investlgated-Adoni ·in the Westerns tract 
and Nandyal in the Northerns tract.·The former was vi~ted on 25 days 
and the latter on 14 days and 376 iellers \\ere examined. The following are 
the principal findings of the enquiry :-

(1) Seventy per cent of the persons examined borrowed money for 
financing their' cultivation operations and this was taken 
almost entirely at the commencement of the season. 

(2) The borrowing per head of 'borrowers was substantial, amount
ing to an average of Rs. 639/-. 

(3) The landlord is the chief financier, accounting for 56.8% of the 
loans given. The 8~wcar comes next with 27 ·3%; ·only 0.5% 
was obtained from Co-operative Societies. 

(4) Interest rates are reasonable, 84% of the loans having been 
obtained at 12!% and less, which means that money is readily 
available and the credit of the grO\yers good. 

* Not printed. 
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No restrictions on the sale of their produce are placed on the 
growers by the lenders and there is no pressure to sell, as many 
growers held up their crop till June and July in the hope of 
better prices. 

(6) The crop is sold mainly to the merchant or trader in the village, 
.• so that village sales accounted for 87% of the total crop. In 

the· N ortherns tract there were no market sales. 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

The crop is usually sold when all pickings are- over, and not 
. piecemeal as in Sind. Only I2% of the crop was sold early. 

No deductions are made in the village sales though the seller 
has to pay a share of the weighing charges. 

The weights in the villages are usually of stone and are not cer
. tified. 

In Adoni market uncertified stone weights are used and the 
weighman is the servant of the buyer. Disputes regarding 
cieductions are numerous at Adoni. 

We 'are of opinion that open regulated markets similar to those pro
posed for the Bombay Presidency would be of considerable benefit to the 
growers and we would therefore recommend that in those places where mar
kets exist efforts should be made to establish open regulated markets with 
the growers fully represented on the :Market Committees. At Adoni there 
is no regular market place and one should be provided. Dalalidars and weigh
men shOllld he licensed, deductions and levies standardized and weights cer
tified and tested. Co-operative Sale Societies would also be of value and 
efforts shouli. be made to organise them in suitable places. 
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COTTON PINANCE AND MARKETING INQUIRY. 
MADRAS-"WESTERNS AND NORTHERNS TRACT," 1927-28. 

Report on the Village Investigations. 

1. INTRODUCTORY. 

In 1925-26, when the Indian Central Cotton Committee carried out 
its first series of investigations into the finance and marketing of cultivators' 

cotton in Khandesh, Berar and North Gujarat, an 
Madras Enquiry, investigation was also made in the "Westerns and Nor

why repeated! therns (or the Deccan) tract of Madras. This was carc 

ried out by the staff of the Agricultural Department, 
Madras, as part of their normal duty and without cost to the Committee. 

The information collected, however, was not comprehensive enough, 
particularly with regard to the records of sales and disposal of the crop which 
were very incomplete. This was only to be expected as the period for 
recording this information coincided with a time of great departmental 
activity, and the staff did not find it possible to carry out both duties. 

It was therefore decided in 1927 that a similar investigation should 
be made in the Northerns and Westerns tract by a special staff of paid in-
vestigators, as was to be done in four other tracts. ) 

The Madras Agricultural Department undertook to carry out this 
inquiry and the Indian Central Cotton Committe sup

The mode of plied funds to the extent of Rs. 6,000. An Assistant 
Inve"tlgatlon. Director of Agriculture was specially deputed to take 

charge of the work and the results now obtained are 
more satisfactory than those of the former inquiry; 

It would have been desirable to have extended the inquiry to cover 
both the Mungari or the early sown, and the Hingari, or the late sown, crops; 
but as this would have meant spreading the inquiry over 10 or II months, 
it was decided to undertake a six months' inquiry to cover the Hingari 
cottons only. 

Nine villages were selected, four in the "Westerns" tract, and five 
in the "North erns". The places selected, together with the number of cul
tivators examined at each place and the number of replies which are COrn, 
plete, are given below:-
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No. of. No. of 
cultivators complete 
examined. replies. 

Westerns tract. 
Bellary District. 

Maderae. Adoni Taluka: 221 219 
Kanakavidu. 154 145 
Nagarahalu. 50 49 

Alur Maedehalu. 70 70 

Northerns tract 
Kurnool District. 
Nandyal Taluka: Chindukur. 31 29 

Kavalur. 60 60 
Koilkuntla " 

Koilkuntla. 58 56 
Dhornipadu. 40 40 

Allagada Yellur. 73 73 
---' 

Total 757 741 

In the following pages the returns from only the 741 cultivators from 
whom complete replies were received have been taken into account. 

As usual the investigations in each village were conducted at three 
Periods of the different periods in the growth and disposal of the crop. 
Investigation. Tht-se periods were generally as follows :- . 

1st Period (i.e. when the crop was in the last stages of growth but 
before any was picked): 15th December 1927 to 31st 
January 1928. 

2nd period (i.e. that commencing when the greater part of the crop 
had been picked and continuing until a number of early 
sales had been effected): 1st to 30th April 1928. 

3rd period (i.e., that commencing after all the crop had been picked 
and continuing until the major part of it was sold): 1st 
to 30th June 1928. 

The actual dates of the investigations in each village need not be 
detailed .. They fell within the limits given above except that the 2nd period 
investigations in Maderae were made in the first week of March instead of 
in April. No investigations were made in the 3rd period in Kanakavidu, 
the reason given being that owing to rain in February and March the crop 
did not fare well in its later stages, and the ryots removed the crop earlier 
than usual as there were no prospects of any further pickings. Practically 
the whole of the crop picked was sold by the time the 2nd period investigations 
were entered upon there, so that a third investigation in that village would 
l1ave been superfluous, , 
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This year's Munguri (or early sown) crop was affected to some extent 
by the heavy rains and cyclone of November, and by bacterial disease in 

, Bellary. The Hingari (or late sown) crop at first showed 
The season. promise of normal yields, but the season did not con-

tinue to be favourable, and drought in the later stages 
affected it to some extent. The seasonal factor for the presidency works out 
to 94% of the average (a). 

The 741 cultivators embraced in this inquiry may be classified into 
the following four classes according to the size of their 

The cultivators. holdings :_ 

Number. Percentage. 
Small (i.e. those having under IS acres). 193 26% 
Medium (i.e. those having between IS and 50 acres). 409 55% 
Medium large (i.e. those having between 50 and 100 acres). 103 14% 
Large (i.e. those having over 100 acres). 36 5% 

Another mode of classification of cultivators would be according to 
tenantry :-

Proprietors. 
Tenants. 
Persons partly proprietors and partly tenants. 

Number. 
479 

4 
258 

Percentage. 
64·5% 
0·5% 

35% 

This shows that practically all the cultivators examined were owners 
of the whole or part of the land they cultivated. 

The 262 cultivators who rented a part or the whole of the land culti
vated by them, had usually done so on long leases for 5 or 10 years or even 

more. The rent was not infrequently.paid in advance 
Rent systems. for the whole period. The chief mode of payment of 

rent in this area appears to be in the form of cash, as 
will be seen from ~he following:-

On th~ cash system. 
On the .share system. 
On the mixed system. 

Number. Percentage 

170 65% 
56 21% 
36 14% 

The cash rents varied a good deal, ranging from Rs. 1/4 to Rs. 31/
per acre. There are no rates in particular which could be called the normal 
or most frequent rates, but Rs. 10/- per acre would be a fair average. The 
share rent was generally half the produce; there was only one case in which 
1/3rd was given; but' cases In which the tenant paid 3/5tbs, 2/3rds and 
even 3/4ths of the pro,duce to the landlord are numerous. 

(a) Vide "The Supplementary Memorand.um on the Cotton Crop of 
1927-28" (Indian Trade Journal, 26th April 1922). 
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Table I gives particulars of the area and the number of holdings in 
Area each of the villages investigated. Taking the area as a 

and holdings. whole, the following general figures are obtained:-

Total No. of the holdings recorded. 741 
Total area of the holdings recorded. 26,804 acres. 
Average size of the holdings. 36 " 
Area under cotton. 9,835 

" A verage cotton area per holding. 13 
" Percentage of the cotton area to the total area 

of the holdings. 37% 

The number of cotton areas recorded may be subdivided, according 
to size, as follows;-

Small (i.e. under 5 acres). 
Medium (i.e. between 5 & 25 acres.) 
Medium large (i.e. between 25 & 50 acres). 
Large (i.e. over 50 acres). 

Number. 
199 

453 
72 

17 

Percentage. 
27% 
61% 
w% 
2% 

The total outturn returned was 31,967 maunds or 839,248 lbs. giving 
an average of 85 lbs. only per acre. Considering that the ginning percen

Production. 
tage of the Westerns and Northerns varieties is bet
ween 25 and 27, this would give us an average outturn 
of about 22 lbs. of lint per acre. This figure is so very 

small that it gives rise to an apprehension that the yields were not properly 
estimated by the cultivators, and that the yields returned by them were for 
sonie reason or other depreciated (b). The particulars for each village are 
given in Table n. Even the highest figure given there, viz. 160 lbs. of kapas 
(i.e. about 43 lbs. of lint) in Dhornipadu, is somewhat less than the general 
average estimated by the Agricultural Department shown in the footnote (b).-

The aver£ge yields for each class of cotton area are given below:~ 

Small areas. 
Medium " 
Med. large areas. 
Large areas. 

Area. Yield. Yield per 
(Acres). (lbs.) acre. 

661 
5,553 
2,418 
1,20 3 

59,316 ~ 
469,322 \ 
181,012 ' 
129,598 • 

(Lbs.) 
90 

85 
75 

108 

(b) According -to the crop forecasts published by the Agricultural 
Department (vide the "Supplementary Memorandum on the Cotton Crop 
of 1927-28" in the Indian Trade Journal. of 26th April 1928), the average 
yield for the. Westerns and Northerns crop was estimated to be 58 lbs. of 
lint per acre and, considering the Madras Presidency alone, 46 lbs. per acre. 

As for the average yield reckoned above, it may be added that even 
allowing for the fact that some part of the "cotton area" was really under 
"mixed crop" the average. yield would hardly exceed II2 lbs. of kapas or 
28 lbs. of lint.' ; -
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In the Western and Northerns tract cotton is grown almost entirely 
as a dry crop on un irrigated lands, and is therefore dependent upon the 
rainfall and the vagaries of the monsoon. 

In the villages of the Bellary district, 5,946 acres were under the Wes
terns hingari (or late sown), and 578 acres were under the, Westerns munga1'i 

(or early sown) variety. In the Kurnool district, 2,844 
Varieties of acres were under White Nor/hems, 227 acres under 

-l:otton grown. Red Nortkerns and 225 acres under Selection No. 14. 
A small plot of II acres was under Selection No. 54 and 

one of 4 acres under Oambodia. A substantial area was under the superior 
varietv No. 14, which the Indian Cotton Committee of 1919 described as 
"one of the finest indigenous cottons" seen by them (c). 

The following were the sources of the cultivators' seed supply arranged 
Sources of according to the order of importance :--. / 

seed supply. 

The cultivator himself. 
The petty merchant or trader 
The ginnery. 
The sowcar. 
The landlord. 
~he Government Farm. 
Relatives. 

n. FINANCE. 

No. of Cases. Percentage_ 

265 
232 
107 
89 
29 
17 

2 

Out of the total number of 74I cultivators, 519 or 70% borrowed, 
Num ber of and 222 or 30% did not. 
borrowers. 

Borrowings were made at the time of the commencement of cultivation 
operations, and nothing was borrowed subsequently ex-

Time of cept in two villages. In Maderae three persons took in all 
borrowings. Rs. 126/- from local traders (in March), and in Maedehalu 

36 persons took loans (in or about April 1928) aggregating 
Rs. 4,038, mostly from ginowners. The subsequent borrowings thus came to Rs. 
4,164/- which is only 1% of the borrowings first made. The amount is negligi
ble and is therefore omitte~ from the reckoning in the subsequent pages. It 
may be added heni' that the late borrowings Vlere made on the condition 
that the cultivator would sell his kapas to the lender, and, where the lender 
was a ginowner, that he would gin his kapas at the lender's gin. Only in 
very few cases was money advanced at interest. The subsequent borrow
ings were required to pay Government assessment. 

The total borrowings made in each village, together with the other 
Amount of particulars about borrowings per head and per- 'a~e_ ' 
borrowings. are presented in Table IV. 

--------.--~~~---------
(c) Vide Report p. 93, 
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The general result may be summed up as follows :-

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(J) 
(g} 
(h) 
(~1 

Total amount borrowed. 
Number of cultivators recorded. 
Borrowing per head of cultivators recorded. 
Number of borrowers. 
Borrowing per head of borrowers. 
Total area of holdings recorded. 
Borrowing per acre of the total area of the holdings 
Area under cotton. 
Borrowing per acre under ~otton. 

Rs. 3,3I,686/-

74I 

448/-
5I 9 

Rs. 639/-
26,804 Acre~. 

I2·4 
9,835 Acres. 

Rs. 33.7 

These figures reveal that borrowing is very heavy in the Westerns and 
Northerns tract. It is almost twice or thrice as heavy as in" Khandesh and 
Middle Gujerat. The heavy borrowing is no doubt partly due to the fact that 
all the cultivators examined (except 4) were proprietors of the whole or part 
of the land they cultivated, and therefore naturally commanded wider credit. 

One of the results, which at first sight was rather surprising, was that 
out of Rs. 331,686/- borrowed, only RS.4,090 or I% were 

Utilization of returned as having been taken for "cultivation purposes." 
the loans. The value of the loans taken in the form of seed was given 

in the case of two villages only, and came to the meagre 
figure of Rs. 202/-. The rest, tJiz: Rs. 327,394/- were all borrowed for "other 
purposes." Fortunately,however, in most cases it was stated what those "other 
purposes" were; and it was accordingly found that some of the entries made 
under this column should properly have gone into the column for "cultivation 
purposes." rThis will be seen from the following figures:-

"Other purposes" 

Dgmestic 
Marriage. 
Purchase of land. 

" " house. 
" " animals & carts. 
" " fodder.;. .. 

Construction of hOusE;.... . . . . 
Payment of rent &,Pfemium for lease 

" " asse\\Sinent 
" a!'cears of debt. 

" tor field labour. 
Loss in trade. 
Litigation. 

Total 

Amount. Percentage. 
Rs. % 

1,31,595 40 .2 
59,820 18.2 
68,040 20.8 
2,352 0·7 

19,600 6.0 
540 0.2 

7,682 2.4 
2,230 .7 

35 
1,800 .5 
2,400 .7 

16,700 5· I 
14,600 4.5 

100 
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Another interesting point in connection with borrowings ·is that 
there is absolutely no difference between. the amounts actually taken and 

those signed for. If this is correct the Madras lenders 
Amount signed are men of a different stamp from their confreres 

for. elsewhere. But this point has not been satisfactorily 
investigated in any of the tracts where inquiry has 

recently been made, and the probability is that it has not been properly 
investigated in Madras either. 

From the figures given above in connection with the utilization of 
loans, it will be seen that very little borrowing is stated to have been made to 

pay old debts. Only Rs. 1,800 t- i.e., 0.5% of the total, 
Old debts and were said to have been put to that purpose, the remaining 

fresh debts. portion of the loans constituting fresh debt. We cannot 
say whether this is a normal feature of the domestic 

economy of the cultivators in this tract. But considering that the season 
1926-27 was worse than normal, and that it followed upon 5 or 6 consecutive 
seasons equally bad, there is reason to believe that the figure of the arrears 
of debt left over to be paid out of the loans taken in 1927-28 is not quite 
correct, and that some part of the amounts stated to have been taken for 
some of the other items was really the debt of previous years accumulated 
and carried forward .. 

The borrowings of proprietors, tenants, and persons partly tenants 
Borrowing of are given in detail in Table IV. The General result is :

proprietors and 
tenants. Number. Amount. Per Head. 

Rs. Rs. 
Proprietors 350 190,808 545 
Tenants 4 580 145 
Persons partly proprietors and partly , 

tenants ~ ! 165 140,298 ~50 

Total borrowers 519 331,686 639 

In utilising the above figures of borrowings a certain amount of cau
tion is necessary, particularly with regard to the figures of borrowing per acre 

under cotton. It is sufficient to mention that the 
Caution with correlation of the value of the outturn to the borrowing 

regard to the use per acre under cotton would be fundamentally wrong, as 
ot the figures cotton occupies only between 30 and 50 per cent of the 
of borrowing. total cropped area in the Westerns and Northerns tract. 

One rough way of ascertaining this relation between production and 
borrowing would be to find out the percentage of the "borrowing per acre of 

Correlation of 
borrowings to 
production. 

the total area of the holdings" to "the value of the 
outturn per acre". A rough index of borrowing may 
be constructed on this basis. • Of course this is open 
to some objections which' have been stated in the report 
on the Middle Gujerat inquiry; but all the same it will 
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be useful to frame a rough idea so as both to test the solvency of the 
borrowers and to get an idea of what security 1 he lenders here consider 
adequate. Thus in the Westerns and Northerns tract the average 
yield obtained was 40 lbs. of lint, equivalent to about 184 lbs. of 
lcapas per acre (d); the normal rate was Rs. 3/12 per maund of 
about 26 lbs.; this will give an outturn worth about Rs. 26.2 
per acre. The borrowing per acre of the total area of the holdings was: 
Rs. 12.4. The rough index of borrowing will therefore be 47. This is indeed: 
a high figure and is second only to the index for Sind which was a little over 
50 (e). This clearly testifies to the magnitude of the borrowing in the Westerns 
and Northerns traCt. 

A detailed analysis of the sources of borrowings, giving both the 
number of persons borrowing from each source as well as the amounts 

S borrowed from each source, is presented in Table Ill. 
b ources of to which attention is invited. The result may be summecl 

orrowlngs. up as fo11ow5:-
; 

No.of Persons 
borr('wing Amounts Percentage 

Th e sources. from borrowed. of 
each source. Rs. total. 

----------------
Landlords . . · . 330 (32O) 188,275 56 .8 
Sowca1's .. .. · . 131 (I22) 90,416 27·3 
Ginowners .. .. · . 36 (31) 33,050 10.0 
Traders and merchants · . 17 (14) 12,525 3.8 
Friends and relatives · . 8 (8) 3,170 o.g 
Government (Takavi) · . 10 (6) 2,500 0·7 
Co-operative Societies .. 4 (I) 1,750 0·5 

( 

I 
------

(502) 331,686 roo -
The figures shown in brackets give the number of persons who 

borrowed exclusively from the source in question, while the other set of 
figures in the same column shows the number of cultivators who resorted 
to each of the sources either for the whole or for a part of their total borrow
ings. Besides the total of 502 cultivators (shown in brackets), 17 more 

(d) This is the Agricultural Department's forecast for the "Northern 
and Westerns" crop of the Madras Pesidency for 1927-28. 
We have not taken the figure of 85 lbs. of lcapas obtained in 
the present inquiry, because that figure seems to be manifestly 
an underestimation. See page 8 and footnote (b) above. 

(e) The indices, calculated on the same basis, for the other areas inves
tigated by the Indian Central Cotton Committee are;-for Middle 
Gujerat 20, Khandesh 25, the Punjab 25. to which list may be 
added 50 for Sind. 
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borrowid from more than one source (f); (502 plus 17=519 being the 
total number of borrowers). 

Contrary to the findings in all other areas investigated by the Indian 
Central Cotton Committee, the 80wcar was not the principal financier of the 

cultivators in the Westerns and Northerns tract. In 
The landlord. the latter area the first place was taken by the landlord; 

and what is particularly noticeable is that he was the 
chief source in almost all the villages investigated. More than half (58.8%) 
of the loans was advanced by him; and 63% of the borrowers had recourse to 
him for practically the whole of their borrowings. As we have seen in the 
introductory portion of this report there are a good many medium-large and 
large cultivators in this area; and they are as often as not traders in produce 
and money lenders as well as land-holders and employers of field labour. 

Next in importance to the landlord in the financing operations is 
the 8owcar. He was responsible for only 27.3% of the total advances, and 

The sowcar. 25% of the borrowers took their loans from him. In three 
out of the nine villages the amounts lent by the 80wcar 

were negligible. The comparatively small part played by the 80wcar in this 
area is in singular contrast to the important part he plays in Berar, North 
Gujerat, Sind, the Punjab, Middle Gujerat and cv en Khal:ucsh, in which areas 
the amounts advanced by him were 91, 91, 77, 68, 65 and 53.5 per cent of 
the total advances, respectively. 

The ginowner lent 10% of the total advances, but his operations were 
confined to one village only. Petty merchants, cotton traders, and friends 

and relatives gave small loans in the Westerns, but none 
Other lenders. in the Northerns tract. Co-operative Societies, it is 

clear from Table Ill, may be said to be practically non-exi,stent in the ar;ea 
under investigation. Only Rs. 1,750/- (or 0.5% of the total) were taken in 
all; Rs. 1,250/- in one village and Rs. 500/- in another. From the point of 
view of the Co-operative credit movement Bellary and Kurnool are two of 
the most backward districts in the Madras Presidency (g). 

Rtf I t t The amounts borrowed at each rate of interest are given 
a es 0 n eres. in Table V. The general result is as given below ;_ 

(j) Thus 6 took from landlords and 8owcars, 1 from Co-operative Society 
and landlord, 2 from 80wcars and Co-operative Society, 1 from land
lord and merchant, 1 from ginowner and trader, 2 from landlords 
and ginowners, 2 from ginowners and Government (Takavi), 1 from 
sowcat' and Government, and 1 from trader and Government. 

, (g) Cf. The Annual Report of the working of the Co-operative Societies 
Act Il of 1912, for the year 1926-27 (Madras). 
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Amounts borrowed. 
Rates of Interest. Percentage 

Rs. of the total 
Free of interest 647 0.2 
At 6% 200 

" 7-8% 4.600 1.4 

" 9-91% 74.560 22·5 

" Iol-IIi-% 4.800 1.4 

" 12-121% 1.92•294 58.0 
13i--I31% 800 0.2 

" 15% 17.000 5. 1 

" 
161% 970 0·3 .. 18% 26.295 8.1 

" 21% 800 0.2 .. 24% 7.590 2·3 

" 30% 730 0.2 .. 36% 400 0.1 

Total Rs. 3,31,686 100 

This shows that 80% of the loans were obtained at between 9 and 121% 
which may be said to be fairly reasonable compared with what is charged 
in Sind and the Punjab. It may be added here that credit was cheaper in 
the Northerns than in the Westerns tract; the maximum rate charged in 
the former tract was only 12%. and the rates above 12% obtained only in 
the Westerns tract. Owing, it seems, to the rapid extension of groundnut 
cultivation which is profitable. credit seems to have become cheaper now 
than what it was some 25 years back. Money is generally obtainable today at 
between 1 and 11 per cent per mensem. while in 1904 or thereabouts 11 to 
21 per cent was usually charged (h). 

. c 
Excepting the acknowledgment of the loans in writing, no other 

security, e.g •• mortgage of the crops or of the land. seems to have been 
insisted upon by the lenders. But this point is not 

Security for the very definite, as no specific questions touching it were 
loans. asked in the questionnaire. 

As to the effect of borrowing on sales it may be said that the cultivators 
were in general not hampered by their borrowings in the disposal of their kapas. 

Only 29 out of 519 borrowers. i.e. only 4%. gave a verbal 
Effect of borrow- undertaking to sell their crop to the lender. Out of 

Ing on sales. these 29. two were from Maderae and 27 from Maedehalu. 
In the latter village some ginowners made heavy advances 

and in every case they obtained, an undertaking that the crop should be 
sold to then. Excepting the case of this village. the cultivators were not 
under any obligation to sell to their lender. As regards the time of sale. it 
will be seen from the next section that cultivators could and did hold the crop 
up to June; and that the early sales. which were substantial. were made just 
in the ordinary course of business. and there is no evidence that they were 

(h) Cf. The Gazetteer of the Bellary District, vol. I (1904), p. 96. 
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in any way due to the pressure of the lenders to sell. This, coupled with the 
further fact that no cultivator was obliged to effect advance sales to get 
the wherewithal to payoff previous loans, goes to show that cultivators were 
not hampered by their borrowings as regards the time of sale. 

General Conclusions. 
The main conclusions on this section of the report are:-

(1) The cultivators of the Westerns and Northerns tract did not find 
any difficulty in obtaining finance; 70% of the number examined took loans 
of varying amounts. 

(2) Borrowings were all made at the time of the commencement of 
cultivation operations, the amount taken subsequently being almost negligible. 

(3) The borrowing was heavy and substantial, working out to Rs. 639 
per head of borrowers and Rs. 519 per head of cultivators recorded. 

(4) Nearly 30% of the loans may be said to have been put to unremune
ra ti ve uses. 

(5) The borrowing per acre of the total area of the holdings was 
Rs. 12.4. Taking the average yield at 1841bs. of kapas per acre, and the 
normal rate at Rs. 3-12-0 per maund of 29 lbs., the value of the yield per 
acre would be about Rs. 26.2. Therefore the rough index of borrowing (as 
explained in the report) would be 47, which is a high figure. 

(6) The landlord was the cultivator's chief financier, being responsible 
for 56.8% of the loans given. Next came the sOOJcar, who lent 27.3% of 
the loans. The Co-operative Credit movement is extremely backward in 
the area investigated, only 0.5% of the loans having been obtained from Co
operative Societies. 

(7) Interest rates ranged from 6 to 36%, but 84% of the loans was 
obtained at 121% and less, which shows that money is readily available in 
this area; 9 and 12% were the chief rates. As long as mone~ is so cheap, there 
is little scope for the spread of the Co-operative Credit movement here. 

(8) Cultivators were not hampered by their borrowings in the disposal 
of their kapas, either as regards the persons to whom or as regards the time 
at which they might sell. Practically only one lender, a ginowner, required 
an undertaking that the crop should be sold to him. 

Ill. SALES. 
At the conclusion of the investigation 99,605 lbs. out of a total outturn 

of 839,248 lbs. remained unsold. The amount sold was therefore 739,643 lbs. 
or 88% of the total outturn. In the amount sold have 

Amount of crop been included about 8,000 lbs. being kapas returned for 
sold. seed borrowed. The usual rate for this transaction is 

! maund of kapas for I maund of seed borrowed. 

The importance of village sales in this area will be gauged from the 
Place of sales. following:-

Amount sold locally 
., in markets ,. 

Q42,091 or 87% 
97,552 or 13% 
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The figures for each village will be found in Table VI. It will be noticed 
that in the Northerns tract (Kurnool district) the sales were all made in the 
villages. 

The number of small, medium, medium large and large cultivators who 
sold in the village and in the market, will be found in Table VII. On the 
whole, in the early period 189 cultivators (97%) sold in the village and only 
6 (3%) sold in the markets, while in the late period the corresponding num
bers were 569 and 19, the percentages being exactly the same. 

In the villages, sales were all made outright, and no brokers or dalala 
were employed. In no case was the crop deposited with dalal, petty merchant 

or sowcar for sale on the cultivator's account. As regards 
Method of sale the purchasers it is learnt that nearly the whole of the 
In the villages. crop sold in the early period was purchased by petty 

merchants and traders. The relevant figures are:-

Amount lbs. Percentage. 
Purchased by petty merchants and traders 
Purchased by gin owners 

82,556 94.2 
2,294 2.6 

" sQWcarS 2,214 2·5 

" 
" landlords 640 0·7 

Corresponding information for' the sales in the late period is not avail
able, but it appears that the money-lender is not the purchaser of his 
debtor's kapas to any appreciable extent. This is supported by the observation 
made in the finance section that there was practically only one village where 
the lenders, ginowners, required an undertaking from the cultivators that 
their crop should Cc odd to them. 

As regards the methods of ascertaining the rates, out of 588 cultivators 
who sold in the late period, II (or 2%) said that they had not ascertained the 
prevailing rates before selling. 461 or 78% ascertained the rates from local 
dealers; 17 or 3%, in the market: and 99 or 17%, from sources not stated in 
the returns. Very likely, they too had ascertained the rates from the local 
dealers. 

From the large amounts sold in the village it must be concluded that 

Observations on 
the sales organi
zation in the 

villages. 

the sale organization of kapas in the village must be fairly 
satisfactory. There were no disputes in the villages, 
and no deductions or charges except for weighment. 
Rates were very satisfactory, and payments were also 
very prompt. 

The weighman is generally selected by the seller, although he is paid 
bv both parties. His charges usually are: 12 seers (or a quarter maund) per 
each Kantlam (63 maunds) weighed, to be paid by the seller; and about five 
annas per Kantlam to be paid by the buyer. The weight system (for cotton) 
is uniform in the Westerns and Northerns tracts. The weights commonly 
used are:-

A M aund =4 Dhadiams = 48 seers. 
A Naga =12 maunds of lint =48 maunds of !.-apas. 
A Kantla,m =63 maunds of kapas (generally). 

At one or two places it is e~ua! to 60 malllldS of lapas. 



A Kantlam is usually a cartload. The lb. equivalent of the maund 
is slightly different in the Westerns and in the Northerns tracts. In the 
fonner a maund is equal to 26Ibs., and in the latter it equals 261 lbs. The 
"Kantlam" then comes to 1680 lbs. in the Northerns tract· where the tenn 
is chiefly used. The weights used are unsatisfactory; they are made of stone 

. and there is no authority to check and certify them. Each merchant has 
his own set of weights and scales and it is said that no two weights agree. This 
appears to be the only defect in the village sales organization; and it is 
a serious defect as it gives opportunities for deceitful practices in the weigh
ment. 

In village sales it is not customary to allow any deductions for dirt, 
leaf or other things. No charges are made for charity, hamali or labour, and 
other items. Sometimes cartage of about Rs. 2 to Rs. 5 per Kantlam (63 
maunds) is charged; but this item is taken into account in fixing the price, 
and does not constitute an independent deduction from the amount to be paid. 
The weighman's charges are paid by each party independently, and do not 
constitute a "deduction" proper though they have the same effect. 

Payments were always very prompt. In respect of the sales in the 
early period all the sellers received payment in full; while for those in the 
late period only 35 (or 6%) did not receive full payment; in 27 of these cases 
the payment being credited to their debt account. 

There is no accommodation for sforage in the villages. Cultivators 
store kapa8 in their own huts. 

Cotton is sometimes sold with seed and sometimes without seed: Not 
infrequently cultjvators hand-gin the kapas, retain the seed and sell the lint 

only. Sometimes this result is achieved by making a 
Rates. condition with the local merchant to whom kapasis 

sold that he will, after selling the lint in-the market, 
return the seed to the cultivator. The rates per muund of kapus sold with 
seed are given below:-

Village sales. 
Westerns tract (Early period) 

(Late ,,) 
Northerns tract (Early " ) 

(Late ,,) 

Market sales :-

Highest. 
RS·4/
RS·4/
RS·4/
RS.4/2 

Westerns tract: (Early period) Rs. 4/4 
(Late ,,) .. 'Rs. 3/14 

Northerns tract:-There were no market sales. 

Lowest. 
RS.3/
RS.2/13 
RS·3/8 
RS.2/14 

RS·3/6 
RS.2/12 

Normal. 

RS·3/12 

RS.3/12 
RS·3/II 
RS.3/3 

RS·.3/14 
Rs. 3/1} 

The above figures show that in the Westerns tract the rates remained 
steady throughout, while 'in the Northerns there was a slight decline as the 
season progressed. The village rates were naturally ~ few annas lower than 
the market rates, due to the allowance made for cost of cartage. The highest 
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tates were obt,ainedfor Selection 14 and Cambodias~ On the whole,the villa l'. 
rates corresponded very closely with those in the market. Sometimes ev ,~ 
higher rates were obtained in the village than those prevailing in the markI,fi 
because of the anxiety of village traders to fulfil their forward contracts wi T; 

the big purchasers in the market. 

In the present investigation no cultivator sold the whole or a part ]1 

his crop in advance .• Asa rule th~ c~ltivators in this tract do not sell th \::1 
TI . f I kapas at each pIcking, because the am~unts are very srn }; 

me 0 sa es. and would not fetch an adequate pnce. So they sto ~I? 
the kapas in their huts and sell the whole after the last picking, unless mon i I; 
is required earlier to payoff Government assessment. This will explain wh r 
the figures of early sales given below are so very small compared with t 
late sales:-

Amount sold. Number who sold. 
Percentage Percentag • 

of total. of total l 

lbs. No. cultivator , 
viz., 741. 

Early pedod 87,70 4 12% 195 26% 
588 80% Late' 651,939 88% 

Total 7J9,643 100% 

The figures for each village, with further particulars about the seller 
will be found in Tables VI & VII. 

These figures clearly show that holding the crop up to a period as lat 
as June was quite feasible, and was in fact done by most of the cultivators. 
A further 99,605 lbs. (12% of the total outturn) remained unsold at the end 
of the inquiry~ and in most cases this crop was stated to have been held on in 
the hope of getting better prices in July. 

Further evidene of 'holding on' will be found in the figures given in 
Table VIII, which may be summarised as below:- I 

Total out turn 839.248 Ibs. 
Amount picked in the early period 568,830 " 
Percentage of these pickings to the total 68% 
Amount of the picking sold in the early period 87.704 " 
Percentage of picked crop sold 15% 

These figures show that although 68% of the crop has been picked in 
the early period only 15% of this (i.e. only 10% of the whole outturn) was 
sold by the cnd of the early period, the remainder being held up. There 
is therefore ample evidence that there is no pressure to sell the crop early. 
One reason for this is that ·most of the cultivators are able to realize their 
groundnllt.crop in Decem1>.er and January and this enables them to hold their 
l'(/lJas for conside~able periods in the expectation of better prices. 
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tates were obtained for Selection I4 and Cambodias. On the whole, the village 
rates corresponded very closely with those in the market. Sometimes even 
higher rates were obtained in the village than those prevailing in the market, 
because of the anxiety of village traders to fulfil their forward contracts with 
the big purchasers in the market. 

In the present investigation no cultivator sold the whQle or a part of 
his crop in advance .. As a rule the cultivators in this tract do not sell their 
T' .' f' kapas at each picking, because the amounts are very small 

.me 0 sa es. and would not fetch an adequate price. So they store 
the kapas in their huts and sell the whole after the last picking, unless money 
is required earlier to payoff Government assessment. This will explain why 
the figures of early sales given below are so very small compared with the 
late sales:- . 

Amount sold. Number who sold. 
Percentage Percentage 

of total. of total 
lbs. No. cultivators, 

viz., 741. 

Ear1y period 87,70 4 12% 195 26.% 
Late' 651,939 88% 588 80% 

Total 739,643 100% 

The figures for each village, with further particulars about the sellers 
will be found in Tables VI & VII. 

These figures clearly show that holding the crop up to a period as late 
as June was quite feasible, and was in fact done by most of the cultivators. 
A further 99.605 lbs. (12% of the total outturn) remained unsold at the end 
of the inquiry~ and in most cases this crop was stated to have been held on in 
the hupe of getting better prices in July. 

Further evidene of 'holding on' will be found in the figures given in 
Table VIII, which may be summarised as below:-

Total outturn 839,248 Ibs. 
Amount picked in the early period 568,830 " 
Percentage of these pickings to the total 68% 
Amount of the picking sold in the early period 87,704 ." 
Percentage of picked crop sold 15% 

These figures show that although 68% of the crop has been picked in 
the 'carly period only 15% of this (i.e. only 10% of the whole outturn) was 
sold by the end of the early period, the remainder being held up. There 
is thcrefore ample evidence that there is no pressure to sell the crop early. 
One reason for this is that ·most of the cultivators are able to realize their 
groundnllt.cropin December and January and this enables them to hold their 
kapas for conside~able periods in the expectation of better prices. 
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In two out of the nine villages investigated some of ,-the 'fultivators 
ginned the whole or a part of their kapas and sold the lint, The 

Lint sales. particulars of these sales are given below :-

No. who Amount of the Price per 
Villages. sold lint. kapas, gin- Lint sold. mound- of 

ned. Lint. 
lbs. lbs. Rs. 

Maderae 29 38,792 9,698 II/II 
Maedehalu 10 47,632 II,908 12/8 

Total 39 86.424 21,606 

Thus in all, 13% of the total crop sold in the late period was sold as 
lint. Further, a portion of the unsold kapas had also been ginned, and was 
awaiting disposal when the inquiry terminated. The paucity of lint ,sales 
is due to the fact that a large number of cultivators have each a very small 
amount of kapas, not sufficient to have it ginned and pressed into a bale. 
Moreover, ginowners at the markets are in general not inclined to have direct 
dealings with individual cultivators. They prefer to have the stocks of 
kapas come through a local trader with whom they have regular dealings and 
consequently discourage cultivators from bringing their kapas to the gins on 
their own account. 

There are no co-operative sales societies in any of the villages inves
Sales SOCieties. tigated. 

At the conclusion of the investigation, i.e. about the end of June 
1928, 99605 lbs. out of a total outum of 839,248 lbs. remained unsold. This 

means that 12% of the outtum was unsold. The figures 
Unsold kapas. for each village, together with the number of cultivators 

with unsold kapas are given in Table VI. In all 40 out of 741- cultivators 
(or 5.4%) had some amounts unsold. As already stated the major portion 
of this was being held up, ginned or unginned, in the expectation of 
higher prices. The rest had been hand-ginned for domestic spinning. The 
rates offered for the unsold kapas varied considerably, from Rs. 2/15 per 
maund in Maderae to Rs. 3/12 in Nagarahalu. 

From the foregoing facts and figures the following general conclusions 
General are deducible :-

conclusions. 

(I) 88% of the crop was sold, and 12% remained unsold. Of the 
amount remaining unsold the greater part had been held up in the expecta
tion of higher prices. 

(2) The crop is sold mostly to the petty merchant or trader in the village 
itself. Of the amount sold, 87% was sold in the village, and only 13% in 
the market. In the Northems tract there were no market sales. 

(3) The usual method of sale in the village is tJ:> sell the crop outright 
to the petty merchant. There are no deductions made; but the seller has to 
pay his own share of the weighing charges to the weighman. Payments are 
very prompt, 
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(4) The weights are usually of stone, and there is no authority to 
check or certify them. This is a grave defect, and gives opportunities for 
deceitful practices in weighing. 

(5) There is no storage accommodation, cultivators storing the kapas 
in their own huts._ 

(6) About Rs. '3/12 per maund of kapas may be taken as the normal 
rate in the villages. The market rates are a few annas higher, to make allow
ance for transport charges. 

(7) As a rule cultivators do-not sell at each picking, but sell the whole 
lot after the last picking,. unless money is required earlier to payoff 
Government assessment. Only 12% of the crop was sold in the early period, 
while 88% was sold late. 

(8) Cultivators could and- did hold their crop until late dates in June 
and July in the expectation of higher prices. There is clearly no pres
sure to sell. 

(9) About 13% of the total crop sold was sold as lint. In general, how
ever, the amount with each cultivator is too small to be conveniently ginned._ 
Moreover, ginowners do not encourage cultivators to have direct dealings with 
them. 



'TABLE I. 

Area and Holdings. 

Percent-
No. of Total Average. Area Average age of 

VILLAGES holdings. area of size of under cotton cotton 
the holdings. cotton. area per area to 

holdings. holding. total 
area. 

Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres. % 

1 Maderae .. 219 6,259 29 2,9I5 I3 46 
~I 

• .S;] \ . .. 
e .• r Kanakav>lu .. 145 3,8~3 27 I,764 I2 46 
0:> A 
'ti 
O:>i:' 

28 637 f= ~ Nagarahalu .. 49 I,359 I3 47 
IXII 

-- J Maedehalu .. 70 2,5$0 36 I,208 I7 47 

1 Chindukur .. 29 I,I68 40 244 • ~ 21 

~ Kavalur 60 2,IOI 35 728 I2 35 ~ .. 
:: .~ 
CII~ 

a·!!i 
0:> A Koilkuntla 56 2,795 50 598 II 2I ~o .. 
00 
ZI3 
.: ::I 

Dhorinpadu 40 2,425 6I 586 I5 24 ~ .. 

J Yellur .. 73 4,294 59 I,I55 I6 27 

. 
Total - 74I 26,804 36 9,835 I3 37 

~- - -~ - _._ .. -- -- - -- --
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TABLE 11. 

Yield and Average Yield. 

Area under Total yield(a) Yield per 
VILLAGES. cotton. acre . .. 

Acres. I Maunds 11 lbs. lbs. , 

'+" 
8,186 212,836 ~ '" Maderae · . · . 2,915 73 .;:: 

S·~ Kanakavidu .• 1,764 2,614 67,964 38 ",A · . 
~>, '" ... 2,665 69,290 ;::~ Nagarahalu .. · . 637 109 
~ Cl) e. M aedehalu 1,208 6,341 164,866 136 .. · . 

Chindukur · . · . 244 424 II,306 46 
~ 

+> 

:: .§ 1 Kavalur · . · . 728 2,718 72,480 99 Ill+> 

S·!S 
598 1,816 48,426 81 .1i:: J Roilkunt!, · . · . 

~ 0 

i 

I 
~ ~ Dhornipadu · . 586 3,521 93,894 160 

f 

I ?S Yellur · . · . 1,155 3,682 

I 
98,186 85 

I 

Total .. 9,835 I 31,967 839,248 85 

(a) In the "Westerns" tract the maunds have been converted into 
lbs. at the rate of 2~ lbs. per maund i in the "Northern,s" at 262/3 
lbs. per 9IIaund. 



TABLE Ill. 

Sources of Advances. 

No, of cases in which advances were made by Amounts bOITOW('d fmm. 

J 
.... 

t ~-d 
I • 

'" 
I 

v. I ~ 
~~ ~ 't! i e I ~ l;: ,.; ~ 

] ]11 ~ .; 11. ..: 
VILLAGES. oS e 

i 
<.> .: ~~ ~v rr. ~, en: ~ 

]" " IS 
~ ~ e] 

.,,;- I ~~ 
,. .... ~ ::a "] .. e oS j] "0 0:'-

0 0..8 

I 
~ ~ ,,7.! ~ ~ .~.1'l 

I 
c 

~ 
I-< 

~ ~ s'"' .S £~ s~ .5 
'>:l £~ -g t.!> 

, .... r.:.e " I 
~ .~ I ~ 

Rs. u r.:. R~. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. I Rs. Hs. 
~., r 

8.4251 

-"------
11\ Cl 

66+2 ~A Maderae •. 172 70•242 .. 88+3 12+1 3 .. .. 36•276 ., 24.221 1.320 .. .. 
~ >.1 Kanakavidu .. 128 71.922 29+1 .. 94+ 1 2+0 2 25.800 .. .. .. 43.522 2.300, 300 .. .. 
:l ~ Nagarahalll .• ' 38 18.430 4+1 1+1 28+ I 0+1 2 0+2 .. 32.90 1.250 10.590 J,6o()~ 1.300 400 .. 1:::;8 i Maedehalu .• 65 52,580 I .. 23+2 0+1 1 4+2 31+5. 600 .. 17.180 2oo! 250 1.300 33.050 

'" ;: i Chindulrur .. 8.400 3 .. 14 ." , ... .. .. 900 . . 7.500 .. . . .. .. a·l!I I Kavalur ..; . 52.500 4 .. 29 .. .. .. .. 8.400 . . 44.100 .. .. . . .. 

!]l=i~::~ 
20.900 6+2 0+2 9 .. .. 2 .. 8.900 500 10,700 .. .. ! 800 .. 
17.350 8 .. 9 " .. .. .. 4.750 . . 12.600 .. ., .. . . 

zj Yellllr
Tota1

" 5
1

9 
'19.362 1+3 .. 26+3 .. .. .. 1.500 . . 17.862 .. .. .. . . 

---------------------------------------
331•686 122+9 1+3 320+ 10 14+3 8 6+4 31+5 90.416 1.750 188.275 12.525 3.170 2.500 33.050 

=131 =4 =3.~0 =17 ;=10 =36 
.--"'----------------------;-:S-.-9 -1--' 7-

---
Percentage 100 .. .. .. . . 27·3 '5 56.8 10 

N. B -The figures mentioned after the plus sign denote the number of cultivators who borrowed from the 
source in question, but not exclusively from that source. Thus, in Maderae, two had borrewed partly from the 80wcar 

• and partly from the landlord, while one bad borrowed partly from the landlord and partly from· petty merchant. 



TABLE IV. 

Borrowings per head and per acre (including borrowings of proprietors and tenants). 

Borrowing. Persons partly pro. -
~ ~ per head. ProprietorB. Tetants. prietors & partly 

4) rA 
0 t i tenant ... '<=:01) III 

~ j ~ ~;§ t ~ci 
+l ~ j j oci ~~ t~ :l. oci 

1 1 i Gl 

VILLAGES .. ~"5l '8 .8' i 1 & ~ t £ 
t~ t 

;:I.", 

°1 '8~ .. 
'Sal j 

p.. 
'8t., 01) .. 

~ 

I ~ 
§ ~ bD' bJ). j ·rf p.. .... 't:l .~~ ., ] e .~~ :;:l j!: .~~ ~.S bJ)0 § 

E.s ~ ~ ]j d a=§ .~ g te ~s 
~ El ~ ~ 

,.Q ,g § ~..c= 
~ 

§..c= 
~ ~..c= :is'<=: ~ ~ 

~ ~~ 6 ~~ '8 51 ~ ~ El ~ .:is :is G3 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

iIo '8 ~ < 
IRs. 

< 

Rs. Rs. fu. Rs. Re. Rs. Rs. Rs. Acres, Rs. Acres. Rt.. 

~~ I i 
.S Maderae 219 172

1 
78 70,242 321 408 139 54,891 395 .. .. .. 33 15,351 465 6,259 11.2 2,915 24 

1Ii;~ Kanakavidu 145 128 88 71,922 496 562 log 58,205 534 I 80 80 18 13,637 758 3,853 18·7 1,764 41 !:ll» 
:l~ Nagarahalu 49 38 77 18,430 376 485 20 11,380 569 3 500 167 15 6,550 437 1,359 13.6 637 29 
~::: Maedehalu 70 65 93 52;580 751 Bog 37 23,820 644 .. .. ... 28 28,760 1,027 2,550 20.6 1,208 43 

~~ 
Chindukur 8,400 1,168 rn.o 29 17 59 290 494 4 3,000 750 .. .. . . 13 5,400 415 7. 2 244 34 z.!! Kavalur 60 33 55 52,500 875 1,590 II 13,200 1,200 .. .. . . 22 39,300 1,786 2,101 25 728 7'1. 

=~ 111- Koilkuntla 56 19 34 20,900 373 I,IOO 8 9,200 1,150 .. .. . . 11 1.1,700 1,064 2,795 7·5 59B 35 
..,0 Dhontipadu 40 17 42 17,350 434 1,021 4 7,100 1.775 .. .. " 13

1 

10,250 788 2,425 7. 1 586 30 01 0 o c Yellur 73 30 41 19,362 265 645 18 10,012 556 .. .. .. 12 9,350 779
1 

4,294 4·5 1,15.5 i7 
Z~ 
~L 

/7411 5191-;:I:l.686I~-6~:135+9O'808 5451-~1-'5801-:1 I651:0'2981~126'8041-:~~I-:8351::; Total 



Table V 
Amounts borrowod at each rate of ir.terest. 

Amounts borrowed at the rates of 

VILLAGES, 
Free of 

interest. 

6%1 7-8%\ 9-9i% 1101-111% 112-121%\ 131-131% 115% 1161% 118% 121% (24% 130% 136% 

-r~ _. 147 .. 1.900 3.000 2.200 51,030 300 8,240 I 7J 3.205 .. .. 50 -. 
VJ~~ 

5.660 3,860 ;~~ ~vidu .. .. .. .. 1.700 1,000 55.772 500 _. .- .. 430 .. 
'I"< ~ ~ Nagarahalu .. .. -. 400 2.550 1,600 3.540 . - 1,050 .- 3,600 200 5.490 .. -. 
Z:lf;l;l~ 
~ eA Maedebalu .. .. .. 1.300 1.800 .. [27,850 .. 2.050 800 15.430 600 2,100 250 100 

o· 

Cbindnkur .. .. .. .. 1,800 .. 6,600 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
oo~....:.. Kavalur .. 41,200 II.300 .. Zot .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
SO~ Z~ .Koilkuntla .. .. .. 800 lI,600 .. 8.500 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
~Il:l~ -~p~ . Dhomipadu .. 500 .. .. .. .. 16,850 .. .. .. .. .. .. '.' .. 
o~~ I ?'~ 

Yellur .. 200 200 7.91Q .. . . 10,1152 .. .. .. 200 .. .. .. .. - 1----:--------- -----1-'-
-:170590 --:r-: 4,60 I 74,560 4,800 I 192,294 Total .. 647 200 800 17.000 970 26,295 

I _1_ 
I .41 -;:~:-; ---;::;1--;8 --'31-&'; I -:;1--.1-Percentage .. .2 .. .;z 5. 1 .2

1 
2·3 
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VILLAGES. 

TABLE VI 
Am0'Unt sold locally and in the market and that remain,ing unsold. 

(Figures are in lbs). 

" = .... 

'Amo~n~.BOld in the early I Amount, sold, in the late Crop remain- ~ 
period. ~ period. Total ambunt sold. ing unsold. .. 

, " . :_~_--'-________ ~ __ "':"""_ .... _"--"-;";';":"'-"';'-'" ,fl <\" 
I .s ~ 
'Cl : ... 

3 §' ~oe ~ ~ l' 
~ '. o· ~ ~ ~ sa =" 

~ ~., 0 ~ 
"IP-< 

.. 'rot~l 
, , outturn 

•. 212.836 
%' 

17.368 179.920 32.916 , 15 19 in ...:. 1 Maderae 
z~E-< • 

~ ~ ~ IrKanakaVidU .. 
E-<~H ' 
~ "" ;!:l Nagarahalu :', 

~ e~ j Maede~ti' •. 

69.290 2.912 5.720 8.632 12.168 43:5:.14 

156.156, 

6,480 I 
69.146 

162.552 

64.324 

34,268 52,156 17. 134 25 6 

, . 

~..1 'l~indU~ 
Z 0 E=< Kavalur 
f!1~o 

I~IJ :::::::u 
.:; Ycllur 

Per.centage 

II.306 

97.5,,? 

6,480 

60.146 

37.0 39 

I' 

72 ,000 

I 
37.0 39 

58.656 158.028 6.838 

, '.. 6.480 4,826 1 

72•000 

4 

43 

·7 

12 

10 

5 

• . 93.89~ • • • • • • 63.042 • ; , 63.042 63.042 • • 63.o4Z 30•852 33 4 

• • 98.~:S6· ; -. • •• -' • • 97.3,CO " .". 97.360 , 97.3~~'.~. 97.300' I 826 '8 10 
1----' ---------~--'-.-.---,.-------'-----------

'·i.!39.248 78.344 9.3(0 ~704 1~2.42...L~~921~5I,93~1642.091 l .. 2N52 ~,739,643 t99.6051~1~ 

I 
(~? " II I loq) I (87 I ,,13 1 100) I (87 I Ij I' lOO) I /5.4% 

.. -.~.. I 12 !--':--I--:-'-'I--8s-I-:-:-I--'-'-I~ :~::E: 
Percentage of totpl outturn 8O]d 8f>%. Porcentage of total outtum un80ld 12%. 



TAB,LE VII. 

'N~mber of cultivators who ~old locaJly and in tbe market in· the early and late peri~ds. , . . . 

Number who Bold in the early period.. ~umber who Bold in the late pericx\ 

VILI~GES. I In the Village. In the Market. TotaL In the Village. In the Market.1 Total; 

t~; " Is.IM'IML.:~.ITotal. S·IM·IML1L·IT~ta~. s.I~'IML.IL.ITotal. S'IM.I?ru~:IL. Total S.IM'IM.LIL+ota~ s.~\M·IML:.ILITotal 
:.; 't1 Maderae .. 8 8 I .. ' 17 .... .. •• 1 •• 81 8 1.. I7 71102 18 5 19611 5 ~ 31,., 9 72107 21, 205 

! A J{an~vidu .. 52 78 8" 142 ... 2 •• 2 52 Ilo 8' 4 144 21 n 2 1 35.... .. .. .. 21 II 2 I 35 

~c:i Na~?:,~h..'\lu .. II 6 ~ 1 .• 18 I 2 .. 1 4 12 8 1 1 22 1617 4 .. 37\ x' •• 1 2. . 3 17 17' 6. • 40 

. =~:~=:: 2 .~I ::." .,5~::: ~: :~ :: .. ~ 3:::: .. 5 2:_::._:1:_: .::r: 2 .:.~ •• 72
: ::. ::~.: 

:r.ll ~~~iUt~ , .... 3~1 •••. 3········.. •• 3 •.•• 3 II 35 ~o: 2 58l.. ..•..• ,11 35 IO 2 58 

~A ~Koilku~tla .... 1 3.. 4.......... .. I 3 .. ' 4 3 32 13 3
1
' 51.... .. .~. . 3 32 13 '3 51 

~ '81 ..' - ..... "... t - 1--1-' 1-', -I--' f-I -- --1 
= ~ Dhormpadu ........ ~... .. .... .... •• .... ...... 27 7 21 36

1

.... .. "I" ", 27 7t 2 36 

~ I Yellur ...... !.... .... .... . .. .... .. .. I" 7 38, 19! 81 72,.... .. -," 7138 19; 8 72 

-------- ------.---~-r__---------- -,-Tota:f 73:991 13 41 189 I 4 .. ~ I 6 74103: 13 5: 195 15431.5) 79:211 569: 2 71 61 4' ~ 156322 8525 588 
. ------~-~------- ----r-----------

Per~ge'" I I . 1 97 ':~ 3 '1 I :roo,ll I 9711 I ~i 3 I I 100 

s= Small. M:=Medium. ML=Medium large~ .~ ... ~k&rge ... N. ,',)., >,~,t:',<" 

N., B.-There were no cultivators who Bold' p~~y1j1ii.f..ol.ily~!l~ and partly:iP.;.~h~,I!l~~~:i" 
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TABLE VIII. 

Crop picked in the Early Period and Amount sold 

in the Early Period . 

•• 
'Total l Amowit lpercentage Pickings Percentage 

outturn.[ in the of of of 
VILLAGES. early pickings to pickings ptcked 

period. total. ~ cropsold. ---
I I 

Lbs. Lbs. % Lbs·1 0/ 
/0 

.. 

Maderae .. 212,836 60,814 28 2,652 4 

Kanakavidu 67,964 . 67,964 100 66,040 97 

Nagarahalu .. 69,2gO 5°,9°8 73 8,632 17 

Maedehalu .. 164,866 130,156 79 1,872 1·4 

Chindukur 11,306 6,507 
. . . -57 .. .. 

Kavalur 72,480 62,080 86

1 

2.854 .. 5 
I 

Koilkurttla .. 48,426 42,400 87 5.654' 13 
c 

731 Dhomi~adu . 93.894 69,067 . . .. 
Yellur 98,186 78.934 80

1 .. .. ., 

I 
i 
I 

, 

I ------- ----
Total .. 839.248 568,830 681 87.7°4' 15 . I I 



COTTON FINANCE' AND MARKETING INQUIRY. 

MADRAS-"WESTERNS AND NORTHERNS TRACT." 

I927-28. 

Report on the Market Investigations. 
I.·-GENERAL. 

In the Western!l and Northerns tract of Madras there are no regulated 
cotton markets such as are to be found in Berar. The important district 

The markets and taluka headquarter towns, which have ginning and 
selected. pressing factories, serve as the cotton markets. For 

the purposes of the present investigations only two 
markets-and those the most important ones-were investigated, viz" 
Adoni (Bellary district-Westerns tract) and Nandyal (Kurnool district
Northerns tract). Each market however was examined for a considerable 
length of time, and in the busiest part of the season, when the arrivals of 
cotton were the highest, ranging from 100 to 300 carts per day. The following 
are some particulars about the investigations:-

Markets. Period of investigation. No. of days the No. of sellers 
market was examined. 

visited. 
Adoni (W) 16-4-28 to I4-5-28. 25 202 
Nandyal (N) 23-5-28 to 5-6-;-28. 14 174 

Total 39 376 

Adoni is the most important cotton market in the whole of the Wes~ 
terns and Northerns tract. This municipal town is the ~eadquarters of 
the Adoni taluka, and is !ituated on the main broad-gauge line of the 
M. & S. M. Rly. connecting Bombay ",ith Madras. Kapas and lint from the 
villages of the Adoni and the neighbouring talukas, as also from some of the 
villages in the Kurnool district and even in the Hyderabad State, come 
here for sale. The Westerns and Northerns tract is a "protected area" under 
the Cotton Transport Act III of I923 (as amended by Act XXXIV of I925) (a); 
but the import of cotton from outlying tracts without a special license is 
prohibited by rail and sea only and not by road. Hence it is that a good 
number of carts from the Nizam's Dominions find their way by road to Adoni, 
particularly as there is an excellent metalled road between Adoni and Raichur. 

Nandyal is the chief market in the Kurnool District. It is also a 
taluka headquarter town with a municipality. It is situated on the 
M. & S. M. Rly. metre g: uge line which runs East to West from Masulipatam 

(a) See Notificati( n of the Government of Madras, No. 344, dated 
18th NOVEmber 1925, issued in eXErcise ot the powers conferred 
upon Local Goyernments by Section 3' of the Cotton Transporc 
Act of 1923. 



and ~ezwada to Gadag'and Hubli. It is connected with both Bombay and 
Madras via Guntakal. It is more particularly a lint market, but it gets 
its supplies from the Kurnool District only, and p.ot from any outlying areas. . . 

As there are no regulated and organised cotton markets in the tract 
investigated, there are no market committees, no rules and bye-laws, no licensed 
Nature of the brokers or "dalalidars" as they are here called, no system 

Information of control over the conduct of sales and the charging 
obtained. of the market levies, deductions and allowances, no 

posting up of rates, no independent agency for settling 
disputes and no records of daily arrivals and sales in the market. The only 
information that was gathered was as regards the prevalent methods. oii 
transacting business in the market, and the recognised practices in the matter 
of deductions or levies. 

The market organisations at Adoni and Nandyal are not exactly alike, 
In Nandyal sales are almost exclusively on the forward contract system which 

is referred to later, while in Adoni, besides this system '6he ~a~~et there is also the system of spot purchases which is equally 
rgan sa on. important. At Nandyal there is no regular. market 

place where buyers and sellers may meet to strike bargruns, but at Adoni 
there is such a place. Again there are no arhatyas or brokers or 
dalalidars in. the Nandyal market, sellers coming into direct contact . 
with the buyers. But that class of middlemen does exist in Adoni and 
performs a useful role. 

The buyers at both the markets may be diVided into two sets: (x) agents 
of the big cotton finns like Messrs. Ralli Bros., Volkart Bros., the Bombay 
Cotton Co., Patel Bros., and several others. They are the purchasers of lint 
and rarely of kapas, and their purchases are mostly on the forward .. contract 
system. (ii) Secondly there are the town merchants, who are the purchasers 
of both kapas ,and lint, and both on the cOij.tract system and directly in the 
market. Likewise sellers are of two sorts: (a) Petty merchants from the 
villages and (b) cultivators; but the latter seldom come to the market. In 
between, at Adoni, come the dalalidars or brokers. There- is a large number 
of them at the Adoni market (because direct sales are of much importance 
here) and consequently there is keen competition among them to secure cus
tomers. A few dalalidars are men of substance. They have their shops 
in the town where they do trading and money lending on a small scale. They 
usually supply goods on credit to village traders and lend them money on 
easy terms (generally X2%), but always on the condition that the latter sell 
their produce-whether kapas, groundnut or grain-through or to them (the 
dalalidars). . . .-

There are two systems of _ purchase and sale' in the markets. One 
is the forward contract system, usually adopted by the big cotton finns. Their 
Th t f forward contracts are'usually made with the town mer-

e ~s em ~ chants who in their turn often make sub-contracts with 
pure a~e an the village traders. It is rarely that the big finns have 

_ sa e: their,own agents in the villages to make purchases locally 
there; and in this respect the system differs somewhat from the one in Sind 
or Middle Gujerat, The othEr system is that of buying ready Tc4pas or lint 



in the market. The principal buyers of this ready !wpas or lint are the town 
merchants. Sometimes ginowners and agents of the big firms also make 
direct purchases in the market. The exact modus operandi in the latter 
system as it obtains at Adoni may be briefly described:-

Carts begin to arrive from the early morping up to 10 or II a.m. and 
are parked at various places in the town where there may be shade and 
facility for drinking water. It is a serious defect in the market organisation 
at Adoni (and also at Nandyal) that there is no central place for the parking 
of carts, which consequently stand along the roadsides all over the town, there
by not only causing congestion to other vehicular traffic, but also rendering 
it difficult for buyers to find out how much cotton has arrived in the mark:et 
on that particular day. The pur~hasers and the dalalidars keep moving about 
the town examining samples. At about noon they meet at a common place, 
and the buyers give out their rates. The highest rate given out becomes the 
ruling rate for the day; but as the person'who has announced that rate is not 
bound to purchase all the cotton that has arrived, the rates invariably fall 
after a few carts have ,been sold. The rate is of course for the best quality. 
Through the instrumentality of dalalidars transactions are then settled bet
ween individual sellers and buyers according to the buyers' requirements. 
Carts are now taken to the compound of the purchasers and unloaded there. 
In the afternoon, at about 3 or 4 p.m. the parties meet again, and the contents 
of each cart and "borah" i.e. the bag or,carrier which contains the cotton (b) 
are examined to see if the bulk is according to the sample and that it' is of 
a uniform quality. If the buyer is satisfied with the' quality and evenness, 
the lot is "passed". If not, disputes commence and the buyer claims either 
deductions in weight or reduction of the rates fixed. The dalalidar acts 
as the mediator and decides mostly in favour of the buyer, though he no 
doubt pretends to put up a fight for the seller. If the seller is not agreeable 
to the deductions or reductions he can, of course, go away, but he rarely does 
so because it would obviously ,be inconvenient and risky to wait. overnight 
in the town with the loaded cart. On the dispute being se\tled, weighment 
takes place. Here also the seller has to contend against various cuts which 
the weighman and the buyer's recording clerk or mehta imposes. When the 
weighment is over, a memo is prepared, and payment is made to the dalali
'Jar, who after deducting his charges hands over the balance to the seller. 
This is done at such a late hour in the evening that the seller does not venture 
to leave for home at night with money in his hands. Consequently two 
days are taken in effecting the sale of a cartload in the market. 

No brokers are employed at Nandyal. At Adoni the employment of 
dalalidars or brokers is not obligatory upon the sellers. The latter may sell 
Employment of direct, and ~ould save commiss~on and some. oth~r 

b k charges by domg so. But there IS an apprehensIOn In 
,ro ers. the mind of the seller that without a dalalidar to champion 

him, he would be mulcted to a considerable extent in deductions and reduction, 
and that it would, on the whole, be unprofitable to do without a dalalidar. 

(b) The weight of the "borah" would vary considerably according to 
the contents, but it would average ~ hundred lbs. or about 200 
lIee". The "~orf)h" js ~oJIletiJIl~§i ell-lied the "dokf)rah". 
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There is also another reason for engaging a dalalidar. The buyers usually 
make payment at such a late hour that there isno time left to make purchases 
in the town. Dalalidars on the other hand give small advances called "bazaar 
advances" to the seller when the carts arrive and their services are engaged 
so that the seller is able to purchase all his requirements in the long interval 
that elapses after weighm~nt • is over and before the payment is made. More
over, big buyers never encourage selling without a dalalidar, if for no other 
reason than that the dalalidar brings with him several sellers, so that consider
able clerical work is saved. It is also more convenient to the buyer to make 
one single payment to the dalalidar for the total amount purchased through 
him, than to make many small payments to individual sellers who are mostly 
ignorant and require a lot of time-and words-to understand the calculation. 
It thus comes about that though a dalalidar, need not be engaged, the seller 
(particularly in Adoni) usually employs one. 

At neither of the markets do buyers employ dalalidars. There are 
some big firms who have no branches or regular agents at these markets 
and they make purchases through a class of commission agents, but these 
are quite distinct from the local dalalidars or brokers .. 

No rates are posted or announced in the market. But in Adoni, as 
already stated, the highest rate offered by any buyer becomes the ruling rate 

for the day. The buyers of course keep themselves 
Rates. in touch with the Bombay rates, but the sellers as a class 

are not concerned with those rates. Nor do Bombay daily rates regulate the 
local rates in the market, which depend entirely upon the competition among 
buyers which again is dependent upon each individual buyer'S contractual 
or other requirements or speculation. 

Weighment is done on beam scales mostly. Each "borah" or bag 
is suspended from one end, and the weights are hung down in a gunny bag 

Weighment. ~ from the other. At Adoni the weights used are maunds, 
dhadiams, and seers, the highest being 10 maunds and 

the lowest 3 seers. These are stone weights and are not certified; hence there 
is an opportunity for practising deception. At Nandyal the weights used 
are iron weights of 56Ibs., 281bs., I41bs., and so on downwards. At this market, 
weighment is satisfactory, and there are no complaints. 

The table of weights is the same at both the places :-

I M aund 4 dhadiams. 
I Dhadiam 12 seers. 

I Naga 12 maunds. 
I Kantlam 63 maunds. 

But at Adoni a "maund" is equal to 26 Ibs., while at Nandyal it is 
equal to 26 2/3 Ibs. 

The weighmen are the paid servants of the buyer; and they get be
tween Rs. 25 and Rs. 75 per month at Adoni, and between Rs. ~S and Rs. 30 
per JIlOntp. ilt Nandyal, when:' work js less heavy. . 



Dne of the most fertile sources of disputes in the m3.1'kets is the 
evil practice of mixing kapa8 of different qualities, or adulteration, which· 

is often indulged in by village tradesmen. Often these 
Disputes tradesmen have purchased kapas in the villages at highe,r· 

deductions and prices than would leave them a decent margin of profit; 
allowances. and they then either resort to adulteration or add impuri-

ties to increaSe weight. When these things are discovered the buyer naturally 
wants deductions in weight or reduction of the rate. Generally, to compen
sate for impurities deductions in weight are demanded; and to compensate 
for unevenness or inferior quality reduction of the rate fixed is insisted upon. 

,The above-mentioned are extra deductions which are claimed when 
there is a dispute. But in both the markets there are certain customary 
deductions which must be given whether there is a dispute or I:\ot, These 
are of three or four kinds and are noted below :-'-
At Adoni. 

Katakaty is the customary allowance of 6 seers per "borak'.' of kapas 
and 3 Beer8 per borak of lint, weighed and sold. This might be a charge for 
the services of the recording clerk 'Or mekta, and would then be analogous· 
to the mekta sukkadi taken in Middle Gujerat. Katakati is first deducted,. 
and the net weight only is put down in the recording book. 

Pecku is a deduction of !ths of a 8eer per maund of the gross weight 
to allow for dust and other impurities. . 

Samples: Some buyers and dalalidars take also a few seers from' each' 
burak for samples. A portion of this goes to the purchaser, and the rest 
to the dalalidar; and is generally utilised by each for payment as a bonus to 
his servants. 

At Nandyal. 
• No deductions are made when kapas is sold. In the case of lint, the 

following two deductions are usually made :-

Katakaty: 2 lbs. when the "borak" exceeds 100 lbs-; otherwise I lb. 

Wastage in pressing: 61 lbs. per every 400 lbs. are deducted for this 
item. It is not quite clear why the seller should give this allowance; but 
there is apparently no complaint on this score.' , 

In connection with disputes, it- may be stated that'there is ;no impar
tial (or independent agency for the settlement of disputes. ",The dalaliilar,' 
where there is one, acts as a mediator, as already stated. Wh,ere there is' 
no dalalidarthe parties are left to settle between·themselves as best they c;av. .... 
and' it is not· to be wondered at that the buyer has generally the best 'of the 
argument;) " 

.. At :Nandyal it is not customary to levy any charges on sale. In rare 
clI:ses, w~#l ~he market rates ~ave ~allen co~siderably below the forward con

'e t '. fract rates the. buyer, I.e .• town ·.merchant, gets, we are 
" . ~8 omary· told, a commission of about Re. I per bale (400Jbs.) . .from 

c arges. the village trader. 
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. At Adoni there are several kinds of charges levied, both on lint and 
on' kapas sales. These are:-

(I) Weighing charges.-The buyer deducts from I to I! annas;per 
"borah". 

(2) Dalali :or commission. The dalalidar takes his commission per 
cart or per "borah", but not on the actual weight, or the actual money the 
seller gets. This is unfortunate, as it makes him indifferent to the interests 
of the seller. It does not matter to him whether the seller has to give deduc
tions of a few seers more or less, or receives a few rupees more or less; his 
commission is the same. He usually takes Re. I per cart-load of kqpas, and 
Rs. 2 per cart of lint. If the cart is not fully loaded, 6 ann as are charged 
per "borah" of kapas, and 12 annas per borak of lint. 

(3) Dharma or charity: Some buyers deduct ! anna per borah ot' 
kapalJ and !ths of an anna per borah of lint, for dharma. Other buyers do' 
not. But all dalalidars levy this charge. 

(4) Stamp.-I anna on the whole bill. The buyer 31ways takes a 
stamped receipt for the money paid, whether to the dalalidar or the seller 
direct. The dalalidar in his turn should give stamped receipts to the indivi-' 
dual sellers, but he generally does not do so, and takes the anna for his clerical 
work though the charge is still called "stamps". 

. (5) Vattam,-Thisis a commission taken by the party paying, if the 
seller wants coin instead of notes. This varies from 2 to 8 annas per Rs. 100. 
This, of course, is not a special charge in the case of cotton sales; but it is 
the general practice in the market everywhere to take a commission for encash
ing currency notes particularly those of large denominations. 

(6) Battara or "borah"-hire: Some dalalidars supply "borahs" or bags 
to the village traders to bring the kapas or lint in, and charge for their hire 
at the rate of 4 to

L
6 ann as per "borah". . . 

. (7) Ins'Urance.-A couple of dalalidars, who have godown accommo
dation, charge 2 ann as per "borah" as insurance 5barge, if the borah is stored 
there. / 

In all cases of spot purchase ,payments are made very promptly as a 
rule. If th,er.e{sa dalalidar, the buyer makes the payment 

Payments. to ~l';/ and if there is no dalalidar he pays .. to the seller 
diTtct. 

I 

Payments .~e· generally made at a very late hour, sometimes even at 
9 p.m. and this is a great inconvenience to the seller. In cases where kapas. 
or lint is delivered in part fulfilment of a contract the full payment is not 
made till,the last instalment has been delivered . 

. At Nandyal there is sufficient storage accommodation in the com-. 
pounds of the ginning factories, and kapas or lint may be stored there on; 

sellers' account. At Adoni, besides the ginning factories, 
Storage and there are one or twodalalidars who havegodownS where 

advances kapas or lint may be stored. But Adoni is mostly' a 
against deposit market for ready crop, ana the stuff brought here is sold 
the same day. 
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Where lint or kapas has not actually been sold he may give to the 
seller an advance up to 60% of the approximate valuQ of the goo& stored iR 
his compound. This is an advance for a very short period only and no 
interest is charged. • 

No records are kept of arrivals or sales at either of the markets, and 
consequently it is not possible to state the exact number 

Arrivals and of traders and of growers who resorted to the markets. 
sales. As a rule, however, the number of growers visiting 

the markets is comparatively small, and this is more so in Nandyal. 

Both Adoni and Nandyal are more important as lint markets than 
Lint sales. as markets for kapas. . 

There are no co-operative sales societies at either . of the two 
Sales Societies. markets. 

The railway communications to and from Adoni and Nandyal have 
been referred to in the introductory paragraph. There are also excellent 

metalled roads leading to each of the markets from the 
Transport and surrounding country. Adoni has three: one from Raichur, 

communications. one from Sirugappa, and the third from Bellary via Alur. 
At or near Nandyal, six metalled roads meet, one from Kurnool, one from 
Banganapalle, one from Cuddapah, and three others from less known places. 
The means of communication leading to the markets are therefore quite ample. 

The general conclusions on the market inquiry are. as foliows :-

(I) There are no regulated and organizedrnarkets in the Westerns 
and Northerns tract of Madras and the important centres 
which may be called "markets" are very few . 

• (2) The Westerns and Northerns tract is a "protected area" under 
the Cotton Transport Act III of 1923, but as import is prohibited 
only by rail and sea, a. certain number of kapris and lint carts 
do come in by road from outlying tracts and from the Nizam's 
Dominions. 

(3) Sales in the two. important markets Adoni and Nandyal (and 
particularly in the latter) are chiefly on the forward contract 
system. 

(4} At Adoni where considerable sales of ready kapas or lint take 
place there is no regular market place where carts may be 
parked. They stand all over the town and consequently cause 
much congestion on the roads and much inconvenience to t4e 
parties in having to move about hither and'thither. 

(5) At Nimdyal sellers sell direct. At Adoni they mostly employ 
dalalidars or brokers who play an important part in the sales 
transaction. i'he employment oljdalalidars is not obligatory 
put it. js·fouI}d to be unprofitabJ~ not to engage one. 
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(6) Weighment at Adoni seems to be seriously defective. Stone 
weights, uncertified by any authority, are used; the weighman 
is the paid servant of the buyer; and there is considerable 
dissatisfaction amongst the sellers in the weighing itself. 

(7) Rates are not posted or announced. The highest rate offered 
by any buyer becomes the ruling rate for the day. Daily 
Rates depend entirely upon the local demand which depends 
upon each individual buyer's contractual or other requirements 
or speculation. . 

(8) Disputes frequently arise at Adoni, owing to adulteration or impu
rities and either weight-deduction or rate-reduction is claimed. 

(g) In each market it is customary to give certain deductions in 
weight. They are :-

At Adoni.-Katakaty : 6 seers per "borah" of kapas ; and 3 seers 
of lint. 

Pechu: !seer per maund (to allow for impurities). 
Samples: a few seers are sometimes take~. 

At Nandyal: Katakaty: 2lbs. per borah (I lb. if borah is less 
than 100 lbs.) 

Wastage in pressing: 611bs. per 400 lbs. 

(10) At Nandyal there are no customary market charges 01: levies 

(Il) 

(12) 
(13) 

(14) 

.. in cash. At Adoni there are a few :-
Weighing charges: I to It anna per "borah." 
Dalali: Re. 1; per cart load of kapas; Rs. 2 of lint. 
Dharma or charity: 1 to ! anna per borah. 
Stamp: I anna. 
Vattatf!:: (for encashing currency notes) : 2 to 8 annas per 

RS.IOO. 
Battara or borah hire: 4 to 6 annas per borah. 
Insurance: 2 annas per borah. 

The dalalidar takes· his commission on the cartload of borah ; and 
not on the cash the seller receives. Consequently he is often 
indifferent to the interests of the seller in the matter of deduc
tions. 

Storage accommodation is adequate. 
The markets are on important railway lines 

sufficient number of good metalled roads 
market. 

and there is a 
leading to each 

On the whole it appears that the establishment at Adoni of a 
regulated and organized cotton market-with provision for 
a suitable market place for the licensing of dalalidars, for regula
ting the charging of levies and deductions, for independent 
weighment, for am. impartial agency to .settle disputes, and for 
general control all over-would be a great benefit to the sellers. 
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II.-INV~'.fIGATIONS :MADE I.N EACH MARKET. 

The results, of the investigations made in the two markets Adoni 
and Nandyal are shown in the summarized statements given below. All the 
results are shown in Statement No. I, except the rates, which for convenience 
of presentation have been shown separately in Statement No. H. 

As regards statement No. I, two points require to be cleared. The 
first is the large number of sellers in Nandyal whose accounts were not 
settled the same day. This is because those sellers were makirig deliveries 
by instalments of the amount they had contracted to supply. In such 
cases full payment for the instalment is generally not made the same day 
it is delivered but running accounts are kept, and payment made at the 
end. The other point is with regard to the customary weight deductions. 
In Adoni all the 202 sellers had to give the deductions, and both for Katakaty 
and for Pechu (which are explairied in the report). In Nandyal the 23 sellers 
.shown in Statement I gave both Katakaty and the "allowance for wastage 
in pressing." , 

,As regards Statement No. H, the rate for White Northerns of Rs. 250 
per Khandi of 500 lbs. of lint is comparatively slightly higher than the other 
rate of Rs. 202 shown just above which would be equivalent to Rs. 240 for 
500 Ibs. of lirit. This is because in the former case the ginning and pressing 
charges were borne by the seller himself.-
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GENERAL STATEMENT- No'. I. 

Summary of the results of the investigations. 

Names of the markets. 

Period during which the markets were 
. investigated. 

Number of days each market was visited 

t 
Growers 

Number of sellers examined Traders 
. Total 

Adoni. 

16th April to 
14th May 1928. 

25 

79 
123 
202 

-Nandyal. 

23rd May to 
5th June 1928 

I4 

136 
38 

174 

Approximate total quantity sold 465.634 lbs. 1.239 3371bs. 
(in terms of Xapas). 

Quantity sold as Kapas 234.338 lbs. 296.9':33 lbs. 

Quantity sold as Lint 231.296 lbs . 
. . =57.824 lbs. 

of lint. 
Number of sellers. whose accounts were 

-not settled the same day 2 

Number of sellers who submitted to 
deductions in weight as a result of 
disputes 

Number of sellers who submitted to the 
customary market deductions in weight 

Number of sHIers who gave samples 

Number of sellers who paid the custo-
mary market charges or levies in cash. 

Weighing charges 

Dalali 
Dharma 

Stamp 
VaUam 

Borah-hire 
Insurance 

L _ s 

45 

202 

XII 

193 

129 
125 
201 

40 

17 
24 

942,404 lbs. 
=235,601 lbs. 

of lint. 

Nil. 

23 

Nil. 

( No cash ) 
levies in Nandyal 
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GENERAL STATEMENT No. 11. 

Rates. 

The normal rates obtaining in the markets during the period they 
were visited are·.:-

At Adoni. 
Per "N aga" of 12 md&. of Kapas. 

Cambodia Rs. 50! =Rs. 4.2 per maund. 
Selected varieties (from Govern-

ment farm seed) Rs. 45 =Rs. 3.75 " 

Mungari Rs.46 =Rs. 3.83 .. 
Hingari Rs.43-44 =Rs.3·66 . 

. At Nandyal. 
Per "Kantlam" of 63 maunda of Kapas. 

Cambodia RS.270 =Rs. 4.3 per maund. 
Selection No. 1;4 Rs.270-'/.72 =Rs.4.3 .. 
Red Nort'Mrns. Rs. 228-240 =Rs. 3.7 " 
White Northerns 

{ 

Rs. 250-255 =Rs. 4 .. 
Rs. 202 (if seed is to be returned 

to seller). 

Rate per Khandi of 500 Iba. of lint. 

White Nonherm Rs. 250. 
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INDIAN CENTRAL COTI"ON COMMITTHB. 

REPORT OP THE SPECIAL SUB COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY THE 
INDIAN CENTRAL COTTON COMMITTEE TO CONSIDER THE RESULTS OP 
INVESTIOATIONS INTO THE FINANCE &. MARKETING OP CULTIVATORS' 
COTTON. 

The investigation into the finance and marketing of the cultivators' 
cotton crop in the Punjab was carried out under the 'aegis' of the Standing 
Board of Economic Enquiry (Rural Section) Punjab which financed the work 
in one of the four centres selected. The enquiry was conducted under the 
direct supervision of D. P. Johnston, Esq., LA.S., Professor of AgJ;iculture, 
Lyallpur, an~ the results were summarized and written up by him .. 

• Thirtythree villages were studied, eight in each of the districts selected 
with n4le in Rohtak, and I820 cultivators were interrogated. 

The following are the principal fin~ngs:-

(1) SI.3% of the I820 cultivators recorded borrowed money which 
was taken before or at the beginning of cultivation operations. 

(2) The amount borrowed per head pf borrowers was Rs. 628/-. 

(3) As in the other investigations, credit to proprietors is more easily 
obtained and the amount of debt is much higher amongst them 
than amongst tenants, being Rs. 8I8/- per head ·of proprietor 
debtors and Rs. 4I2/- per head of tenant debtors . 

. (4) 68% of the sums borrowed were taken from Sowcars, 8.8% were 
advanced by Co-operative Societies, I6.9% by Zamindars, 
3% by relatives and 3% by artis. 

(S) 67% of the loans were taken at 20% interest or less, 27% at bet
ween 20% and 30% and 6% at over 30% interest. 

(6) 72% of the crop was sold in the villages, the chief purchaser be
ing the village ban·ia who bought 83.4%. The rest was bought 
by gin-owners through commission agents. 

(7) Village sales are preferred to sales in the market because (J) the 
inconvenience of taking the produce to market; (iJ) the lack 
of accurate information about rates; (iii) the suspicion arous
ed owing to the secret settling_of rates; ,(iv) the artis· act chiefly 
in the interests of the buyers; and (v) vandhas-disputes re
sulting in deductions are agreeq to by the arti without the con
sent of the seller, 
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(8) There are no regulated and organized markets in the Punjab. 
Kapas tS eit~er sold in the ordinary markets or in the ginneries. 

(9) Sales are effected through art~8 who enter into a bargain \\,ith 
the buyers under cover. Contract sales are common in the 
Multan District. 

(IO) 26% of the carts brought to market on the days investigations 
were made beloriged to growers and 74% were brought by 
village banias or traders. 

(n) In Chak Jhumra market in the Lyallpur District 50% of the 
Kapas was brought by growers. Here the artis work in the sel-_ 
lers' interests and no deductions are permitted after the rate 
has been fixed. 

(12) Vandhas or disputes are common in the other markets and deduc- . 
tions up to 12 annas a maund are often imposed. 

(13) Weighment is usually done on beam scales and with pucca weights 
so that no complaints were received regarding false weights. 

(14) Market charges fluctuate between annas -/13/- in Sonepat to 
Rs. 3/8/- per cent. in Lyallpur where a ginning 'pool' worked 
successfully in the interests of the buyers. 

Having given careful consideration to the findings in the report. we 
_ are of opinion that the following recommendations should be forwarded to 
the Government of the Punjab:-. -

(I) More Co-operative Credit Societies should be formed to provide 
cheaper money for the growers. 

(2) Efforts should be made to organize Co-operative Sale Societies. 

(3) The establishment of open regulated markets based on those in 
Berar with the modifications incorporated in the Bombay Cot
ton Markets Act is desirable. 

(4) The Government of the Punjab should institute an enquiry into 
the effect of ginning and pressing 'pools' on ginning and pres
sing rates and measures should be devised to check this ten
dency if it is found -that the grower is obtaining less for his pro
duce in consequence. 
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COTTON FINANCE ENQUIRY. 

THE PUNJAB. 

1927-28. 

SUMMARY* OF THE VILLAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

r. FINANCE. 

(I) There was very little difficulty in obtaining finance in the PUn~ 
jab cotton areas, particularly in those which are under perennial irrigation; 

(2) Out of 1820 cultivators recorded, 934 or 51.3% took ·advances, 
the highest percentage being for the Multan district (76.5%) and the lowest 
for the Rohtak district (32.8%) where there is little facility for borrowing. 

(3) Advances were taken 'at or before the commencement of culti
vation operations, and no further advances were needed at harvest time or 
afterwards, the land assessment and irrigation charges which fell due about 
the middle of December being paid out of the sale proceeds of the early pick
ings .. 

(4) Nearly one-fifth of" the loans are reported to have been taken for 
marriage expenses. 

(5) The total amount borrowed was Rs. 586,858 giving an average 
figure of Rs. 322 per head of the total number of cultivators recorded, and 
Rs. 628 per head of borrowers. The average is highest for the Multan d is~ 
trict (viz. Rs. 591 and Rs. 773 respectively) and lowest for the l..yallpur dis
trict (viz. Rs. 185 and Rs. 438 respectively.) 

(6) The borrowing per acre of the cultivated area is only Rs. 14 (or 
Us. 27 for the area of the borrowers only). The index of borrowing i.e. the 
percentage of the amount borrowed'per acre to the average value of the out· 
turn per acre: 3461bs. at Rs. 13 per mauna (80 lbs.) is therefore roughly 25. 

(7) 61% of the tenants borrowed and 42% of the proprietors. The 
incidence of debt per head is much greater in the case of proprietors than 
in the case of tenants, being Rs. 393 for all proprietors (Rs. 818 for proprie
tor-debtors), and Rs. 234 for all tenants (Rs. 412 for tenant-debtors). 

(8) 59.2% of the borrower~ took advances from the sowcar only, 
8.5% from Co-operative ~cieties, 13% from zaminaars, 2% from relatives, 
and only 1.7% from the ar/i, while 15.7% borrowed from more than one 
source. The amounts were advanced as follows: by the sowcar 68.1%, 
by Co-operative Societies 8.8% (chiefly to proprietors), by zamindars 16.9%, 

• Prepared by lIrr.K. J. KImUlbata, M.A .. LL.B. Temporary Economist, Indian Central 
Cotton Committee. 
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. by relatives 3%, by the ani 3% (mostly ip Lyallpur), and by others 0.5%. 
It is clear then that the 80wcar is by far and away the principal financier 
of the cultivators, and that Co-operative Societies have a wide field for work. 

(9) There were many complaints about the rates of interest though 
compared to Sind they were very low and compared with other places they 
were moderate. 67% of the loans were obtained at 20% interest or less; 
27% at between 20 and 30% interest, and only 6% (chiefly in Multan) at 
over 30%. On 7.7% of the loans no interest was charged. 

n. SALES. 

(1) 90% of the outturn was sold, and 10% remained unsold at the 
close of the investigation (about 31st. January 1928). 

(2) Of the 10% remaining unsold, 4.5% was stated to be for local 
consumption and 5.5% was being held up in the expectation of higher prices. 
On this last point the district percentages vary considerably, being 10% in 
Lyallpur, 4% in Multan and Lahore and nil in Rohtak. 

(3) It has not been possible to calculate for the whole inquiry the 
percentage of crop sold in the second period. to that picked in the same pe
riod, as the limits of the second period vary widely in the four districts. 75% 
of the outturn was sold in the third period (commencing from 1St. January 
1928-in Rohtak from 1st December 1927) and 10% was unsold, thus leav
ing about 15% as having been sold early. Late sales are therefore about five 
times as heavy as early sales in the Punjab cotton area. 

-( 

(4) The first pickings began early in October (except in Multan where 
they began early in November), and the early period therefore covered nearly 
t\\-o to three months. As only about 15% of the outturn was sold in the 
early period, this would indicate that the extent of holding up the crop until 
a later date was very considerable in the Punjab. 

(5) 72% (jf the crop was sold in the villages. Lyallpur shows the 
highest percentage of market sales (31.4%). 

(6) The chief purchaser was the village bania who took 83.4% of the 
crop sold. Ginowners purchased the remainder through commission agents. 

(7) Only in a few cases were the prevailing rates ascertained by the 
sellers before sale, and this was done chiefly through the medium of the vil
lage shopkeeper or the 8Owcar. 

(8) There is no storage accommodation of any kind in the villages, 
the crop being kept by the cultivator in his own home or fields. 



(9) The preference for local sales over sales in the market was said 
to be due to the following: 

(a) the inconvenience of taking the produce to the market; 

(b) no accurate information about rates in the market; 

(c) prices being settled under cover in the markets; 

(d) the artis acting chiefly in the imyer's interests; and 

(e) 'lJandhas or disputes resulting in deduction which are agreed to 
by the arti, often without seller's consent. 

(10) There does not appear to be any lack of communications or trans
port facilities from the villages to th~,neighbouring markets. 

--_ ...... --
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COTTON FINANCE INQUIRY. 

THE PUNJAB. 

SUMMARY* OF THE MARKET INVESTIGATIONS. 

(X) There are no regulated and organised cotton markets in the Pun
jab, the kapas being sold in the ordinary markets and then brought to the 
ginneries for weighment, or taken directly to the ginneries for sale. 

(2) There is no system of control in the market. At some places there 
is a Parwhayat of the people interested in the cotton trade,the rules laid 
down by which are generally obeyed. 

(3) The general system of sale is that the seller employs an arti to 
negotiate sales for him and the arti enters into a bargain with the buyer under 
cover, so that the seller remains completely ignorant of what has taken place 
till weighment commences. In the Multan markets auction sales of kapas 
(especially of the big Zamindars) also take place at intervals of a few days. 
In the same district, besides the system of the direct sales, there also exists 
a system of contract sales with the price either fixed or not fixed. In the lat
ter case the seller has the option of fixing the prices on any day within the 
contract period, the price so fixed being that which the buyer is 
quoting generally in the market on that day. 

(4) There are no records of arrivals or sales kept at any of the 
markets. 

( 

(5) On the days investigations were made, 792 carts (26%) were 
brought to the market by cultivators _aI),d. 2245 carts (74%) were brought 
by village banias or petty traders; 23% - of the amount marketed 
was brought by cul~ivators and 77% by village banias. 

(6) In Chak Jhumra market in the Lyallpur District 50% of the kapas 
was brought by growers. This is because the sellers get much better treat
ment from the arlis than elsewhere. There is a league of arlis working in the 
sellers' interests. The kapas is unloaded in front of the artis' shop and every 
opportunity given to the buyers to inspect it, and no deductions are after
wards permitted. The extra cost of unloading and reloading is borne by the 
sellers; but even then it pays them much better than taking the kapas direct 
to the ginneries where heavy deductions are forced upon them. This clearly 
suggests one way of avoiding the disputes so frequent everywhere. 

(7) Vandhas or disputes occur very frequently, resulting in a reduc
tion of the rates by 2 to x~ annas per maund. Buyers were said to agree 

• Prepaled by Mr. K. J. Kbawbat&. M.A., LL.B. T4Iwporary Eoonomist, Indian 
Central Cotton Committee. 
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to high rates at first, and then, when the crop was half weighed out and mixed 
up with the buyers' other purchases, to raise disputes. There is no impartial 
agency for the settlement of disputes. 

(8) The rates varied very. little this year. The average rat~s for 
dui cotton (which occupied 7S% of the area under cotton) were Rs. 12-10-0 
per fll(lUnd of 40 Beers in November, Rs. rr-14-o in December and Rs. 12-13-0 
in January. The rates for American cotton were Rs. 14-14-0 Rs. 14-12 and 
Rs. IS-II-O respectively. There was a decline in December (particularly for 
desi) and a recovery again in January. These market rates were a rupee or 
so higher than those paid in the villages. 

(9) . There are no regular storage facilities in the markets, except in 
the Multan district where shop-keepers and commission agents store in their 
godowns cotton on seller's account. 

(xo) Direct sales are as far as possible preferred to. obtaining advances 
on deposit of the 'kapas. . 0 

(rr) Weighment is done at the ginning factories on beam balances 
and with pucca weights. The weighmen an~ employed byartis, and kapas 
is weighed out in lots of half a f"Mund (i.e. 20 seers-40 Ibs.) There was 
some complaint (in one of the Multan .markets) about weights being made 
heavier by the attachment of iron rings. 

(12) The ordinary market charges come to between 13 annas (in 
Sonepat, Rohtak District) and Rs. 3-8-0 (in LyaUpur), the average being 
Rs. 2-S-0. These include:-

Adat. Re. t to Re. 11- per cent of the sale proceeds. 
Weighing and labour charges-s to IS annas ~er cent. of sale 

proceeds. 

Dkarmao 6> Gowskala ! to 11 annas per cent of sale proceeds. 

Karta (allowance in weight to cover los~ due to dampness, admixture 
of leaf, dust &c.) i to ! seer per tnaound, or 9 annas to Rs. 1-5-0 
per Rs. 100/-. 

SampleS-I to 3 seers per cart. 

Ckangar (Labour employed to unload carts for weighment) I seer 
per cart. 

"Mutkis" (or a "handful") occasionally given to the servants e.g. 
sweeper, waterman etc. 

The seller in some cases also pays to the buyer's dalal dalaU and 
shagirdi (allowance to dalal's apprentices) at the rate of one to ' 
four annas per Rs. xoo-, 0 0 • 
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. (13) All' charges are paid by the arti and deducted from the sale pro-
ceeds. . 

(14) Co-operative commission shops charge a fixed rate ofadat in each 
mandi, and this as a rule is less than the arti's. 

(IS) In many markets the artis are paid by both sides. Their inter
ests are thus divided, and they usually lean in favour of the buyers. Such 
a practice cannot but militate against the interests of the sellers. 

(16) Payments are made very promptly by the artis though they them
selves do not always receive prompt payment from the buyers. 

(I:7) "Purchasing pools" of ginners, who are the chief buyers, did not 
function satisfactorily this year except at Lyallpur. There are in most mar
kets more ginning factories than are required,· and efforts to form pools are 
being made everywhere. These pools are detrimental to the sellers' inter
ests, as will be seen from the fact that in Lyallpur the rates were lower and 
the deductions higher than anywhere else. 

(18) Communications to the markets are fairly satisfactory. All the 
Markets except Chunian (Lahore District) are situated on a railway line. and 
there are good pucca and kutcha roads leading into the interior. 
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·'Report on An Investigation into the Finance and Marketing of 
Cultivators' eott.on in the Puniab."-1927=28. 

INTRODUCTION. 

This is a report of an inquiry initiated by the Indian- Central Cotton 
Committee for the purpose of obtaining celitain specific information- with 
regard to the finance and marketing of cultivators' cotton in the Punjab. 

. Similar inquiries conducted in the previous year in Bombay and the 
-Central Provinces having produced information of great value to the Com
lmittee, they expressed a wish to have a similar inquiry conducted in the 
-Punjab. The Director of Agriculture favoured the proposal and agreed to 
,conduct the inquiry on the same lines as those followed in the previous year 
in Khandesh and Berar. To enable him to do so the Committee placed a 
-sum of Rs. 5,000/- at his disposal. 

After careful consideration of all the factors involved, it was decided 
that the inquiry should be co~ucted in the Districts of LyaUpur, Multan 

.and Lahore all important cotton growing tracts where a variety of condi

. tions prevail. 

About the time the Indian Central Cotton Committee suggested that 
·this inquiry should be conducted in the Punjab the Board of Economic In:' 
·quiry, Punjab, (Rural Section), had been considering a somewhat similar 
inquiry with regard to wheat, cotton and other crops. On learning of the 

-Cotton Committee's proposal the Board discussed the subject and decided 
that they would like similar information collected for one of the South Eas-
tern Districts of the Province,. as they felt that conditions thet'e were not on 
.a par with those prevailing in any of the other three districts selected for the 
inquiry. The Board accordingly resolved that a sum of Rs. I,700 /- should 
be put at the disposal of the Director of Agriculture if he could arrange to 

. add a fourth district in the South East of the Province. With the approval 
of Government, the investigations were extended to include an inquiry in 
~ohtak District. 

The object of the inquiry was to ascertain how each cotton grower is 
financed at various stages during the production of the crop, to find. out 

exactly what happens as far as these finaIlcial transac
Object of Inquiry. tions are concerned from the time his cotton is ready 

for picking until h~ receives final payment for it, and 
-to ascertain to what extent he is hampered by lack of finance in disposing 
-of his crop- to the best advantage. 

The Director of Agriculture undertook to arrange for all the staff 
-needed for both inquiries and deputed Mr. D. P. Johnston, LA.S., 
tI . tl tI St ff Professor of Agriculture, Lyallpur, to act as officer 

nves ga on a. in personal charge of the work. 
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Eight agricultural assistants were selected as investigators. Foul'" 
of these were men with some years' service to their credit in the Agricultural 
Department and who had a good local knowledge of the districts in which 
they were being deputed to work. The other four were Agricultural Gra
duates fresh from College. These latter were placed to work, one under each 
of the senior men at the four selected centres. There were thus two inves
tigators in each district. 

During the marketing period eight other assistants of the Muqaddam 
type were specially recruited to assist in the work. One of these men was 
posted with each Assistant to ~enable him to keep trace of all carts of cotton 
coming for sale to the markets. These latter were men who had completed. 
the six months Vernacular Training Course in Agriculture at the Punjab Agri
cultural College, Lyallpur. 

The four senior agricultural assistants were placed on leave and given 
an allowance of Rs. 100 j- per montl;l in addition to their- leave pay. The

. juniors who had just been recruited to the' Depart
Pay and Allowances ment were placed on Foreign Service and paid at 

of Investigators. the rate of Rs. 100 j- per month. The Muqaddallut 
"\\-ere paid at the rate of Rs. 25 j- p. m. while employ

ed, i. e. during the marketing period only. 

All investigators were paid travell~g' allowance according to Govern~ 
tnent Rules except that they were not given any halting allowance for periods 
spent in villages or markets. The muqaddams were similarly treated receiv-
ing travelling allowance according to their grade. . 

For purposes of convenience the work of inquiry was separated int!). 
Method of conduct- two sections; viz. 

ing Inquiry. 

Part 1.. . Village Inquiry. 
Pl..rt II... Marketing Inquiry. 

To elicit the necessary information two separate questionnaires pre
vIously drawn up by the Indian Central Cottort Committee, one for each sec
tion nc-ted above, were modified to suit local conditions, and were used by the 
in vestiga tors. 

A copy 'of each of these questionnaires is attached, vide Appendices 
A and B. A perusal of these questionnaires will make clearer the nature and 
extent of the inquiry than is possible in this short note. 

The inquiry in all districts commenced on the 15th August 1927 and. 
continued until the middle of February-a period 'of six months. During 

that time four visits were paid to' each village under 
Period of Inquiry investigation. These 'visits cdncided roughly with 

the following dates:-lst period, 15th August to 15th 
September; 2nd period, 30th. Septembp.r to 25th October; 3rd. period, 
1st December to 20th December; 4th period, 7th January to 31st January. 
In the intervals between visits to Villages the marketing inquiry part of the 
work was carried on. , A list of the markets selected is given in Part Ir. 
of the report. 
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It was not possible with the limited funds available to conduct 
an inquiry of an extensive nature. An endeavour was therefore made 

to select in each district villages which were, 
Districts and Villages as far as possible, representative of local condi
selected for Inquiry. tions. A glance at Appendix C will show 

that the villages selected represent variot;ls 
creeds and types of cultivators. 

The distances of the selected villages from markets varied from 2 to 
16 miles. Some were located on unmetalled and others on metalled roads, 
so as to include all means of communicatiOITs and methods of transport. 

Eight villages were selected in each district, except in Rohtak, ~here 
nine were taken, as the area under cotton there was less than in the other 
districts. 

As the inquiry naturally falls mto two sections, viz. (r) Finance, and 
Sub-divisions (2) Marketing, the report deals with each se<;tion sepa-

of Inquiry rately. 

All that concerns the production of the crop unt.il it is ready for mar
keting is dealt with in Part r.; while all that concerns marketing, the 
systems practised, deductions made, etc, are dealt with in Part n. 

All answers to questions were recorded by investigators at the time of 
inquiry in questionnaire books specially provided for the purpose. On the 

completion of the work in each district, the 
Summarising the investigators tabulated the village data in special 

Information obtained forms designated "Cultivators Sheets," while the 
information collected in the markets was .similarly 

tabulated in forms called "Marketing Sheets." The data on these sheets 
were then summarised, and the main conclusions are noW set forth. 
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PART I. 

As previously stated particular care was taken to select villages as 
representative of the various districts as possible. 

Particulars of villages Full information with· regard to the cultivators 
selected for Inquiry. and conditions in each of the 33 villages selected 

is contained in Appendix C. 

In Lyallpur and Multan Districts all the holdings dealt with were 
irrigated from perennial canals, while in Lahore and Rohtak there was both 
canal and well irrigation and also a little barani (rain-fed) cultivation. 

The cultivators included most classes and creeds, some enjoying a re
putation for good and others for indifferent husbandry. Those in the Colony 
Districts were drawn from most (If the older districts of the province. 

A$ the Multan inquiry was conducted in the only perennially irrigated 
tahsil of that district the conditions are not altogether representative of the 
remainder of the district. Similarly in Rohtak the inquiry was mostly con
fined to irrigated lands. In Lyallpur and Lahore the results may be assumed 
to be fairly representative. 

Sketch maps giving the location of selected villages with respect to 
markets, roads, canals, etc. are attached.· 

The number of cultivators dealt with in each of the various villages 
Num ber of Cu Itlvators is given below-Statement I. The total for 

dealt with In each District. all districts is 1820. 

STATEMENT 1. ,. 
LYALLPUR. MULTAN. , 

Name of 
Village. 

197 R. B. 
263 R. B. 
213 R. B. 
IJO J. B. 

2 J. B. 
43 G. B. 

282 G. B. 
67 G. B. 

\ 

Number of 
Cultivators. 

Total. 

68 
100 
58 
73 
37 
46 
70 

93 

545 

• Not Printed. 

r 
Name of 
Village. 

17- 8. R. 
78-15. L. 
93-10. R. 

XI3-IO. R. 
XI5- 5. L. 
105-15. L. 

\ 

Number of 
cultivators. 

7- 9. Hanuman Garh 
Jiwandsingh Wala 

. 49 
30 
54 
29 
70 

58 
60 
29 

379 
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STATEMENT l:.:-Contd. 
LAHORE. ROHTAK. 

r-
Name of 

Village. 
Chak 6 Alipore. 
Baban Khai. 
Bukkanke. 
Chak 4 Abadi Janubi 
Sham Kot Kuhna. 

Number of 
Cultivators. 

87 
'16. 
44· 
64. 
38. 

Joya. . 
Chak 58 Fauji Grantees. 

29· 
33· 

Ghanyeke .. 61. 

Total 372 • 

r---------------------. 
Name of Number of 
Village. Cultivators. 

Thana' Khurd. 32• 
Selana. lII. 
JJarhi Ujale Khan. 4, 
Bhalaut. US. 
Pahrawar. 54. 
Pai 30 • 
Rana Kheri. 46• 
Bhainswan :Khurd. 55. 
Lahli. 6g. 

STATUS OF CULTIVATORS. 

Statement 2 shows the number of proprietors and tenants dealt with 
in each district. . 

SEATEMENT' 2 . 

Proprietors. . . Both' Proprietors. Tenants. 
Name of , , and Tenants. , , 
District. Num- Percent- , , Num- Percen-

ber. age. Number. Percentage. • ber. tage. 
Lyallpur 271 49·7 79 14·4 195 35.8 
Multan. 128 33·7 37 9·7 214 56.5 
Lahore 154 41.4 90 24·2 128 34·4 
Rohtak. 323 61.q 138 26·3 63 12.0 

Total 876 344 600 

Percentage of the total 48.1 18·9 32.9 

In Rohtak the majority of cultivators included in the survey own the 
land they cultivate and only 12 per cent. work as tenants. In Multan the 
j"everse is the case where 56 per cent. of the cultivators are tenants. 

Statement 3 gives further details of the. tenants recorded in each dis~ 
Nature of trict and of the cond:itions. under which they hold their 
Tenancy land. 
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STATEMENT 3. 

Proprietors who are 
also tenants. 

Tenants. 

District. . 
On both On On both 

On Share On Money Money Rent On Share Money Money Rent 
System, Rent, & Share System. Rent, & Share 

only. only. System. only. only. System. 
..r. 

Lyallpur .. .. 21 55 2 151 41 3 
Multan .. .. 32 .1 6 191 18 5 
Lahore .. .. 37 49 3 89 33 6 
Rohtak .. .. 69 17 52 5 49 9 

Total .. .. 159 122 63 436 141 23 

Percentage of total .46.2 35·4 18·3 72.6 23·5 3.8 

Taking the two groups, proprietors who are also tenants, and tenants 
only, together, the former accounts for 36.4 per cent. and the latter for 63.6 
per cent. of the total cultivators. The figures also show that the share 
system is more common than money rent in the case of pure tenants except 
in the Rohtak District. 

The following figures expressed in percentages show the extent. to which 
tenants are holding their lands on batai :-

Lyallpur 79 per cent. 
Multan 94.. .. 
Lahore 73 .. .. 
Rohtak 9 .. .. 

The total area of the holdings surveyed is 42,325 acres. Three of the 
Size of Holdings districts are represented by roughly II,OOO acres each : 
and Total area while in the case of Lahore the area is just over 7,500 

surveyed. acres. 

Statement 4 shows the number of the different sized holdings surveyed 
in each district, the average area of cotton grown, and the percentage of the 
cultivated area planted "'ith cotton. 

In all districts the majority of holdings vary in size. between 10 and 
40 acres. The percentages-falling within these limits being as follows :-

Lyallpur ' .. 
Multan 
Lahore 
Rohtak 

83 per cent. 
75 .... , 
82 .. .. 
74 .. .. 

In the Rohtak villages investigated there were no holdings over 40 
acres while the number bet",een ·5 and 10 acres was larger than in any of the 
villages investigated in other districts. 



STATEME~ 4-

Statement showing the area of cotton grown on different sized he:ldings 
and the percentage of the total cultivated area in each district under cotton. 

District Si~e of holding. 

l..yallpur .. I to 5 acres 

Multan 

Lahore 

Rohtak 

5 to 10 acres 
10 to 20 .. 
20 to 40 .. 
40 to 60 .. 
60 to 100 .. 
and above 

I to 5 acres 
5 to 10 .. 

10 to 20 u 

20 to 40 .. 
40 to 60 .. 
60 to 100 .. 
and above 

I to 5 acres 
5 to 10 .. 

10 to 20 " 
20 to 40 .. 
40 to 60 .. 
60 to 100 .. 

I to 5 acres 
5 to 10 .. 

10 to 20 " 
20t040 .. 
40 to 60 .. 
60 to 100 .. 

No. of I 
holdings. 

examined. 

2 I 10 
III 
175 
38 
34 

6 
25 

163 
'122 

25 
5 

30 
105 
208 
181 

Total 
area of 

all 
holding!it 

examined. 

Acres. 

II.833 

Average 
area under 
cotton on 

different 
holdings. 

Acres. 
1.2 
1.4 
3. 1 

5. 6 
10·3 
15·9 

1·7 
2.6 

4·5 
8.2 

8·7 
10·7 

1.3 
1.99 
2·7 
4.6 

II·7 
20.6 

.76 
1.1 
1.6 
2.6 

Total 
area 

under 
cotton. 

Acres. 

2.732 

Percent
age of area 

under 
cotton to 

total 
area of 

holdings. 

per cent. 

21·3 

23·7 

MuItan has the largest number over 40 acres, viz. 22 per cent. as com
pared with 8 per cent. for Lyallpur and 9 per cent for Lahore. 

The percentages of the total area under cotton to the total cultivated 
area in the different districts are as follows ;-

Lyallpur 
MuItan . 
Lahore 
Rohtak 

. , 2I.3 per cent . 
23·7 
20.04 
8·4 

Statement 5 shows the areas .of the different varieties of cotton grown_ 
in I927 in the villages of each district investigated and also the means of 
irrigating the crop. . , 
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This shows that iesi varieties only are grown in Rohtak while in Lahore 
these 'also make up about 90 per cent. of the total crop. In Multan two
thirds of the crop is American and one third desi, while in Lyallpur the reverse 
is the case. ' , 

On the average desi formed about 70 per cent. and American about 
30 per cent. of the crop in all villages surveyed. About 98 per cent. of the 
whole crop was irrigated from Government canals. 

STATEMENT 5. 

American Cotton. Desi Cottor. Means of irrigation. 

Serial Name of I Barani 
No. District. Area Percent- Area I Percent Canals Wells. or llnirri 

(Acres) age. (Acres.) age. (Acres) (Acres) gated. 

-- (Acres.) 
1 Lyallpur .. 931 39. 6 

1.5921 
63. 05 2.523 .. .. 

Canal 
irrigated •. 

2 Mllltan .. 1.843 67·4 889' 32 .5 2.732 .. 

1.3581 

Canal 
irrigated. 

3 Lahore .. 162 10.6 89·3 1.374 146 .. 
4 Rohtak .. .. .. 960

1 
100.0 940 .. 20 

Total .. 2.936 28·7 4.799\ 71.2 7.569 146 20 
(Average) (Averaie) 

Statement 6 shows the area under the different varieties of cotton and 
Area under the average yield of kapas in lbs. per acre obtained in 
cotton and the villages under investigation. Yields as given in the 

average yields Season and Crop Report for the same year are also insert:.. 
ob,talned. ed for purposes of comparison. 

STATEMENT 6. 

Total esti- Average Yields for 
Area of cotton in mated yield yield of the Distri-

acres. of kapas in kapas. cts as re-
District. lbs. (in ves- ported in 

Desi. American. tigators' re- Season & 
cords). Crop Re-

port. 

(In lbs. per acre.) 
Lyallpur .. I,592 931 9,58.313 379. 8 369 
Multan . . .. 889 I,843 6,I3.562 224·5 246 
Lahore .. .. I,358 162 7,23.323 475. 8 389.5 
Rohtak .. .. 960 - 3.82,684 397. 6 45 I. (). 

Total .. ..I 4.799 2,936 2,677.882 346 363.9 • 
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These figures show that the average yield' per acre, as deduced from 
the districts investigated is about 346 lbs. Lahore has the highest with 476 
lbs. and Multan the lowest with 224 lbs., The crop in the Multan District 
was a partial failure this season and hence the very low yield. 

The reliability of the investigators' figures is open to question as they 
had to depend for their information on the word of the cultivator ; this gene
rally is not very reliable owing to his ignorance and inherent suspicion con
cerning all Government inquiries into the )'ields of crops. The average, how
ever, approximates very closely to that reported by the Director of Land 
Records. . . 

Statement 7 shows the sources of the seed supply in the different dis
tricts. From this it will be seen that cultivators in Lahore, Rohtak and Lyall-

50 re f 5 · d pur mostly keep their own seed. This is to be expected 
u e 0 ee h d" t . t f th 5 I were eS$ cotton IS grown, as a cer am amoun 0 e 

UPP Y· kapas is always retained for domestic use and the seed 
ginned from it. is preserved for next season's sowings. American cotton, 
on the other hand, is seldom or never retained for such purposes as the peo
ple say that it is unsuitable for hand spinning. American seed is therefore 
always purchased from outside sources. 

STATK~IENT7. 

Lyallpur Multan Lahore Rohtak Total. 
District. District. District. District. 

Xo. of I Per· 
--------

No. of I Per-
----

Source of No. of Per- No. of Per- No. of Aver-
seed supply. culti- cent- culti- cent- culti- cent- culti- cent- culti- age 

tors. age. vators. age. vators. age. vators. age. vators. for 
four 
dist-
ricts. 

------ -------
Cultivators 

, 

own hand 
ginned seed .. 307 56 .3 82 21.6 323 86.8 302 57. 6 1,014 55·5 Bal.ukar's seed 122 22·4 199 52 .5 23 6.2 90 16,7 434 24·4-Government 
Farm seed 82 15·0 39 10.2 16 4·3 132 25. 2 269 13·7 Partly sahukar's 
and partly culti-
vator's OW11 
seed .. 21 3. 8 2X 5,5 2 0·5 .. . . H 2.4-Partly Govern-
ment seed 
and partly 
cultivators' 
own seed .. 13 2.~ 38 10.0 8 2.1 .. .. 59 3·<) 

I~ 
-.---r-----------

~ Total 545 372 > .524 1,820 
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Purchases from the sahukar are very high in Multan and very low in 
Lahore. One explanation of this is thl\t the source of supply depends toa 
large extent upon the variety of cotton grown and the status of the cultivator. 

The average source of seed supply for all districts is as follows :-

Cultivator's own. 
Sahukar's seed 
Government Farm seed 
Other sources. . . 

55.5 per cent. 
24·4 
13·7 
6·3 

Much of the seed included under th~ head "Cultivators Own" origi
nally came from Government Farms and the produce thereof is resown every 
season. 

Many sahukars are also· known t6 purchase Government seed for 
resale amongst cultivators. . 

Statement 8* shows the quantities of kapas picked in different periods 
Quantities of and the amount sold in each period, expressed as a per-

kopo. picked centage of the whole crop. 
In different 

periods. 

• Vide page 17. • 
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In LyalIpur District about 10 per cent. of the crop was held up until 
the end of January in the hope of obtaining better prices. In Multan and 
Lahore only 4 per cent. was held up for a similar purpose and in Rohtak none. 

Statement 9 shows the quantities of kapas sold by growers in villages 
Place of disposal and in markets in the various Districts.' 

of crop. 

STATEMEN: 9. 

Sold i,n villages. Sold in markets. 

Quantity Percentage Quantity I Percentage 
in maunds.. of total. in maunds. of'total, 

Lyallpur .. .. .. 6.474 68.6 2,963 31.4 
Multan " .. .. 6,083 88·9 757 11.1 
Lahore .. .. . . 4,293 78.9 1,147 21.1 
Rohtak .. .. . . 3,678 97·3 99 2.6 

. Te>tal .. .. .. 20,528 '80·5 4,966 19·5 

From these figures it is obvious that the great bulk of the crop is sold by the 
growers in villages. This is borne out also by Statement 10 which follows 
and shows that over 80 per cent of the crop is sold to the village bania. 

Statement 10 shows the medium of disposal, or the persons to whom 
Medium of the kapas was sold in each district. , 

disposal. 

Statement IQ. 

--
Sold through Sold 
commission Per- Sold to Percen- direct Per-

District. Agents to centage. village tage. to cen-
Ginners. Banias. Ginners. tage· 

Mds. Mds. Mds. 
Lyallpur .. 2,963 31.4 6,474 68.6 -
Multan .. 757 11.0 ' 6,038 88·9 -
Lahore .. 1,147 21.1 4,293 78.9 -
Rohtak .. 61 1.6 3,678 97·3 37 I 

Average .. 16·3 83·4 I 

- • • 
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These figures bear out that over 80 per cent. of the crop is sold to the 
village ban-ia and only 16.3 per cent. through commission agents in mandis,. 

I. 

n ... 

The reasons generally given for this practic.e are:-

That cuitivators thereby avoid the difficultiesaxid inconvenience of 
taking their produce to markets. 

They find it difficult to obtain accurate information regarding market 
rates for kapas on the day of sale. 

3.' The method of settling the price secretly, by holding hands under
neath a sheet is objectionable . 

4· 

5· 

6. 

,., , . 

.Al'tias usually act in the interest, of the buyer rather than that of the 
seller. 

'Vhen delivery is being effected objections are made by the purchaser 
about the quality of the produce in order to effect a reduction in the 
rate; such deductions are made without the consent of the seller so 
that he does not know how he stands or what he is going to get for 
his produce. 

The quantities for picking are too small. 

Lack of storage. 

In the majority of cases rates were seldom ascertained before 
kapas was sold, and if they were it wu usually through the medium 

of the village shopkeepers or sahukars. In rare 
Method of ascf:rtaln- cases a few of the more enlightened cultivators 

Ing market rates. when they visited markets ascertained the rates 
from commission agents and others who were in ' 

touch with market conditions. 

It is reported that by whatever agency rates are ascertained they are 
usually unreliable, and what is somewhat surprising is that all investigators 
state that village rates invariably remain the same throughout the season 
regardless of market fluctuations. This may be true for a season like the 
present, when rates varied only about Re. 1/- in the case of desi and Rs. 2/
per mound in the case of American cotton, but it could hardly be expected 
to hold in seasons when fluctuations were wide. . 

There seems no doubt, however, that growers are very much in the 
dark as regards fluctuations in the rates and that such information only fil-

• It may be noted here that large cultivators comlnonlysell direct to ginners or 
through commission agents at specially arranged rates of commission. but no such 
transactions came within .the{~cope of the inquiry. A large cultivator may sell through 

, commission agents at charges ranging from' Rs. 1 to Hs. 1-4 per cent as' compared 
with an average of Rs. 2-4-10 paid by ordinary cultivators. 
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lers through to them very slowly. Moreover, when over 80 per cent. of the 
produce is disposed of in the villages, it is difficult to see how they co~d 
be enlightened on the subject in time to benefit by such information. ID 
the circumstances it would appear that the' system of posting Bombay rates 
daily in markets serves no useful purpose so far as the zamindar is concerned 
It has been suggested that wherever Co-operative Societies exist they might 
be used as a medium for conveying such information to cultivators. 

Although Bombay rates converted into terms of local rates have been 
posted in many of the markets of the prov~ce in previous years, the practice 
was discontinued this season as it was considered that it was serving no use:' 
fu! purpose .. One reason for this is that the mixing in recent years of Pun
jab-American with ,usi cottons has rendered calculations of the value of 
Punjab-American too complicated except for experts engaged in the trade. 

Statement ut gives the rates prevailing in the different markets from 
November to January. 

Rates obtained In Average rates during these months were as 
different markets. follows;-

American* Desi. 
November 14-14-6· 12-10-<>. 
December. 14-12-6. u-14-6· 
January. IS-U-9. 12-13-<>. 

The variations during the season were very small, the tendency being 
downwards in December and upwards again in January .. 

In the last column of the same statement the average rates paid dur
ing the season in villages nearest the different mandis are given.. It will be 
noticed that those paid in the markets are on the average Re. - 110 18** 
higher for American and Re. - 13 13** for Desi. ' 

Statement 12t gives the seasonal average rates obtained for American 
and Desi cotton in both markets and villages. ' 

Note.-Regarding rates 1\1r. Roberts writes that "though the cultivator may 
deliver daily or every few days to the Arhtia or village Bania, the 
price is fixed on a definite date two or three tiJnes uring the season. 
Usually the first price fixing takes place about the 20th November 
the second about the IJIiddle of December and the third in January. 
Generally the same dates are fixed upon J:-y all Ban'as working ~in 
villages. Where factory owners are buying from villages, rates vary 
from day to day in direct proportion to the market rate at the celltral 
market where the buver is situated" 

:Vide page 18. . 
*These rates were arrived at by taking the average daily rates for those days OD. 

which price were recorded in each market (See statement Ill. . 
• ·See last two columns of statemennt 11. The rates given are the average 'of 

those paid J:-y the Bania for the whole season 
tVide pages 19 & 20 .. 
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No special storage has been provided for kapas in any of the markets 
listed except those in the MuItan District. Most of the shops in the markets 

of Mian Channu, Khanewal and Jahania have got 
Storage facilities large godowns at their rear where large quantities of 
and holding out kapas can be stored. Many of these are owned by 
for better prices. commission agents who store kapas on sellers' account. 

There is no public or municipal storage in any of the 
markets recorded. 

"""'hen kapas is brought to a market by cultivators it is sold within 
"a couple of days or taken back"to the village-a rare occurrence. • 

Only a small percentage of the crop was held over in the hope of rea
lising higher prices-see statement 8. In Lyallpur 10 per cent. was held over 
for this purpose; in MuItan and Lahore 4 per cent. and in Rohtak none. 
Should money be urgently required by. cultivators, they sell kapas rather tha1l. 
resort to borro~ing. 

"Vherever markets at present exist for the sale of kapas they are open 
in the sense that there is no compulsion on the seller to take his produce to

such; he is tree to take it direct to a ginning factory 
Open markets. if he so wishes. In some ot the well established markets 

a market tax js levied on all produce entering. but this 
is never more than a few annas per cart) or pice in the case of bags. 

:Most of the cultivators were not'sufficiently familiar with marketing 
conditions to express an opinion on the subject of markets, but all were agreed 
on the need of having some system whereby market rates could be decided 
openly and when once fixed not subject to flagrant reductions as they are 
at present. They further think that if representative market committees 
could be formed for controlling affairs their interests would receive more con
sideration than cJhey do at present. They are sceptical about any great im
provement in conditions being brought about as long as combinations of buy:" 
ers exist as they do at present in a good many markets. 
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Much information with regard to the extent of cultivators' borrow
Indebtedness. ings is contained in Statements 13,14, 15 and 16 appended. 

Statement 13* classifies cultivators and'shows the number and percent~ 
age of each class who are in debt and free from debt, and also the sources. 
from which they have borrowed. Analysing these we find that the percent-. 
age of cultivators who have borrowed in the various districts is as follows:-· 

Lyallpur 42.4 per cent. 
Multan.. 76.5 
Lahore • ,.64.7 
Rohtak 32.8 
Average 5 I. 3 

Just over half the cultivators in the villages investigated are in debt. The
actual amount of money borrowed from the different sources by the different 
classes of cultivators is given in Statement 14.* 

Statement 15* shows the purposes for which loans 'were incurred. These-
Purpose for vary considerably from district to district. Only in. 

which advances two cases did cultivators take advances exclusively for' 
were taken the purchase of seed. 

Incidence of The average incidence of debt per head in the different 
debt per head. districts is given below :-

Debt per Debt per Total debt Debt per 
District. head for all head for pro- per head for head for 

proprietors. prietors in all tenants. tenants in 
debt. debt. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.-
Lyallpur .. .. 228/- 561/- 124/- 288/-
Multan .. .. 728/- 1,276 /- 458/- • 534/-
Lahore .. .. 408/- 668/- 241/,- 347/-
Rohtak .. .. 2II/- 768 /- 114/- 480/-

In the MuItan District ~Khanewal Tahsil) both proprietors and tenants. 
would appear to be much more heavily in debt than those elsewhere. It 
is reported that the partial failure of the cotton crop during the past two sea
sons in that locality is responsible for a considerable increase in village in~· 
debtedness. 

Statement 16* (A) shows the incidence of debt per acre for all holdings. 
and for borrowers' holdings separately. 

Statement 17* shows the amounts of money borrowed by the different 
Extent of classes of cultivators in each district and the rates of 

Ifldebtedness. interest paid. ' 

• Statement 13 
14 
15 
10 
17 

OD page 21. 

" 22. 

" 23· 
.. 24 & 25. 
" 26. 
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No special storage has been provided for kapas in any of the markets 
listed except those in the Multan District. Most of the shops in the markets 

of Mian Channu, Khanewal and Jahania have got 
Storage facilities large godowns at their rear where large quantities of 
and holding out kapas can be stored. Many of these are owned by 
for better prices. commission agents who store kapas on sellers' account. 

There is no public or municipal storage in any of the 
markets recorded. 

When kapas is brought to a market by cultivators it is sold within 
"a couple ef days or taken back" to the village-a rare occurrence. • 

Only a small percentage of the crop was held over in the hope of rea
lising higher prices-see statement 8. In Lyallpur 10 per cent. was held over 
for this purpose; in Multan and Lahore 4 per cent. and in Rohtak none. 
Should money be urgently required by cultivators, they sell kapas rather than. 
resort to borrowing. 

\Vherever markets at present exist for the sale of kapas they are open 
in the sense that there is no compulsion on the seller to take his produce to. 

such; he is free to take it direct to a ginning factory 
Open markets. if he so wishes. In some 01 the well established markets 

a market tax is levied on all produce entering, but this 
is never more than a few annas per cart. or pice in the case of bags. 

Most of the cultivators were not· sufficiently familiar with marketing 
conditions to express an opinion on the subject of markets, but all were agreed 
on the need of having some system whereby market rates could be decided 
openly and when once fixed not subject to flagrant reductions as they are 
at present. They further think that if representative market committees 
could be formed for controlling affairs their interests would receive more con
sideration than ,they do at present. They are sceptical about any great im
provement in conditions being brought about as long as combinations of buy
ers exist as they do at present in a good many markets. 
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Much information with regard to the extent of cultivators' borrow
Indebtedness. ings is contained in Statements I3, 14, IS and I6 appended. 

Statement I3· classifies cultivators and' shows the number and percent, 
age of each class who are in debt and free from debt, and also the sources. 
from which they have borrowed. Analysing these we find that the percent
age of cultivators who have borrowed in the various districts is as follows:-· 

Lyallpur 42.4 per cent. 
Multan 76.5 
Lahore • It .64.7 
Rohtak 32.8 
Average 5 I. 3 

Just over half the cultivators in the villages investigated are in debt. The
actual amount of money borrowed from the different sources by the different 
classes of culj:ivators is given in Statement 14.* 

Statement IS· shoWs the purposes for which loans 'were incurred. These-
Purpose for vary considerably from district to district. Only in. 

which advances two cases did cultivators take advances exclusively for' 
were taken the purchase of seed. 

Incidence of The average incidence of debt per head in the different· 
debt per head. districts is given below :-

Debt per Debt per Total debt Debt per 
District. head for all head for pro- per head for head for 

proprietors. prietors in all tenants. tenants in 
debt. debt. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.· 
Lyallpur .. .. 228/- S6I/- I24j- 288/-
Multan .. .. 728/- I,276 !- 458 j- • 534/-
Lahore .. .. 408/- 668 J- 24I/- 347/-
Rohtak .. .. 2II/- 768 j- II4/- 480/-

In the Multan District (Khanewal Tahsil) both proprietors and tenants. 
would appear to be much more heavily in debt than those elsewhere. It 
is reported that the partial failure of the cotton crop during the past two sea
sons in that locality is responsible for a considerable increase in village in~ 
debtedness. 

Statement I6* (A) shows the incidence of debt per acre for all holdings_ 
and for borrowers' holdings separately. 

Statement I7* shows the amounts of money borrowed by the different 
Extent of classes of cultivators in each district and the rates of 

I .. debtedness. interest paid. 

• Statement 13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

on page 21. 

" 22. 
" 23_ 
" 24 & 25. 
" 26. 
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An analysis of the figures shows that the amounts of borrowings by 
the different classes are distributed as follows :-

Percentage of to~l 
amount borrowe d taken by. 

Cultivators 
Proprietors Tenants who are both 

tenants and 
proprietors. 

(-

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 
Lyallpur .. .. .. . . 61.2 23·9 14·9 
Multan .. .. " .. 40.4 45. 0 14·5 
Lahore .. .. .. .. 46 .5 22·9 30·5 
Rohtak .. . . .. .. 54. 1 5·7 40 .1 

In the 33 villages investigated there are 600 tenants alone (32.9 per cent of 
the total number of cultivators) of whom 61 per cent are in debt. In the 
same villages there are 876 proprietors alone of whom 42 per cent are in debt. 

Statement 13 gives the sources of advances and the number of cul
tivators borrowing from the different sources. The actual amounts of money 

borrowed are given in Statement 16. The principal 
Sources of source of loans is the Sah-ukar. He had advanced 68.1 
borrowing. ·per cent. of the total amount borrowed. Proprietors 

or landlords come next with 16.9 per cent., but it falls to be noted that agri
,culturist money lenders have been included amongst these. Co-operative 
Societies come third with 8.8 per cent.· ' 

, In the Lyallpur District 35 proprietors have borrowed from Co-opera
tive Societies and only 34 proprietors from Sahukal·s. Borrowings from Co-
operative Societies are chiefly made by proprietors. . 

• 
Statement 17 shows the total amount borrowed in each· district classi

.fled according to the rates of interest demanded. As might be expected. 
IRates of inter- when almost 70 per cent. of the loans incurred have been 

d 
taken from Sahukars, the general level of interest charges 

est charge. is high, and the almost universal c<;lmplaint of the 
<cultivators about the high rate of interest seems to be justified. 

The percentages of borrowings at the different rates of interest are 
;given below :-

Without interest 
Below 12 per cent. 
From 12 to 16 
From 16 to 20 
From 20 to 30 
Above 30 per cent. 

.' . 
7.7 per cent. 

11. '1 " 
14·4 " 

•• 34. 1 

26·9 
6.1 

·The great bulk of the advances taken were given on the rates of interest vary
ing from 16 per cent to 30 per cent. 



STATEMENT 8. 
Showing quantities of kapas picked and sold in different periods. 

Percent- I age of Percent- Balance remaining unsold 
Amount kapaB age of Total Percen- with cultivators at close 
of Kapaa picked in total amount of tage of of inquiry. 

picked this crop sold kapa8 crop sold ----Name of District. Second period. in second period during Third period. picked during For ~olding Total. 
period. .to total this from the this local 1D ex-

output period. whole crop. period. consump· pectation 
from the tion. of higher 

\ 
whole rate~. 
crop. 

-------- . ----
Ma'UndB. Maunds. i Maund8. Ma'UndB. Ma'Und8. 

30-9-1927 . IS-I~1928 
Lyallpur .. to 1,785 15·3 4·7 to II,647 71 .5 404 1,224 1,628 

25-10-1927 3-2-1928 I • ----
16-II-1927 5-1-1928 

Multan .. to 2,968 39·7 23.2 to 7,458 63. 0 275 247 622 . 15~12-1927 I 31-1-1928 

15-10-1927 I 8-1-1928 
Lahore .. to 3,272 35. 0 8·3 to 9,341 85·7 169 382 551 

IS-U-1927 22-1-19211 

1-10-1927 ~ 1-12-1927 
Rohtak .• .. to 1,684 35·9 ·3 to 4,651 78 .7 790 nil. 970 

31-10-1927 \ I 31-12-1927 

It is unfortunate that the period~ of picking in the different districts do not COincIde. Hence the percentages of kapaa 
picked and sold during each period are not comparable. 



STATEMENT 11 
Average rates paid for kapas during different months iD various mandis and neighbouring villages. 

District. l\Iarket. 
November. 

Ameri
can. Desi. 

December. January. I FeiIl"llary. I Average rates of I ,----.-----'--1 sale in nearest 1 I Rmeri- Ameri- ----IAmeri- villages through· i I can. Desi. can. Des,. can. Desi. out theseason. ! 

- •• ,......--1-------1----1----1----1.----1----1----1-----1--__ I-·-A-C~-&-e~-·--_1--
D
-

e8
-

i
.-1ii--

Rs. I R!'. Rs. Rs. Rs. I Rs. Rs .. ' Rs. Rs·1 Rs 
LyaUpur .. 14 15 0 12 8 0 Market n ot visited 15 12 3 12 2 0 Market not visited 14 10 0 12 3 o. 
Jaranwala .. 14 2 013 10 91 do. 16 7 613 3 01 -d 0.- 1:1; 0 0 II 8 06 / 
Chak Jhumra 14 8 0 I:l 15 61 .. 12 3 615 9 613 4 0 -d 0.- r:r 5 012 8 
Toba. Tek Singh .. 14 I 3' .. '13 I 3 Sale~ wer e not -·d 0.- .. 

LyaIIpur .. 

I 
I 1 conducte d on 
I I days of I nvestiga. 
I tor's visi t. 

----1-----------1---- 1----1----\----1----::----1---·-'--
Muitan Khanewai " '114 5 012 12 6'14 8 0113 5 01.5 0 013 8 01 -d 0.- 14 4 612 3 0

6
, 

Mian Channu .. 14 6 312 II 3',14 7 312 JI 0 Market n ot visit.ed
l 

-d 0.- 14 5 9 12 14 . 
J h . I 0 0' a ama ,14 5 312 II 0,15 4 012 14 9 do. _---d-l-0-. ___ 1.1_4 __ 0 __ 0-1-1_1---11---

·:1 Pattoki .. 15 II 012 0 3/ .. 12 4; 015 12 0 .. 1 -d 0.- 13 0 012 0 0/ 

I Kot Radha 

Lahore 
Chunian .. 14 1 9 II II 3 . . 10 14 . 3 Market n ot Visited

l 
-d 0.- . . . . 

I Kishan . • . . II 9 9 14 5 0 12 3 6 do. -d 0.- 14 8 0 II II 0 

R-Oh-'"ta-k--'-'I-~-:-:-e~-a-\----:-:I i---:-:--I-~-~-5-3-~1 Market n ~~ vi:ite~ ~ ~: I---;-~-Io-o-: ---I'--:-:--I·I-I-.-~--oi'---

------IAverage of all • '1-1-4-1-4--6-1-12-1-0--0+1-4-1-2--6+1 1-1-1-4--61-1-5-1-1--91-1-2-1-3-01 14 2 3 II 14 6' • I 

Note:-The l'ates given in the statement are not strictly comparable as they were not taken on the same dates in 
• each mandi. 

Investigators visited the markets in rotation doing a certain number of days in each. The rates given are 
the average of those recorded. The periods spent in a market at one time varied from 5 to 10 days. 



STATEMENT 12A 
Rates obtained in different markets-Market Rates 

No. of days American. Dui. 
District. Market. during 

which 
rates were Lowest Highest Extent of Lowest Highest Extent of 

recorded rate rate variation. rate rate variation. 
in each recorded. recorded. recorded. recorded. 
market 

I 

I Days. Rs. R~. Rs. Rs. R~. Rs. 
Lyallpur •• I Lyallpur 10 14 I 3 16 12 6 2II 3 II II 6 13 14 0 2 2 6 "I .. .. 

Chak Jhumra .. .. 7 13 15 6 16 II 0 2 II 6 12 7 0 13 8 0 I I 0 
Jaranwala .. .. II 14 0 0 16 8 0 2 8 0 12 8 0 13- 6 0 o 14 0 , Toha Tek Singh .. .. 8 14 10 0 15 10 0 I 0 0 II 8 0 12 12 0 I 4 0 

l\Iultan .. .. IthanewaI ., .. 20 

I 
12 5 0 15 6 0 I I 0 II 6 d 13 14 0 2 8 0 

Mian Channu .. .. 9 14 0 0 14 14 6 0 14 6 II 9 0 13 10 6 2 I 6 
Jahania .. .. II 13 5 0 15 10 0 2 5 0 II 12 0 13 10 0 1 14 0 

Lahore .. .. Pattoki .. .. 16 14 4 0 16 8 0 2 4 0 II 0 0 -14 0 3 3 0 3 
Chunian .. " 9 13 13 3 14 6 0 0 8 9 9 0 0 13 0 0 4 0 0 

Kot Radha Kishan .. 9 14 0 0 14 II 0 011 °l~~ 12 13 0 I II 0 

Rohtak .. .. Rohtak .. .. 30 .. .. .. I 
10 0 0 12 6 0 2 _6 0 

Sonepat .. .. .. 10 .. .. . . II 0 0 II 10 0 o 10 0 



STATEMENT 12. B 

Rates obtained in different markets-Village Rates. 

I 

r American. Deai. 

District. Market. Lowest . Higbest Extent Lowest Higbest Extent of 
rate Rate of Rate Rate of 

recorded. recorded. variation. recorded. recorded. variation. 

-
I Rs Rs Rs Rs. Rs. Rs. 

'LyaUpur .. .. Lyallpur .. . . 14 4 0 15 0 0 o 12 0 11 8 3 12 14 0 I 5 9 
Chak Jbumra .. .. 14 0 0 14 10 0 o 10 0 12 8 0 1>2 8 0 .... 
Jaranwala .. .. 13 8 0 14 8 0 I 0 0 10 9 0 12 8 0 I 15 0 
Toba Tek Singh .. .... . ... .... . . .... .... 

J 
I - to 

CO 
:liultan .. Kbanewal .. 14 0 0 14 9 0 0 9 0 12 0 0 12 6 0 0 6 o' 

Mian Channu .. .. 14 0 0 14 II 6 OIl 6 12 8 0 13 5 0 o 13 0 

Jahania .. .. 14 0 0 14 0 0 .... 10 0 0 12 0 0 2 0 0 

Labore 
; I 

··1 Pattoki .. I 12 0 0 

I ~O~ni::dha Kish~~ ::1 I4··~· 0 
,----_____ .j __________ i 

··I~=t .. :: ··I-,-~~-

14 0 0 2 0 () II 0 0 13 0 0 200 

15 0 0 I 0 0 10 14 0 12 14 0 200 

Rohtak 10 10 8 II 9 4 o 14 8 



District 

-LyaIJpur 

STATEMENT No. 13 
Statement showing state of Indebtedness among Cultivators, aud Source of Borrowing 

Type of 
cultivator. 

Proprietors 
Tenants .• 
Proprietors 

No. of 
culti
vators 
in debt. 

Nos. of 
Percent- culti
age of vators 

total. free 
trom 
debt. 

Percent- Source of Advauces. 
age of 1----.-----,---.,---____________ _ 

total. Co-opera- Arlia Re1a- proPrie-IOthers\ Nos. taking 
8akukar tive tiveR. tors & from more 

Society. landords. than one of 
these sources. 

who are also 
Tenants .. 

1

1 '~~:.: :~~ :~:~ ::' ': I ~ I : i ~. .:! '~ 
>7~~ ___ ~"-~-~-~-=-~T~0~ta~I~===-~_--_-~2~3~I=~=~4~2~'~4=~==:3~I4~=~=~5~7~.6~-~1~-_-_-~7-~9~~j~-_-_-24-7;--+I~I~5-+~ __ i6-7~5~7~-+ __ ~4-1 ___ 2~3~ __ _ 
Multan Proprietors I 73 I 57. 1 1 55 42 .97 37 I 2 8 2~' 23 

Tenants 183 85.5 31 14.5 120 .. •. 3 12 48 
Proprietors who I I 
are also tenants 34! 91.8 _. ___ 3_! __ 8 __ .1_

1 
__ 2_6 __ 

1 
__ ·_· __ 1 __ '_'_; ___ "_' _1 ___ " __ -; " 1 ___ 8 __ _ 

Total 1--2-9-0-'-j "'-76-.5-\ 89 i 23.5 183 I 2 11 14 79 
Lahore Proprietors 94 61.1 60 38.9 ~4 9.. I 8. " 22 

Tenants 89 69.5 39 30 .5 48 4.. 2 19 3 13 
Proprietors who 
are also tenants __ 5_8_1 __ 64_.4_'I ___ 32 __ I __ 3_5_._6_1 29 15 .. I __ 6 _____ ._._.

1 
..... __ 7 __ _ 

Total 241 64.7 131 35.3 131 28 4 33 3 42 
Rohtak 

TPreonPann'tsetors 89 27·5 234 I, 577026.',275 'I 80 I I" :: • ~ :: • ~ 
~~p:~:~o::n:!~s :: :;:: -;: :: "2 I :: .. 5 " " 

Total 1--1-7-2·-1-3-2:-·.-8-t--3-52-' 67.2 I -. 1-5-6-:1--3-'1--. -. - --.-. - --1-1-- --.-.-1--2---

------+C--ra-n-d-T-o-ta-l·-- 934 51.3 886 I 48 .7 I 549 1--79--/;--17-. 21 115 7 
(Aver&j(e) (Aver&ge) _____ . _____ ___ _ __________ -=-__ 

Average percentage ot advances from ditierent sources 1-- - 58,7 5.8. 1.8 2.2 J2.3 .7 15.6 

tQ -



STATEMENT 14 
Showing sources and amount of advances taken. 

District. Type of cultivators. Sahuka.,. Co-operative Af'tia. Landlords Relatives. Others. 
Society. or Pro-

~ 
prietors. 

Lyallpur .. .. Proprietors .. .. 21.588 18.609 8.800 9.355 2.330 1.110 
Tenants .. .. 9.896 1.503 3.310 8.815 715 .... 
Proprietors who are 
also tenants. 3. 106 2.860 700 7.085 95c 430 . 

Total .. 34.590 22.972 12.810 25.255 3.995 1.540 

1\iultan .. ',' Proprietors 
" 

,0. , 70•179 1.267 1.600 9.'500 10.550 .... 
Tenants .. .. 70•065 .... .... 25.385 e 2.450 200 
Proprietors who are 
also tenants. 28.467 625 .... 3.490 400 .... 

Total .. . ' 1.68.71I 1.892 1.600 38.475 13.400 200 

Lahore .. .. Proprietors .. .. 44.824 8.594 . ... 9.054 400 .... 
Tenants .. .. 19.269 2.001 .... 9.635 .... .... 
Proprietors who are 
also tenants. 23:5 II 15.574 .... 2.126 120 .... 

Total .. 87.604 26. 1091 . ... 20.815 520 .... 
:Rohtak .. .. Proprietors .. . . 56.979 600 .... !M50 .. 1.352 

Tenants .. 
Proprietors who are 

.. 7.204 .... .... . ... .... .... 

also tenant.~, .. 44.736 700 .... 5 289 .... ..... 
Total .. 1.08.<)19 1.300

1 
.... 14.739 . ... 1.352 

Grand Total .. .. 3.99.824 52.3331 14.'1 10 99.284 17.915 3.0,)2 
-

, Percentage of total .. .. .. 68.1 8.8
1 

2·4 16·9 3. 0 ·5 

-



Rohtak 
Lahore 

ultan M 
L yallpur 

. 
District. 

Robtak 
Lahore 
Multan 
Lyallpur 

Total 

District. 

.. .. 

.. 

.'. 
Total 

.. .. 
.. 
,. 
.. 

STATEMENT 15 A. 
Purposes for which advances were taken. 

For purchases of 
bul1ocks. horses. For purchases of 

For Litigation For Marriage buffaloes. paying ,bullocks fodder Govt. dues and 
purposes. expenses. Govt. dues and miscellaneous family expenses. 

or paying old debts . expenses . 
and misc!' l1aneous. 

No. of Amount in No. of Amount in No. of Amount in No. of. Amount in No. of Amount in 
instances rupees. instances rupees. instances Rupees, instances Rupees. instances rupees. 

.. .. .. 50 55.745 .. .. 20 9.500 .. .. .. 5 6.188 48 39.003 .. .. 70 23.128 .. .. .. 4 6.000 12 8.066 lIO 1.17.651 34 12.971 59 30.987 .. 1 300 17 10250 60 29.704 44 9.045 24 4,601 

10 12.488 12 1.13.064 170 1.47.355 168 54,('4 83 35,588 

STATEMENT 15 B. 
Purposes for which advances were taken. • 

For Govt . For paying land Tree plantation. I For purchases I For seed For general 
dues only. rent or construe· reclamation of of land. purposes purposes. 

tion of well. Bara land or '---. I 
No. of Amount --- building of houses. No. of Amount No. of Amount No. of Amount 
inst· in No. of I Amount inst· in ,inst. in inst· in 

ances. rupees. inst· I in No. of /Amount ances rupees, lances. rupees. ances. rupees. 
ances. rupee: inst· in 

ances. rupees . 
- .. ,-.. -- ---- - .. I .. .. .. .. .. . . 102 61.065 

37 II.54° .. .. . . 8 2.0:626

1 

2 . 185 71 340438 
21 4.720 211 20.606 13 13.677 ' .. .. 651 16 8.949 
13 1.836 32

1 14.435 9 23.043 50 31 , 9 897 

71 18,096 53! 35 041 131 13.677 17 ~_3.6691 2 886 220 114,349-

~., 

~. 



District. 

L yallpur 
. 

M ultan 

L ahore .. 

Rohtak .. 

Type ot 
cultivators. 

.. Proprietors .. 
Tenants .. .. 
Proprietors who are 
also tenants. 

Total .. .. 
.. Proprietors .. 

Tenants. .. .. 
Proprietors who are 
also tenants 

Total .. .. 
.. Proorietors .. .. 

Tenants .. 
Proprietors who are 

also tenants. 

Total .. .. 

STATEMENT. 16 A 
Amount of Debt incurred. 

D E B 1- S. 
~ 

I 
Amount of I Average debt Average debt 

debt. per borrower. per head for 
incurred. I all cultivators. 

I i 
Rs. I Rs. Rs.: Rs. Rs. 
61,792 562 I 228 ! 
24,2391 288 

1 
125 

15,131 409 I 156 

1,01,162 AverjLge 438 186 

93,196 1,277 728 
98,100 534 458 

32.982 970 891 

2,24,278 Average 773 592 

62,872 669 408 
30,905 347 241 

41,331 712 459 

1,35,108 Average 561 363 

.. 1 Proprietor~ . .. 68,381 768 

"'=J I Tenants •. .• 7,204 480' II3 
Proprietors who are 
also tenants. 50,735 746 36 i . I 

I Total I 1,26,320 Average 734 241 .. 
"1 

.:pt:'-
Average debt [ Average debt 
per cultivated I per cultivated 

acre for borrow- acre for all culti-
ers' holdings. vators' holdil;lgs 

Rs. ·Rs. Rs. Rs. 
26.1 10 .9 
12·7 5. 8 

14. 0 (I 
6·7 

18.9 8.6 

38 •0 17·5 
20·5 17. 8 

31.9 25·5 

26.7 18·3 

39.8 24. 8 
B·9 9.8 

33·4 21.4 

26.8 17. 1 

42•0 7·9 
47·3 8.8 

56. I 24·7 

47. 2 n.l 



STATEMENT 16 B 

Rates of Interest 

District. Type of 
Rate of interest. 

cultivators. 13 per cent. 20 per. cent 
Nil. Below 12 to 16 per cent. to Above :ill 

per cent. 16 per cent. to 20 per cent. 30 per cent. per cent. ------
Lyallpur .. .. Proprietors .. .. 6.590 5.360 21.239 17.530 11.073 ~ ... 

Tenants •• .. .. 3.475 3.300 3.783 6.330 7.351 . ... 
Proprietprs who are 
also tenants. 950 4.101 2,200 5.270 2.610 .... 

Total. • .. .. II.015 12.761 27.222 29.130 21.034 . ... 
Multan .. .. Proprietors .. .. 5.100 15.497 II.021 27.100 26.064 5.900 

Tenants •• .. .. 12.737 1.600 10.710 38•240 70 370597 
Proprietors who are 

also tenants , 125 425 5.452 3.300 22.440 900 

Total .. .. 17.962 17.522 27.183 68.640 48.574 44.397 

Lailore .. .. Proprietors .. .. '10.514 4.325 4.710 .. 43,,23 . ... 
Tenants •• .. .. 4. 170 770 1.665 500 23.800 .... 
Proprietors who are 
also tenants 1.305 14.240 3.420 .... 22.366 .... . 

Total .. .. 15.989 19.335 9.795 500 89.489 .... 

Rohtak .. .. Proprietors .. .... 8.252 6.350 530779 .... ~ ... 
Tenants •• .. .. .... 3.500 .... 3.704 .... .... 
Proprietors who are 

• 3.265 also tenants 7.910 39.100 .... 450 . 
Total .. . ... 15.017 14.260 9/).583 .... 450 



STATEMENT 17 
Advances taken by proprietors, tenants and both with rates of interest. 

District. 

LyaUpur .. " 

. . 
Total 

Percentage of total 
Multan .. .. 

-----
lotal " 

Percentage of total. 
Labore .. .. 

lotal 
Percentage of total 
Roht.ak .. .. 

Total 
Percentage of total 

.. 

.. .. 

.. 

"i 
I .. 

.. 

.. .. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
Average 

Total amount of advances taken 
by proprietors. 

Amount. 

6.590 

5.360 
21.239 
17.530 
II.o73 

61.792 
61.2 

5. 100 
15.497 
II.021 
27.100 
26.064 
5.900 

90•6821 
40 4 

10.514 
4.325 
4.710 

43.323 .. 
62.872 

46 .5 
fl.252 
6.350 

53~779 

68.381 
54. 1 

50 .55 

Rate of intPrest. 

Nil 
Below 12 per cent 
12% to 16 ... 
16 % to 20 .. 
20% to 30 .. 

Nil. 
Below 12 per cent. 
12% to 16 .. 
16% to 20 

" 2o% t0 30 .. 
above 30 per cent 

Nil 
Below 12 per cent 
12 to 16 .. 
20 to 30 .. 

Below u per cent 
12 to 16 .. 
16 to 20 .. 

. 

, 

Total advances taken 
bv tenants. 

Amount. Rate of interest. 

3.475 Nil 
3.300 Below 12 per cent 
3.783 12% to 16 .. 
6.330 16 % to 20 .. 
7.350 20% to 30 .. 

24.238 
23·9 

12.737 Nil. 
1.600 Below 12 per cent. 

10.710 .. ~2% to 16 ,--38,240 . i:6% to.20 
70 

37.597 
1.00.954\ 

45 02 
4.170 

770 
1.665 

JOO 
23.800 

30 .905 
22·9 

3.500 
3.704 .. 

7.204 
5·7 

24·3 

.. 
20% to 30 .. 
Above 30 .. 

Nil. 
Below 12 per cent 
12 to 16 " 16 to 21:> .. 
20 to 30 .. 

. 
Below 12 per cent 
16 to 20 .. 

Advances taken by cultivators w~o 
are both tenants and proprietor!>. 
Amount. Rate of interest. 

950 Nil. 
4.101 Below 12 per cent. 
2 J200 12% to 16 .. 
5.270 16% to 20 .. 
2.610 20% to 30 .. 

15.131 
14.9 • 
125 Nil. 
425 Below 12 per cent. 

5.45Z 12% to 16 .. . _-- --
3.300 -16% to 2('-'-.. 

22.440 20 to 30 .. 
900 A1::ove 30 per cent. 

1.305' Nil. 
14.240 Below 12 per cent. 

3.420 12 to 16 .. 
22.366 20 to 30 .. .. 
41.331 

30 .5 
3.265 Below 12 per cent. 
7.910 12 to 16 .. 

39. 100 16 to 20 .. 
450 Above 30 " 

50.725 
40 . 1 

2,5.2,5 
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STATEMENT 18 

Showing amount of advances in each district with rates of interest. 

LYALLPUR. MULTAN. 

Percentage Percentage 
of amounts of amounts 

Amount borrwed at Amount 
Rate of interest. 

borrowed 
borrowed. Rate of interest. different borrowed. at different 

rates of • rates of 
interest. . interest. 

-----
11.0151 Without 10·9 17.962 . Without 8.0 
12.761' Below 12 per cent. 12.6 17.522 Below 12 per cent. 7. 8 
27.222' n. to 16 .. 26.9 27. 183 12 to 16 .. 12.1 
29.1301 16 to 20 .. 28.7 68.640 16 to 20 

" 30 . 6 
21.034j 20 to 30 .. 20·7 48.574 20 to 30 .. 21.6 

I ~ 44.397 above 30 .. 19·9 

I --
roo.o 

STATEMENT 18 (Oontd.) 

Showing amount of advances in each district with rates of interest. 

LAHORE. ROHTAK . 
. _---

Amount I Percentage Percentage of 
borrowed. of amounts of amoqrits 

borrowed at Amount borrowed ·at 
Rate of interest., different borrowed, Rate of interest. different 

. rates of rates of 
• interest. interest 

15.989' Without ! ----_.-
n.8 .... Without • 

19.335 Below 12 per c('nt. 14·3 15.01 7 Below 12 per cent 11.9 
9.795 12 to 16 .. I 7. 2 14.260 12 to 16 .. 11.2' 

500 16 to 20 .. ·3 96.583 16 to 20 .. ,76 .4 
89.489 20 to 30 .... 6~.'2 .... 20 to 30 .. 

I 99. 8 450 Above 30 .. ,-3 

I --
99. 8 
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PART n. 
INQUIRY INTO THE MA~KETINO OF COTTON 

This inquiry was conducted with the same staff as the village enquiry 
and was carried on in the intervals between the periods 
allocated to that inquiry. Introduction. 

The mode of procedure was for each assistant accompanied by a 
I~ uqaddam to visit one of the selected markets and remain there for some days. 
Each day he selected anythiltg from twenty to forty carts of kapas or as 
many as he could conveniently keep in touch with until delivery was effect
ed and final payment made. The names and addresses of the owners whose 
carts had been selected were recorded in a questionnaire book provided for 
the purpose-for copy of the same see Appendix B. When an owner had sold 
his cotton he i'- 'ormed the investigator of the fact and gave him full parti
culars regarding the price fixed, deductions agreed to, etc. The investigator 
remained present during weighment and noted the whole procedure followed, 
particularly recording any unauthorised deductions made. Only when final 
payment had been made and complete data obtained did he take his depar
ture. Often payments were not made until the following morning at the 
artia's shop. Investigators were sometimes allowed to inspect artia's re
gisters and make their records from those. 

As it was not possible to conduct inquiries in all markets in each dis
trict, only a few of the more important were selected 
and particulars regarding each of these are given in 
Statement I. * 

Selection of 
Markets. 

It, will be noticed that no special market for the sale of cotton exists 
in any of the towns selected, but the produce is sold either in .the ordinary 
market or brought direct to the ginning factories and offered for sale there. 
In no place are there controlled markets such as exist in Berar.· If a market 
has any controlling authority, it is composed of a panchayat or committee 
consisting of local people interested in the manrli. Rules made by such 
bodies possess no legal sanction. 

The periods during which inquiry work was carried on in the markets 
Periods of were roughly as follows :-

Investigation. 

1st period 
2nd 
3rd " 

16th September to 29th October. 
26th October to 30th November. 
21st December to 6th January. 

Except in one or two markets very little cotton was brought for sale 
during the first period. . 

Statement 2t shows the number of sales recorded by the investigators 
Quantities of in the various markets, the quantity of cotton sold and 

~otton recorded the ownership of the stuff offered for sale. 
In each market 
and ownership 

thereof. 

• Vide Pages 29 & 30.t Vide Page 3I , 



STATEMENT 1. 
Particulars regarding Markets selected in each District. - , 

District.' 
11 an estalilished COnditions of If situa- Provl;,lon tor 

Name of market. No. of No. of market for the communication ted on a storage if any Remarks. 
ginning presseq. sale of Kapa8 leading to the Railway ifJr koP'8 on 

lactories. exist!;. mark .. ts.: line. sellf"T'~ account. 
Lyallpur Lyallpur --- --a- No separate Yes--" .. 15 3 parca and 4 'fhere is no pro- 1'001 system was 

market tor kackcl,a roads. vision for the in operation. 
kapas exists; storage of ka pus Only 6 factories 
kapU8 is sold in . on sell .. r's worked. the re-
the ginneries. account either mainder being 

in the mandi closed for the 
or in factories. whole season. 

Jaranwala ~ 4 There is no sepa- 3 pacca and 4 ~ -do.- Pool system was 
rate market. kachcha roads. in operation 
kapas is sold only occasional-
in the grain lyand not per-
market and manently. All 
taken for weigh- the factories 
ment to the worked. 

---- ginning factory. 
Chak Jhumra .. 7 4 1 here is no sepa- 2 pacea & 3 .. .. Pool system was 

rate market. kacheha roads. not in opera-
Kapas is either tion, but two 

, sold and weighed factories re· 
in the grain . mained closed 
market or in, for want of . ginning factoiies capital. 

Toba.-Tek Singh ---- There is no sepa- 7 Kacheha 
, ---- Pool system was 5 3 .. .. 

rate market .. roads. not in operation 
K apa., is sold in ,for the whole 
the grain mat- " season, but only 
ket and taken ' worked for a few 

-for weighment . days . towards 
to the ginninll' the end of the 
factory. . season. 

oht~k Rohtak .. 2 ---r- Kapas is all sold 6pacea and 2 Yt's There is no pro- One factory re-
in the ginning kaehcha roads. vi~ion for the mained closed 
factories storage of kapas for the season. 

on seller's ac- so there was , 
,count either in only one buyer 
the mandi or at this market. 

I in factories. 
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STATEMENT 2 
No. of carts recorded Weight of kapas re': 

District. Market.. and whether belollg- corded and whether 
ing to:- belongingto:-

Growers. Others. Growers. Others, 

Lyallpur. Lyallpur. I25 255 2,362 6,795 
Jaranwala. 33 199 677 5,544 
Chak Jhumra ro8 II2 2,439 2,675 
Toba Tek 

Singh. 62 79 932 1,882 
Multan. Khanewal. 50 289 2,519 5.933 

Mian Chanm 88 147 1,945 3,484 . Jahania. 15 178 271 3,052 
Lahore. Chunian. 13 133 226 1,335 

Pattoki. 93 220 2,250 8,596 
Kot Radha 

Kishan. 31 52 347 865 
Robtak Rohtak. 133 457 3,504 15,176 

Sonepat. 41 151 261 4,346 
----------

Total. .792 2,245 17,733 59,683 

Percentage of 
total. 26 74 23 77 

It will be noticed from the general average that 77 per cent of the pm
duce is marketed by people other than growers-almost invariably village 
banias; while only 23 per cent is marketed direct by growers. This corro
borates the information collected in the villages-(vide l!,art I, Statement 
9) where it was ascertained that over 80 per cent of the crop is sold in the 
villages. The reasons given by the growers for disposing of so large a por
tion of their kapas in villages are given in the note appended to the state
ment referred to above. 

The case of Chak Jhumra constitutes an exception in that in this mar
ket almost 50 per cent. of the kapas is marketed by cultivators. The inves
tigator states that the reasons why cultivators specially favour this market 
are as follows:-

(a) An influential local artia has formed a league of artias who'act 
more In the interests of the seller than the buyer. 

Nol6.-Regarding artiaa Mr. Roberts writes, 'The arti. always acts in the 
interest of the sellers; 1-ut of course the 1-uyer, being a J:-ig customer, 
has sOlI1e influence, often preponderating. 1 he artia receives dami 
from the buyer. Equally honest or dishonest artiaa (depending on 
one's point of view) cap. be found in all market~. The probability is 
that Chak Jhumra is a young market wishing to compete with Lyallpur 
and Jaranwala. and thus claiming higher virtues to cover a somewhat 
lower market rate offered," 

Reference above criticism please see Royal Commission on Agriculture Report 
Para. 327. page 389. and para 336, page 395. The truth is that the arlia is supposed t~ 
a et in the interest of the seller b1lt does not. 



(b) The bulk of the kapas when. brought to the market is stacked 
for sale in front of the artias' shops and buyers are given a good 
opportunity' of examil1ing it before purchase. Once the bar • 
gain has been settled the artias will not admit of 'any subsequent 
deductions. It may be noted that this is the only case of this 
nature that has been recorded. 

The extra costs of unloading the kapas in this mandi and again reload
ing it for transport to the factory are borne by the seller. It is stated that 
even with the additional charges' cultivators prefer the system and that on 
the whole it works more satisfactorily and pays them better than delivering 
direct to ginners where complaints about quality and forced deductions are 
the general practice. 

(c) Due to the support and protection afforded by a1·tias in this mandi 
cultivators are better treated than in other marltets and as a 

, result, the mandi has come to draw on a wider area than might 
otherwise have been expected. 

'fhere are no figures available under this head as there are no records 
Daily arrivals of kept in any of the markets investigated. 

kapaa in markets 

As previously stated there are no controlled markets in the province 
such as exist in Berar. Many towns have no cotton markets at all, the pro

Management Of 
markets. 

duce being exposed for sale on the roads in the vicinity 
of the ginning factories' e.g. Lyallpur and Sonepat or 
in the ginning factory itself, e.g. Rohtak. 

Some of the markets are managed by a panchayat or committee com
posed of people interested in the trade such as artias, dalals, etc. These com
mittees make rules and regulations which the investigators speak of as fair 
and jus,t, but in practice buyers invariably have things entirely in their own 
hands as far as prices, deductions, etc. are concerned. 

Sales are conducted at different times during the day in different mar
System of Sales. kets. The opening and closing hours for each market 

investigated are shown in Satement 3.* 

When the cultivator or seller arrives in the mandi he immEdiately 
arranges with his particular artia for the sale of his produce. If he is a well 
informed man he informs him of the rate he is prepared to accept; otherwise 
he leaves the transaction entirely in the hands of the artia. Before the open
ing hour arlias and buyers foregather at some central place in the market. 

Note.-Mr. Rott'rts r('marks-rt'garding buyers having everything in their 
own hands-"As a matter of fact the year under investigation was 
the worst experienced by factory owners for the last 15 years. At 
least 95% of them lost money heavily. All banks advancing against 
cotton will testify to the accuracy 0( this statement." 

Eut in reply to this all investigators affirm that in practice buyers invariably have 
things entirely in their own hands as regards prices, deductions. etc. In support of t!lis 
statement I refer readers to the ,Royal Commissioll on ~riculture's Report. Para· 323 
page 385. 

• Vide Page 33. 
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STATEMENT 3 

Showing time of opening of cotton markets. 

Market. Time of opening Time of delivery of kapas. 

I. Lyallpur . about 12 a. m. From afternoon to sunset* 
2. Toba-Tek-Smgh 2p. m. From 4 p.m. to sunset. * 
3· Jaranwala " 5 p.lil1~ From early morning to sun-

set with 2 hours rest at 
about 1 p. m. ** 

4· Chak Jhumra -do.- -do-
S· Pattoki 3P. m. In the evening of the same 

day or next morning. 
6. Chuni~n 4p·m. -do-
7· Kot Radha Kishan Il a. m. After 1 1 a. m. 
,8. Khanewal about ,9 a. m. From afternoon to sunset. 

any time bet-
ween morning 
&. noon. 

9· Mian Channu about 3P. m. From 4 p.m. to SUllset*** 
iO. Jahania -do- '-do-
ll. Rohtak 7-30 a. m. about II a. m. 
12. Sonepat about 7 a.m. about II a. m. 

The buyers having previously decided on receipt of private telegr;lms 
received from Bombay what rates they are prepared to pay, wait upon the 
artias to conduct them around. Each artia proceeds to show the various 
buyers his constituent's produce. Buyers after inspecting the stuff by draw
ing small samples from various parts of the ,cart make the al·ti", an offer under 
~ovcr. If an agreement cannot be reached, the a'dia may consult the OWner 
and after doing so again makes overtures under cover. 

The procedure of bargaining consists in the buyer and the seller who 
-is generally represented by an agent, holding each other's hands undenieath 
a cloth and deciding by secret manipulation of the fingers what the rate is 
to be. Even when the decision is made, no one is informed of the rate; not 
even the seller until some time afterwards. This practice is condemned by 
growers, as it leaves them entirely in the hands of the artia who mayor may 
not be acting in their interest. If the custom were replaced by auction 
sales or some ~.yst€m of more open dealing growers themselves would pro
bably market a much higher proportion of their produce than they do at 
prl'sent. 

. .• in some: respects this time is very unst~it~ble for we!ghment as the sellers, parti-
cularll the cultivators want to go back before it is dark while the buyers, in most cases 
.inten .ionally delay it as they know that the sellers will always yield to deductions or allow: 
. ance;. claimed during weighment, much more quickly late in the evening. 

·-Two days are wasted in this way .. 
·"Here too the time for weighment i~. not s.Jlitable fcy: seIJers. Buyers will alwavs 

conduct weighing slowly while the sellers will always be in hurry to get back to their viI. 
·lages. 
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Sales by auction do, to a certain extent, take place in the Khanewal ... 
Mian Channu and J ahania markets and also in some of the surrounding vii 
lages. Owners of big estates who have large quantities of kapas for disposal 
send the daily pickings to their commission agents for storage. When a 
sufficiently large quantity (about 500 mds.) has been accumulated an auc
tion is arranged and buyers invited. These assemble' on the day fixed, see 
the stuff and bid for lots in the usual way until it is disposed of. Weighment 
is made and delivery given at the seller's godown. Pavrnent is also made 
before the stuff is removed. A certain amount of smali cultivator's cotton 
is also disposed of in this way ~n villages. Most of the usual market charges, 
are levied and deductions made from the seller's account. 

It must be noted that it is a common practice for buyers to offer high 
rates in the market and then to cut down these rates when delivery is being 
effected on the ground that the kapas in the centre of the cart is dirty or in
ferior in quality to that exhibited on the outside. Such complaints are in
variably made when it is too late for the seller to take his produce elsewhere 
as a portion of it has already been weighed and mixed with other kapas in 
the purchaser's godown. The seller has therefore no option but to accept 
the reduced rate. Such action on the part of buyers must engender very 
bad feeling and is another reason why growers are so loath to market their
own produce. It is reported that such deductions usually vary between. 
as. 2. and as. 12 per maund, but that in some cases toey may be much. 
more. 

A most .iniquitous case of this nature was noted in a particular fac-· 
tory by two officers who were inspecting the work of investigators. A cart 
of kapas had been sold. After about six maunds had b~m weighed and mixed 
with other kapas in the godown, a storm arose and the purchaser raised vio-· 
lent objection to the quality of the kapas in the middle of the cart. Angry
altercations took place. The grower was told to take his stuff away, though. 
nothing was said of the six nwunds already weighed. There was talk of a 
lower price, but the grower prOVEd sultry. Finally the kapas was weighed 
in at the old rate, but a brick was added to the side of the scale where there 
already reposed a i maund weight, also a sack in which there were already' 
stones which. were said to be an allowance for dirt and damp. 

l\'ote.-Deductions.-Regarding statements made Mr. Roberts writes "As 80% 
of the kafllUl is marketed lly artia8 and merchants. even in case the
zamindar has sold through the mandi, and the mundi merchant delivers 
in the factory, it is not clear exactly how it affects the zamindar. Why
did not the investigator obtain actual figures of allowances as these 
are easy to get. The facts are that in a falling market the t-uyer can take
deductions for quality, whereas in a rising market be fails to do so. 
and has to accept even inferior quality." 

In reply t') these rem:u-ks I would say that these iniquitous deductions affect the 
village bania equally with the zamindar. t-ut he being a business man and well acquainted 
with market conditions is in a l-etter position to protect himself than is the illiterate and 
ignorant zamindar. 

Actual figures of such illegal deductions made are very difficult to obtain as the case 
described in the report (part Il page last para) shows that bricks and stones selected 
at random are thrown on the scales along with the weights; how are such deductions t() 
be known? 

For further information regarding .this practice see Royal Commission on Agricul
tures·. Report. Para. 323. page 385. 
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Buying is conducted in three different ways ,Ylz:

System of 
purchasing. 

I. Direct purchase. 
2. Fixed contract. 
3. Unfixed contract. 

. (I). The system of direct purchase has already been desclibed under 
the head "System of Sales"; it is the normal method of purchase in all mar~ 
kets though in the Multan District two othe~systems have come into general 
use and are described below. 

(2) Fixed contract.-This is a contract entered into between large pro
ducers, banias, or Co-operative Societies on the one hand and factory owners 
or their agents on the other. Sellers agr~e to supply buyers with a stipulat
ed quantity of kapas of a certain quality at a fixed price. Delivery may be 
taken either in a village or at the factory within a fixed period. The ma·uncl 
may contain 401 or even 41 seers according to arrangement. Weighment i~ 
usually made in the factories. The investigator in that district states that 
about 75 per cent. of the kapas is brought in this way at Mian Channu 
market and about 30 to 40 per cent. at Khanewal and Jahania. A sample 
form of contract is attached as Appendix D. 

(3). Unftxed contract. Under the termS of this contract the seller 
agrees to give delivery at the buyer's premises of a certain quantity of kapas 
within a fixed period, the price to be paid being the rate offered by . the buy
er at the moment of settlement. Should the seller fail to fix a price within 
the period the buyer has the right to fix the price on the last day of the 
period at the rate at which he is then·buying. According ~o this system 
the seller recei~es 75 to 80 per cent. of the value of his kapas on delivery. 
He is thus able to deliver fresh stuff, avoiding dryage, risk of fire, expenses 
of storing etc. The system is popular when the market is dull and the sel
ler wishes to wait for better prices. 25 to 30 per cent. of the purchases made 
at Khanewal and Jahania this season were arranged in this way. A form .of 
contract is given as Appendix E. 

Special weighmen called "Tolas".are employed by artias for weighing 
all kapas. The ordinary beam scale and pucca weights (40 seers-one - maund) 

S stem f are in use in all the markets investigated. One of the 
W~9h e °t investigators reports that the weights in use for weigh-

m n . ing kapas in some of the factories are heavier than the 
standard weights and with no system of inspection of weights and measures 
this is quite _ possible. -

Note.-Regarding system of weighing.- Mr. Roberts rema~ks: "The practice in 
Khanewal is for the artia to bcing his own weights and his own weigh
man. The factory owner has to check these to protect himself. Only 
in case of halla where weighment is made in villages, and the weight 
checked only at the factory, are the factory owner's weight$ used in any 
factory at Khanewal. Any seller can demand that factory weights be. 
checked, and standard weights are kept fOl) the purpose in practically 
all the fac.tories. l have myself, however, come across cases of exces-
sive weights being used." (Oontinued on next Page). . 
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The cotton to be weighed is put into a piece of gunny bag about six 
Ieet square and ropes tied to each corner are used to suspend it from the beam 
of the scale. The unit of weighment is usually half a maund (40 lbs.). Pieces 
of brick or stone are put in a bag along with the weights on the other side of 
the scales to balance the. weight of the sack containing the cotton or as a 
means of making allowance for dirt, moisture etc. Quantities of less than 
401bs. are either not taken into account or are weighed by means of bricks, 
etc, which .donot giv.e the correct weight. The labom;ers who remove the. 
kapas from the cart and place i<:: on the scales are employed and paid by the 
seller's artia, while those who remove it from the scales and place in godowns 
are employed by the buyer, though usually paid by the "seller. 

Weighment is generally done in the ginning factories, weighmen usual
ly being employed by the seller's~rtia. 

No accurate data could be obtained under this head. Kapasis rarely 
weighed in villages and even when it has been weighed, quantities removed 
C as s~ples and as deductions in kind etc. render it dif-

omparlson of ficult to establish any comparison. Generally there 
Vil~ge k ~nd were few complaints about losses through weighment. 

ar e . The Khanewal investigator states that he has verified 
Welghments. from the records of buyers that kapas sold by village 

oallias weighs from t to 1 seer per maund less on arrival in factories, but 
this might easily be. accou~ted for by dryage. . 

In all cotton markets every seller of kapas has to pay a variety of cess
es in addition to "arat" or commission. The artia or 

Deductions. commission agent pays all the cesses imd recovers the 
an:tount from the sale proceeds due to his constituents. 

Statell}eht 4* shows the fees and cesses paid by cotton sellers in diffe
rent markets. From the figures it will be seen that there is no uniform scale 
of charges. They vary both in cash and kind even within the same market. 
They are lowest in Sonepat (Rs. 0-12-0 per cent.) and highest in Lyallpur 
(Rs. 3-7-3 per cent.) The average of all charges comes to Rs. 2-4-10 per 
cent. 

This varies in different and even in the same markets from Rs. 0-8-0 
to Re. 1- per cent. The reasons given for variations 

Ccmmission. in the same market are :-

I ,would remark that Khanewal practices do not prevail everywhere. In many of 
the factories visited by me the scales and weights were the property of the factory owner 
1 now [md, however, from further enquiries that the Khanewal practice is u('(;oming more 
common. . 

If a seller suggested" that he should be allowed to check weights, the factory owner 
or his agent would probably regard sllch a request as an insult and ask him to take his 
stuff away. . 

J requested permission to check the weights of one factory against the standard 
weights kept ill the factory for the purpose. A 56 lbs brass weight was produced while all 
the wt"ights to be tested were half onaund weights, so no true test could be made. 

The Royal CommissiQIl on Agriculture made enqUIries into the matter; their 
~pillion is given in para 339 page 396 of tbeir Heport. 

*Vide Pal(es ~8. ~Q. 40. 
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(b) 
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'Vhen sellers have borrowed money from artias the rate charged 
is above the average. .. 
When sellers have not borrowed money from artia ordinary com
mission is charged. 
When sellers have not borrowed money from artias but allow 
their sale proceeds to lie with them for .some time then the corn· 
mission charged is below the normal rate. 

In Kot Radha Kishan market the rates Charged are higher than in 
any other market recorded. One reason for ,this may be that no deductions 
are made for .charitable purposes. Co-operative Commission shops generally 
charge a fixed rate of commission in each mandi and as a general rule it is less 
than that charged by artias. 

These charges vary from Rs. 0-5-0 to Rs. 0- 15-0 per cent. in· different 
W I hI h markets. In some places such charges are paid in cash, 

e g ;~ ~ ar- in others in kind, or in both cash and kind. Deductions 
ges an a our. in kind are usually at the rate of one seer per cart or 
half a chlla/ok per ma·und. . . . 

This is a deduction made to cover loss in weight of kapas due to damp
ness, admixture of leaf, dust, etc. It is charged in kind at the rate of from 

1 to 1 a seer per maund; or. in cash from Rs. 0-2-0 
Kartl~. to Rs. 1-5-3 per cent on the value of the kapas. 

. In some markets these charges are levied separately, In others they are 
not. They vary from Rs. 0-0--3 to Rs. 0- 1-9 per . cent. 

Dhannao and They are collected for charitable purposes but it is alleged 
Gawshala. that orily a small proportion of the money thus obtained 

. . is legitimately used .. In some Cases it i~ reported that 
a,.t~as, by the precept of letting charity begin at home, utilise what is collect
elf in this. way for their pilgrimages to Hardwar, Benares, etc. Sellers in
v.uiably object to such deductions as they consider them unfair. 

in some markets deductions are made for dalali and shagirdi. Such 
;Dalali d deductions vary from Rs. 0-1-0 to Rs. 0-4-0 per cent. 
! Shatflirdi Shagirdi means apprenticeship. Artias sometimes keep 
: ~ . apprentices in their shops, the wages of such being de-

dpcted from the amount due to sellers. 

A dalal is a man who buys produce on behalf of a ginner or merChant 
and he. is invariably paid by the buyer and sometimes also by the seller. 
Besides acting as a buying agent he also supervises weighment in the factory 
and claims deductions on the grounds of inferior quality, low kan or lint per
centage, etc. 

Deductions In Deductions 'in kind fall under three heads viz: Samples, 
kInd. . Changer and Beggars. : . 

Samples. . A small quantity usually about one seer is :taken from!·each 
cllrt by buyers and is not returned. Often a second unweighed samvle is 



S"l"ATEM£NT 4 A. 
Showing fees and cesses paid by Cotton Sellers in different mandis 

I 
Cash Deductions. 

District. Market. Commis-

I 
Labour & Dkarmao I 

I 
Labour perl Labour 

I 
sion or weighing Gaoakala mound. per cart 

ara!. charges or Miscel- Karta Dalali Total. . laneous . 
From From From Rs. 1-4 Rs. 

Lyallpur Lyallpur 0·8·0 0-5·0 0-1-3 per cent. 0-4-0 0.0-3 02-0 2-8-0 
to to to or per cent. to 

1-0·0 0-12·6 0·1-6 ! Br. per . 3-7-3 

• per cent. per cent. per cent. maund per cent.' 
Chak Jhumra 0·12·0 0-5- 0 0-0'3 i Br. per Cartage Unloading 

to to 0·1-3 maund 0·1-3 from man· 01 kapaa 
1-0-0 0-6-3 per cent. per cent. dia to fac- from carts 2-3-6 

per cent. per cent. tories .. 0-4 0 to 
" 0-0-3 per cart 2-9-\1 

to or per·cent. 
0-0-9 0.0'3 

per md. per md. 
Toba lek Singh 0-8·0 0·12·0 0-0-6 ! Br. per Rs. 

to to to maund .. .. . . 2-86 to 
1-0-0 0-1 5-0 01-6 3'4-6 

per cent. per cent. per cent. per cent_ 
Jaranwala 0-8-0 0'7-0 0.0-3 0-10-0 Dalati & 1-10'\1 

10 to to per cent. 8hogirdi .. to 
1-00 0-100 0-1-6 0-1-0 to 2·6-9 

per cent. per c~nt. per cent. 0-1'3 
per cent. 

- .. 
':Rohtak - Rohtak-- Weighing Dkarmoda 60kh. 

charges Ii & Gaw- per md. 
pies per md. 8kala. or I-I-g 
or 0-1-0 per 0·1-9 0-1 5-0 pre cent. 
cent. approxi- per cent. per cent. 

------ mately. 
4 Okk. per 

I" 
Sonepat -do- -do- md. or loas 0-12·9 

per cent. per cent. 



~i'ATEMENT 4A (Oontinue4) .. 
Cash Deduction. 

District. Market. COllUllis- Labour & Dharmao I I sion or weighing Gaosha/a. ILabour per Labor I tIf'fd. charges. or Miscel· Karlrl. Da/a.U. ",aun4. per cent. Total_ 
laneous. 

0-12-0 I Weighmen 0-lZ-3 Lahore .. Pattoki per cent. and Dha6mao per ceRt . .. /2-3-6 I Rs. 0-II-3 per cent. 
per cent. I 

CJ1unian .. .. ! Labourers 0-9-0 1-2-3 
and Dharmao per cent. .. per cent. I Rs.0-9-3 

per cent 
Kot Radha Weighman -- - 2-I:Z-6---1-7-0 0-10-9 Kishan per cent. 0-10-9 per cent. .. per cent. 

per cent. 

Mulua .. Khanewal Cash for aral. Cash Oh'Ungi to 4 
: weighing.cha- Rs. 1-5-3 or labourers at Average 

rity brokerage i sr. per mtl. I Chh. each 2-7-3 
and cartage karla or! Beer per cent. 
expenses to & * Ohh. per ma'Und. 
factory 1-9-0 ; per sample . 
to t-t5-0. 

Mian Chanun Average RS:I-9 to , Karla. * Beer .. -do.- 2-II-3 
1-7-3 I-IS per cent .. sample per cent. 

per cent. plus 0-2-0 , 5 BrB. per 
per bora. for 100 mtlB. 

carqtge to additional 
factory. I sample I 

: Beer per cart 

Jahania .• Average Rs. 1-0 to I Beer per 3/0 per cent. -1-7 Ra. I-IS per mtl. sample 2-4-10 
per.cent• cent. per bora.. * Ohh •. per 

for cartage to ma'Unrl. 
he factory. 



STATE M ENT 4 B 
Showing fees and cesses paid by Cotton Sellers in different mandis. 

Kind Deductions. 
District. Market. 

Sample Ckanger • Beggar Allowance during weighment 
\ c 

LyalJpur .. Lyallpur " .. aJ:>out I Beer per About I seer per Handful kapas is 
cart. cart or -1-6 per cent given to each beggar 

Cbak Jhumra .. .... I seer to 2 seers ~da.-
or 0:-1-3 per cent 

Jaranwala .. Sample and gate About I sr. or Handful of kapas 
entry about 11 sr8. 0-1-6 per cent . is given to each 

beggar, " 
. Tol-a Tek Singh .. 1 Ckk. per maund. 1 Ckkatak to I Chh atak per maund . 

Rohtal!: .. Rohtak . . Menials about 2 seers . about I seer per maund. . . 

Sonepat .. Menials about I ! seers do . 
0 

Lahore .. Pattoki .. Ckungi to menials Rs. 0-3-0 per .. cent Rs 0-5-6 per cent . 

Chunian .. Brokerage & Ckun 1 i to sweeper etc. . Rs I /- per cent. 
Rs 0-7-0 per cent. 

Kot Radha l(ishan Paiedar 0-5-3 per c ent. 

Multan .. ' I(hanewal ,. . One seller paid allowance due 

.. - ... .-'-
to poor quality at Rs. 1-2-0 

per maund. 
; -- ---- ~-.-.-- - ----:---.-----~ 

MiaD ChaDun : 0-1-0 to 0-2-0 per md. ,. 

Jahania 
paid by 4 sellers. One 

. . paid allowance at Rs . 
3-1-0 per md. as his kapas 

.. was mixed with old . 
--- ... .. . -- .- .' .. ---- .-.-- .'~""" -- -- .. . ",,""-_. ~ - ~ .-.' .. ' - . . 
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taken in order to find out the kan or ginning percentage. In some cases a 
third sample is taken from the cart during weighment in the factory' for the 
purpose of showing to the buyer in his office and is not returned. 

Change,.. This is labour employed during weighment to unload carts, 
etc. Such labour is usually paid for at the rate of one seer per cart or 
half a cllhalak per rnaund. 

Menials and Beggars.-These include bhistis, sweepers, the artia's cooks. 
delivery clerks, etc. Such people are ~ually given a handful of kapas 
but not necessarily from every cart. 

In many markets buyers pay Rs. 0-8-<> per cent. to artias. In such 
cases artias are paid by both sides; their interests are thus divided. Such a 

Double practice cannot but militate against the interests of 
payment. the sellers who employ them. 

to al'tias: 

Such allowances are very common and take the form of the buyer en
deavouring to reduce the rate of purchase when some of the seller's kapas-

Allowances has been weighed into his godown on the plea that it is 
claImed durlng not up to quality. Such deductions may vary from 

weIghment. Rs. 0-2-<> to Rs. 0-12-<> per ma-undo 

There have been no complaints about sellers not receiving their money 
in full from artias. Owing to the system of conducting sales, however, they 

Making are largely dependent on their honesty. The artias in-
payment. variably make payment as soon as delivery of the kapas 

has been effected. Buyers, on the other Jland, do not make payment to the 
artias until some days afterwards. - , , 

In some of the mandis investigated, particularly Lya1lpur, most of the 
buyers or ginners have formed themselves in.to an association or pool for the 

PurchasIng purpose of eliminating competition and regulating prices-
Pool. in their own interests. Lyallpur and Mian Channu, 

however, are the only markets surveyed in which such a pool has functioned 
satisfactorily throughout the whole season under review. _ 

The particular association at Lyallpur has been in existence now for
a number of years. At the commencement of each season a committee ap-
pointed by the members estimates the quantity of kapas which is likely to be. 
available and decides on the number of factories and the particular ones which. 
will operate for the season. The number operating this season was six out of 
a total of fifteen. Those owners whose factories were closed received ,compen
sation from a fund collected as follows:-For every ma-und of kapas purchased 
at LyalIpur buyers were compelled to contribute a sum of Rs. 0-4"-<> to the 
pool fund. At Mian Channu Rs. 3/- per bale was contributed to the pool 
funds by all factories operating. The total amount. thus collected was distri
buted between all factory owners,both idle and operating, in proportion to the 
number of gins owned by each. ' , 
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The investigator stafes that in LyaUpur some of the idle factory owners 
-were receiving as much as Rs. 300/- per q.ay as their share of the pool funds. 
It may be noted in this c~mnection that the deductions made in the market 
,are the heaviest of those recorded running from Rs. 2-8...:0 to Rs. 3--7-3 per cent. 

In most of the markets under review the number of ginneries is in 
,excess of present requirements and vigorous efforts are being made to form 
-similar combines elsewhere. If such should materialise .and function success
fully the seller is likely to find himself placed in a much more unfavourable 
-position than he is at present,and the intervention of Government may become 
-a necessity. The ginning industry under existing conditions appears to be 
o()vercapitalised and the owners thereof are naturally making strenuous effort 
-to shift the burden of depreciation and interest on their fixed but idle capital 
-from themselves to the growers. 

Summary of General Conclusions. 
Although the inquiry was confined to eight villages in each district 

{nine in Rohtak) the results obtained may be accepted as of fairly general 
application in those parts of the Canal Colonies where 

Village Inquiry. perennial irrigation is available. Rohtakstands more or 

of Lahore. 
less by itself, and to a lesser extent so does the district 

Of all the cultivators recorded. 
48 Per cent are Proprietors, 
32.9 Tenants, 

and 18.9 Both Tenants & Proprietors. 
The share system of tenancy is the most common, 72 per cent. of the 

tenants holding their lands on such terms on a yearly tenancy. 78.5 per cent. 
-()f the holdings average 25 acres in extent. The area under cotton in the 
·districts of Lyallpllr, Multan and Lahore averages 2I.3 per cent. of"the culti
vated area of the holdings but only 8.4 in Rohtak. 

Cultivators provide 55.5 per cent. of their own seed requirements. 
24.4 per cent. being obtained from sahukars. 13.7 per cent. from Govem
-ment Seed Agents and Farms and the remainder from other sources. 

The bulk of the crop seems to be marketed during the months of Decem
ber and January. There does not appear to be any desire on the part of 
-cultivators to send it to the market. As a general rule sufficient cotton is 
marketed to enable cultivators to pay their land revenue and water rate which 
falls due on the 15th December. Over 80 per cent. of the crop was sold to the 
-village bania and most of the remainder through commission agents in the 
unarkets. The reasons given for so disposing of it are:-

(a) Advances have been taken from the banias. 
(b) The time lost and difficulties encountered in marketing the 

cotton. 
(c) Ignorance of market rates, market procedure and of the unreason

able deductions made by middlemen and buyers. 
(d) Lack of Municipal storage in markets, secret bargaining. A,tias 

in some matkets do store cotton for their constituents. 
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A certain amount of kapas was held up for higher prices, viz. 10 per cent. 
lin Lyallpur, 4 per cent. in Multan, 4 per cent. in Lahore, and nil in Rohtak. 

These figures cannot be taken as an index of what happens from year 
10 year as during the past season rates have varied only very slightly. There 
-was thus little or no inducement for cultivators to hold up their produce in the 
hope of obtaining better prices, even though finances might have enabled 
them to do so. . 

Of the total number of cultivators recorded 54. I per cent or roughly 
'half have taken advances for general purpose!l: of these 42 per cent. are proprie
itors and 6 I per cent tenants. 

The principal source of borrowin& is the sahukars who have advanced 
.58.7 per cent. of the total amount borrowed. Landlords advanced 12.3 
per cent. ~d Co-operative Societies 8.5 par,cent. 

The percentages of borrowings at the different rates of interest are:-
Without interest. 7.7 per cent. 
Below 12 per cent. II. 65 " 
12 to 16 per cent 14.42 " 
16 to 20 34.05 " 
20 to 30 " 26.9 
Above 30 per cent 6.05 " 

As the above figures show the general level of interest is high and the 
:almost universal complaint of the cultivators recorded in this connection 
,seems to be justified. 

Markets. are not subject to any kIDd 'of official control beyond atoll 

Marketing 
Inquiry. 

levied in a few places for their general upkeep. Special. 
markets for the sale of cotton do not ex\st anywhere in 
the province. 

As a rule the ordinary markets are managed by a panchayat or com
tmittee composed mostly of commission agents. They decide the amounts 
,of fees and cesses to be paid by sellers. All ordinary cultivators are forced 
by circumstances to sell their produce through comInission agents· or find 
lthemselves boycotted. . 

Weighment of produce is generally done in the factories, pucca weights 
Ibeing used. Complaints about the weighmen acting in the buyer's interests 
. are common, as are also those about weights used in weighing kapas being 
. made heavier by means of hooks and iron rings attached to them. 

Besides the common practice of bargaining under cover, two special 
purchasing systems have been developed in the markets in Multan District. 

'These are:- . 

(a). By a fixed contract. 
(b) By an open contract. 
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Both systems are &scr1bed on page 35. Sales by auction occasionally· 
take place; the produce in such cases being the property of large zemindars' 
or co-operative Societies, 

Deductions in all markets average Rs. 2-4-10 per cent. In addition_ 
certain deductions in kind are made varying from one to two seers of kapas. 

Payment to sellers is promptly made on delivery of the kapas. An. 
organisation of buyers termed a purchasing pool is functioning in certain 
markets to the detriment of cultivators. This is particularly the case in 
Lyallpur where the deductions are higher than in any other ·market investi-
gated. 

NOTE BY INVESTIGATORS 

ON 

EFFECTS OF POOL ON PRICES OF KAP AS IN NEARBY 
MARKETS TO LYALLPUR. 

Lyallpur is the controlling market in the matter of rates for other
markets in the district, vide investigators' reports on market inquiry for Lyall-· 
pur and Khanewal. It is the head-quarters of almost all the big firms and 
mill owners dealing in the trade of cotton and kapas. Consequently there is 
greater competition at Lyallpur than. at any other market. The sub.-agents 
of all firms, stationed at various markets including Khanewal receive instruc
tions regarding purchase of cotton and· kapas from Lyallpur. The Lyallpur 
quotations therert>re carry as much weight for other markets as Bombay and 
Karachi quotations for Lyallpur and other markets remained nearly the same 
a') pool system at Lyallpur did not end then and there but it also extended to 
other markets. 

In addition to this, factory owners at Lyallpur also own factories in many
other towns .. The agents in charge of such factories do not purchase kapas
unless they obtain instructions from the owners at Lyallpur. Prices in other 
nearby mark~ts were therefore less than at Lyallpur except at Jaranwala. 
where ther~tes were sometimes higher than those current at Lyallpur. , 
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APPENDlXA. 

VILLAGE QUESTIONNAIRE. 

GENERAL FOR EACH VILLAGE. 

To be ascertained at the Commencement of the Inquiry. 

1. Name of Village . 

.2. Total cultivated area. 

3. Area under cotton this year :
(a) Irrigated from canal. 
(b) Irrigated from other sou.~s. 
(c) . Unirrigated. 

4. Area under cotton last year. 
(a) Irrigated from canal. 
(b) Irrigated from other sources. 
(c) Un irrigated. 

5. How does this year's crop compare with last year's? 

6. Is the crop this year earlier or later than usual and by'how much? 

7. What is (are) the nearest cotton market (s) ? 

What is th"e distance 
and 

is the road good, fair or bad? 

8. Is there any storage accommodation for kapas in the villagel 

9. What is (are) the common system (s) of weights in use in the village 
for kapas? 

Lbs. avoirdupois= I Maund of Kapas. 
Maunds. = I Khandi of Kap'as. 

(Information to be obtained from each cotton grower). 

I. Village .. 

2. Name of cotton cultivator. 

3. Is he a proprietor or tenant or both? 
If a tenant, what is the nature of his tep.uncy? 
(Money rent, share system, etc.) 
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4. Total area of his holding. 

5. Area under cotton. 
(a) Unirrigated. 
(b) Irrigated from canal. 
(c) Irrigated from other sources. 

(state sources.) 
(survey numbers) 

e' 

6. Variety and area: (a) American. 
(b) Desi. 

7. Source of seed suppiy (Cultivator's own, sou;kar, Government 
Farm, ginnery, etc.) 

Is(PERIOD 
From ..................••...•. ;to 

Dates of investigator's visits to the village. 

I. Has alLY advance been taken-up-to date? 
If so, give reasons for the a4vance. 

2. How !lluch did you actually receive? 

Include an~' advance in seed taken. 

3. "'bat amount have you undertaken to repay? 
4. Rate (or rates) of interes,t. 
5. Source of advance. (Landlord, Co-operativ~ Society, So vkar. 

Cotton trader, et,.c.) 

If advances have been taken from more than one SO_Tce, [,ive amounts 
and rates of interest from each source separately. 

6. Is there any bond or verbal undertaking to sell kapas through 
the:lender or to the lender? ' 

7. Is the crop already sold, and the price fixed either 011 acreage or 
weight? 

If so, to whom? 
and 

on what date (s)? 

2nd PERIOD. 
From ................................•. to .....•.••.•....••••••• 

. Dates of investigator's visits to the village. 
r. How much kapas has been picked so far? 
(Reply approximately, in maunds.) 
2 •• Has any advance been taken on this kapc:s? 
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3. If so, how much? 

From whom? (Sowkar, Landlord,. Dalal, middleman, ginowner etc.), 
and 

under what conditions? 

4. Has any kapas been actually sold? 

Give amount in maunds. 
If so, to whom? (Petty merchant, daZal, sowkar, ginowner, etc.) 

and where? . • 
and when? Dates of sale (s). 

S. Has the money been received for this kapas? 
(Enter date of recording this reply). 

6. What was (were) the rate (s)? (If there was more than one rate" 
of sale give a'mount sold at each rate). 

7. What was the money actually recewed? 

R. Where was the kapas delivered? 
(Locally i.e., in village or elsewhere. Give "name of place or market.) 
How far away? (Miles) 
\Vho paid for cartage? 

(Seller or purchaser). 

Jrd PERIOD. 
From ........................ to .............................• 
Dates of investigator's visits to th~. village. 

J. \\11at was the total qua~tity (in maunds) ef your whole crop oL 
kapas? • 

2. How much now remains with you? 

3. Have you received the whole money due on the kapas sold? 

(Enter date of recording this reply). 
If not, how much is outstanding? 

- and 
from whom? 

4. How much (maunds) kapas was sold:

(a) Locally i.e., in village? 
(b) In market. 
(c) Name of market and distance from village. 

(5) What are the rates received for your:-

(a) Local i.e., village sales? 
(b) Market sales? 

and 
on what date (s), were they made? 
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6. If sold in the market, was the sale made through a broker1 
~ '\Vas the cotton sold outright or deposited with an artia, dalal, sowkar, or 
ibanirt' for sale? ' 

7. Did you ascertain the market rates before selling? 
.If -EO, frO!l1' ',:hat source? 

S. Has' any advance been taken on the lcapas remaining with you 
If so, how much? 

. and 
From whom? 

and 
!;uuder what conditions? 

9. What rate (s) are you now offered for this kapas? 
.. (Enter date and actual market rate of the same day). 

GENERAL 

Note for investigators.~The investigator should carefully explain the 
.following questions to the cultivators under examination and should enter 
:his actual replies only. If the cultivator has no reply to offer, leave the 
· answer space blank. 

Enter here such information as can be obtained about difficulties in 
:marketing, in finance, and in holding for high~r prices. 

1. Would an open cotton market with open prices be an advantage 
· to you? 
If -so. how? ~ 

2. Is there any difficulty in:-
. (a) knowing the rate at which your agent sells your kapas? 

(b) in recovering the ful~ money? 

3. Are deductions made from the price? 
,(All deductions should be entered; not only the ordinary market deductions 
for hamali, dalali, dhal'madai etc., but also deductions made during weigh

_ mmt on account of bad quality, etc., Deductions in kind should also be re
· corded here. Get records of actual cases whenever possible). 

If so, what are they said to be for-and what rate (s) is (arc) charged? 

4. If you take your kupus to market and cannot get a good rate for . 
: your cotton, what do yeu do with it? 
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APPENDIXB. 

INFORMATION TO BE OBTAINED EACH .DA Y. 

I. Name of market. 

2. Date. 

3. The market rate. 
How and when fixed? 
Was it posted or announced in the market? 

4. Any change in the rate during the day? 
Were these posted or announced? 

5. Were any Bombay rates posted up? 
If so, what rates? 

and when? 

6. Approximate arrivals of kapas during the day. 

INFORMATION TO BE OBTAINED FROM EACH INDIVIDUAL 
BRINGING KAPAS TO MARKET FOR $ALE. 

I. Date. 

2. Was 'the kapas grown by you? 
or have you bought it? , 

3. From what village brought? 
Distance in miles. 
Road metalled or not. 

4. What weight of kapas have you brought? 
5. What is the rate which you have accepted? 
6. What money have you received? 
7. To what deductions have you agreed? 
8. Have you taken any advance? 

!IT.d if so, of what amount 
and from whom? 
(i. e. sowkar, dalal, cotton trader ett.) 

GENERAL INFORMATION TO BE OBTAINED FROM EACH MARKET. 

I. How is the market managed? Attach a copy of any local by-laws 
or rules regUlating trading in kapas or cotton. 

2. Is there any local Market Committee of any kind, if so, who are 
the members? What are their occupations? 

3. Describe in detail how sales are conducted. 

4· Can cultivators bringing kapas to the mark~t sell direct or emJ>loy 
brokers?, '. 
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6. If sold in the market, was the sale made through a broked 
~ Was the cotton sold outright or deposited with an artia, dalal, sowkar, or 
<bania' for sale? ' 

7. Did you ascertain the market rates before selling? 
1f -EO, fro!1l-what source? 

8. Has'any advance been taken on the kapas remaining with you 
If so, ~lOW much? 

and 
From whom? 

and 
.under what conditions? 

q. What rate (s) are you now offered for this kapas? 
(Enter date and actual market rate of the same day). 

GENERAL 

Note for investigators.~The investigator should carefully explain the 
Jollowing questions to the cultivators under examination and should enter 
his actual replies only. If the cultivator has no reply to offer, leave the 

_answer space blank. 

Enter here such information as can be obtained about difficulties in 
:marketing, in finance, and in holding for highrr prices. 

I. Would an open cotton marke.t with open prices be an advantage 
. to you? 
If -so. how? .. 

2. Is there any difficulty in:-
_ (a) knowing the rate at which your agent sells your kapas? 

(b) in recovering the full money? 

3. Are deductions made from the price? 
,(All deductions should be entered; not only the ordinary market deductions 
for hamali, dalali, dhm'madai etc., but also deductions made during weigh

. mmt on account of bad quality, etc., Deductions in kind should also be re
-corded here. Get records of actual cases whenever possible). 

If so, what are they said to be for-and what rate (s) is (are) cBarged? 

4. If you take your kapas to market and cannot get a good rate for . 
: your cotton, what do yeu do with it? 
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APPENDIXB. 

INFORMATION TO BE OBTAINED EACH DAY. 

I. Name of market. 

2. Date. 

3. The market rate. 
How and when fixed? 
Was it posted or announced in the market? 

4. Any change in the rate during the day? 
Were these posted or announced? 

5. Were a.ny Bombay rates posted up? 
If so, what rates? 

and when? 
6. Approximate arrivals of kapas during the day. 

INFORMATION TO B'E OBTAINED FROM EACH INDIVIDUAL 
BRINGING KAPAS TO MARKET FOR ~AL:e. 

I. Date. 

2. Was cthe kapas grown by you! 
or have you bought it? • 

3. From what village brought? 
Distance in miles. 
Road metalled or not. 

4. What weight of kapas have you brought? 
5. What is the rate which you have accepted? 
6. What money have you received? 
7. To what deductions have you agreed? 
8. Have you taken any advance? 

H.d if so, of what amount 
and from whom? 
(i. e. sowkar, dalal, cotton trader etc.) 

GENERAL INFORMATION TO BE OBTAINED FROM EACH MARKET. 

I. How is the market managed? Attach a copy of any local by-laws 
or rules regulating trading in kapas or cotton. 

2. Is there any local Market Committee of any kind, if so, who are 
the members? What are their occupations? 

3. Describe in detail how sales are conducted. , 
4. Can cultivators bringing kapas to the market sell direct or etp.~loy 

brokers? 
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5. What is the system of buying? Do buyers buy direct or employ 
brokers? 

6. Do brokers and artias act for both buyers and sellers? 

_,." ,. :Q? buyers give advances against kapas deposited for sale if so, 
what percentage of the value and at what interest. 

S. If daily (or opening) rates are fixed, how is this done, and how are 
they announced? " 

9. Are Bombay or other rates posted in the market regularly? If so 
what rates and how -obtained? 

IQ. Are there any arrangements for storage in the market? 

Is kapas stored in artias' shop, or godown, or in ginning factories, 
on sellers' account2 . 

II. Do the market records show daily arrivals? "Compile a statement 
of daily and monthly arrivals for last season from the records available and 
of prices for the same dates. . 

12. State the system of weighment in use. Are there any complaints 
from cultivators about weighment; if so, what? 

13. How is the weighman paid and how much? By whom is he 
employed? 

14. What are the allowances and deductions customary in the market? 
Is there any complaint from sellers that these are unfair? 



APPENDIX C. 
Statement giving particulars of villages selected for Cotton Finance and Marketing Enquiry in the Punjab. 

Name & Original 
l.No.of 

Nature Nearest 
Dis-

culti- tance Kind of Name 01 Serial No~. of Agricul- home Type of vators of local from road and District. No. chcak" tural District culti- in water ·markets. mar- means of Remarks. or trilie. of culti- vators. village. supply. kets. transport. villages. , tivators. Miles. 
Lyallpur .. I 197 R. B. Arain Jullundur Abadk/lf"8 68 Perennial Lyallpur 7 Fair Mohamma- canal. and both Kachchca. den ChakJumra ways. By cart. 

2 263 R. B. Jat (Sikh) -<10.- -do.- 100 -do.- Lyallpur I"6 Good Me-
talled road. 

1'"73 - By cart. - 110 J. B. Mixed(Sikh Gurdaspur SUf e'/l08h -do.- Chak -do.-3 7 Hindu and Jul!undur mos Y Jhumra 
Mahomma- and Delhi under 

dens.) tenants. 
, '" 

---' 
4 213 R.B. Sikh Jat Different -do.- 58 -do.- Lyallpur 2 -do.-(SuJedposh) distncts. 

Amritsar, 
Gurdaspur. 
Hoshiarpur 
andSialkot. 

5 43 G.B. Jat (Sikh) Amrictsar Abadkar8. 46 -do.- Gojra. 8 -do.-

6 67 G.B. Kamboh Jullundur -do.- 93 -do.- Jaranwala 8 -do.-(Sikh) - ---282 G.B. Jangli Local from -do.- 70 -do. -do.- IS Bad 7 
(Moham- Ravi Kachchca. madens) side. By cart. r-s 2 J.B. Jat (Moha- Amritsar """,do.- 31 -do;- Lyallpur 7 do. 
mm"deos. 



APPENDIX C. (Oontinued.) 

Sfatement giving particulars of villages selected for Cotton Fj~ance and Marketing Enquiry in the Punjab. 

.No. 01 LJist-
Name of SeriaJ Name & Agricul- Original Type of culti- Nature Nearest ance Kmd of 
District. No,- Nos. of tural home dis- cultiva- vators of local from road & Remarks. 

chak4 or tribes. triQlC; of tors. in water markets. mar- means ot 
_ villages. cultivators. Village. supply. kets. transport. 

Miles. 

Multan .. I 78-I 5·L• Jat (Sikh) Ludhiil.na Military 30 Perennial Khanewal Kachcha . Sialkot. grantees • canal. & Mian 16 road. By Progres-
Channu. & 10 cart. sive. 

2 II5-15.L• Sainis Hosbiil.rpur Abadkara. 70 ":"'do.- Mian 4 It ·~do.-
Channu. 

3 17-8 R. Jat (Sikh) Jhelum Military 49 -do.- '-:'do.- II Good 
Campbell- grantees. Kachcha. 

pur. By cart. --, 
4 II3-IO R. Mixed Different Abadkara. 29 -do.- Jahania Il -<10.-

, Arain districts. 
. Kamboh & 

Jats. 

5 lOS-IS L. Sikh -do.- Military. 58 -do.- Mian 8 Kachcha. 
(Military grantees. Channu. By camel. 
Ranks.) 

6 93-loR. Local Janglis Abadkara. 54 -do.- Khanewal, 5 -do.-
Abadkara • . . 

7 7-9R. Jat Sikhs Ferozepur Military 60 ~do.- Khanewal 13 -do.--
Hanuman- & Hindus Multan, grantees & Mian 

garh. Abrtdkar8 Channu , 
--8- Jiwand. Jat Different Owners 29 Semi Khanewal 12 Kachcha. 4 

singhwala (Mahamma districts. perennial miles Pacca 
(Tt"hsil den & Sikh canal. S miles. By 

K'\birwaJa) mhced. carts. 



APPENDIXC. (Continued.) 

Statement giving particulars of Villages selected for Cotton Finance and Marketing Enquiry in the Punjab . 
. ... -

Dlst-
Name of Name & Agricul- Original Type of ' No of Nautre I Nearest ance Kind of 
District. Serial Nos. of tural home dis- cultiva- culti- of local from road and 

No. ehau or tribes. trict of tors. vators water markets. mar- means of Remarks. 
villages. cultivators. in Rupply. I kets. transport. 

village. Miles. 

Lahore .. 1 Gbaneko Jat (Sikh) Local Peasant 61 Perennial I Kot 4 Kachcha. 
proJ?rietors canal Radba By cart. 

Kishan. 

2 Joia Jat(Mus- -do.- BOOya- 29 i-do.- I -do.-

I 
12 Kacha \:-y 

lim.) cha .. a. ii Wells 

I 
camels 

iii Ba .. ani ponies and 

'I donkeys 

3 Chak4 Jat -do- -do.-

I 
64 Perennial Pattoki 

I 
3 Good 

Viram. (Hindus). canal. • metalled. 
By carts. 

4, Baban Arains -do.- -do.- 16 i Wells Chunian 

I 
10 Kachcha. 

Khai. ii Barani By camels 
ponies and 
donkeys. 

5 Chak 58 Jat -do.- Military 33 Perennial -do.- I 3 Kachcha. 
, Fauji (Sikhs) • Grantees . canal. By carts. 

6 Chak6 ' Muslim -do.- Fatidari. 87 do. Pattoki. 

I 
8 -do.-

Alipur. Jats. 

Jai: 
I 

Kachcha. 7 Sham Kot -do.- Bkaya- 38 i Wells Kanganpurl 4 
Kuhna. (Sikhs). cOO .. a. ii Ba .. ani Pattoki 16 By camels. 

I I 
--- ponies and 

, I 8 Bukkanke Raj puts -do.-. -do._ 44 i Wells Chunian 5 donkeys. 
I ii Barani. 



APPENDIX C. (Oontinued~) 

Statement giving particulars of villages selected for Cotton Finance and Marketing Enquiry in the Punjab. - -

Name of 
District. 

Rohtak 

Serial 
No. 

I 

Name & 
Nos. of 

chaka or 
villages. 

Pai 

Agricul
tural 
trihes. 

Gaur 
Brahmans 

Original 
home 

district of 
culti..a.tors. 

Type ot 
cultiva

tors. 

No. of 
culti

vators 
in 

village 

Local Peasant 30 
_ proprietors 

Nature 
of 

water 
supply. 

Nearest 
local 

markets. 

Perennial Sonepat 
canal 

'" . C) Ul 

=a"t 
"'o,!o! 

~~ m 
Miles. 

II 

1"1:~'h:-a-n-a-- -"'l\"'l.,..ix-e"'d:---I----d""o--lpropreitors 32 -d-o---·I---d':"'o-.- 9'"" 
Kburd. Hindu and 

Jats & tenants. 
Gaur 

Kind of 
road and 
means of 
transport. 

Good metal
led road. 
By Cart. 
-do.-

Remarks. 

-~3-II-B"""'b--'a);-a-u-:-t- Bra7::ans. --I-~-- :-:-:-:'""':""- -- -1--...,.--1-----do.- Peasant 123 -do.- Rohtak 7 -do.-

4 Lahli 
(Hindus) 
Hajputs 
(Mahom-

p~prietors 

-=dO:=- 69 do. -do.- 8 -do.-
and Barani 

medans.) 

5 Belana Jat -do.- -do.- III Perennial Robtak & 16 -do.-

-do.-
16 I (Hindus) 

--6- Bhainswan Jats(Hindus --:"'do.-
canal. Sonepat 

-55-·I--d';"0~.- Rohtak 17' -do.-
Kburd. & Mob-

ammadens) 
~ Rana do. -do.-

Kberi. 
Village 

owned by 
one land
lord there
fore under 
tenants. 

-do.- I----:dl':o~. - 35 Bad Kach
cha. 

8 Pahrawar Gaur -do.- Peasant 54 -do.- -do.-
Brahmans. Proprietors and Barani 

-~9-II'";':G--a-'rh:""i-- Rajputs ---:d"o-.- --=-d,o.- ~-4-I~pne:-:r--e--n--n;:ia~11----:dl':o~.-
Ujale Khan (Muslims) 

6 

19 

By carts. 

-do.-

GoodMetal
ed. By carts 
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APPENDIX D. 

KAPAS CONTRACT FIXED 

Contract No. 302, 20-2-1926. 

Bought of A.B. hereinafter called sellets by C.D. hereinafter called 
buyers, the following kapas:- , 

I •. Quantity:--Mds. 270 say two ht;~red seventy mds. of 40! seers 
~L ' . 

2. Quality:-New palas of the crop 1925-1926 production of 4-F. 
pure 2nd picking free from foreign matter, damage or stain and in dry sound 
and merchantable condition. 

3. Price :-Rupees Thirteen annas three and pies nil viz. Rs. 13-3-0 
per rnaund of 4<>! seers nett. 

4. Discount to buyers at 0-8-0 per cent Rupees. 
5. Delivery,-The Kapas to be weighed over and delivery to be com-

pleted by the next at the buyers' factory at -in one or 
more tenders. 

6. The kapas to contain . seers cotton lint per maund. This 
is to be either estimated or agreed upon or to be ascertained by actual test 
of the samples by a machine gin with mutual allowances for everyone seer 
lint over or under this basis at Rs. per maund of kapas; fraction 
in proportion. . 

7. Terms of payment :-Cash after delivery and lint outturn being 
agreed upon as per clause 6, and account settled on completion of the full 
quantity contracted for. 

8. If sellers shall commit a breach of anyone or moPe "Of the provi
sions of this contract on their part to be performed and a claim shall arise 
or be made by buyers fOJ; damage resulting from such breach, buyers shall 
be entitled to retain all moneys to the extent of their claim, which at the 
date of such breach or subsequently thereto may be or become payable by 
buyers to sellers under this or any other contract or transaction and on their 
claim to damages for such breach being ascertained by agreement award
or judicial decision buyers shall be entitled to appropriate the moneys which 
shall have been s,o retained by them against the damages payable to them 
under any agreement award or decrees that may be made or published or 
passed. 

9. Should either party become insolvent or go into bankruptcy or 
into liquidation the other party shall notwithstanding any proceedings be 
entitled to immediately consider the incompleted portion of this contract 
cancelled at the day's rates (for ready if the time of delivery hereinbefore 
is already current or for forward if the said delivery still be so). 

10. Any addition or alteration in any language other than El\glish 
is void. ' , 

Sellers : • Buyers:" 

Brokers: 
-------.---
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APPENDIX E. 

KAPAS CONTRACT UNFlXED. 

Contract No.----Season.----Made at:-------
Dated 15-12-1926. 

Bought of A.B. hereinaft.e' called Sellers, by C.D. hereinafter called 
Buyers the following kapas:- - ( 

I. Quantity :-Mds. 10---- say ten maunds of 401 seers. 

2. Quality :-Produce of crop 1926-27, M IS Pure, 2nd picking: 

3. Delivery:-The sellers will give delivery at and com-
plete this contract within a fortnight from the date of purchase. 

F 

4. Price :-The pric~9L.this cOl\tJ'g,ct is l~ft unfixed until the 15-3-27 
and sellers have the o"pM6noffixing saIiie:bn"'~y day upto and inclusive of 
the above mention£<j,qafe. It is mutually agrei!d up~n that the price to 
be fixEd by the sell~,",ill be:-the "fate. nfier!d by buyers at the moment of 
settlement, irrespecti~'~! any o~~~ ,price :offered at- ajty other time by the 
buyers thEmselves or::~J)Y' any otlier ·"pe.rtles. ShOl}l~the sellers neglect 
or fail to fix the price ~s:-above the buyers shall ha~e ~e right to fix tnn 
price on the 15-3-27 at the {'ate a..t which they . ate buyers at the momen, 
and the price so fixed is final and binOing ·on sellers. The buyers do -D .It 
undertake to inform the -sellers of such settlement if the sellers reside at a 
place where the buyers have no recognised Agency .. 

5. If the buyers have no buying order from the day on which this 
contract has been entered into upon and including 15-3-27 then the sellers 
agree that the buyers have the right to settle the rate price of this contract 
at the first rate at which subsequently to the date mentioned in this clause 
the buyers may be prepared to buy. . , 

6. Part Payment :-The buyers will pay to the sellers 75% of the 
actual value of the kapas taken delivery by them. This value to be com-
puted at the rate at which buyers are prepared to buy on the day of deli
very Or at their option at any other. rate. 

7. The acceptance by the buyers of a quantity less than that con
tracted for shall not under any circumstances be taken to cancel the con-
tract as to the balance to be delivered. . 

8. All other conditions as customary. 
in any lrnguage other than English is void. 

Sellers: 

Any addition or alteration 

Buyers: 
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